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ABSTRACT
The current class of mainstream microprocessor architectures rely upon multi-level data
caches and relatively low degrees of concurrency to solve a wide range of applications and
algorithmic constructs. These mainstream architectures are well suited to efficiently executing applications that are generally considered to be cache friendly. These may include
applications that operate on dense, linear data structures or applications that make heavy
reuse of data in cache.
However, applications that are generally considered to be data intensive in nature may
access memory with irregular memory request patterns or access such large data structures
that they cannot reside entirely in an on-chip data cache. In this work, we introduce the
GoblinCore-64 (GC64) architecture and instruction set. The goal of GC64 is to provide a
scalable, flexible and open architecture for efficiently executing data intensive computing
applications and algorithms.
The GC64 infrastructure is built upon a hierarchical set of hardware modules designed
to support scalable concurrency with explicit support for latency hiding. The infrastructure’s memory hierarchy is constructed using software-managed scratchpad memories for
local, application-managed memory requests and Hybrid Memory Cube devices for main
memory storage. The instruction set is based upon the RISC-V instruction set specification
with additional extensions to support scatter/gather memory requests, task concurrency and
task management. Further, the system architecture is bolstered by a high performance main
memory subsystem based upon three-dimensional stacked memories, or Hybrid Memory
Cubes, coupled to an intelligent memory request coalescing methodology. The result is a
simple, effective, and scalable architecture that can be easily adapted to efficiently execute
data intensive applications using commodity programming models such as OpenMP, MPI
and MapReduce.
In order to validate the GC64 infrastructure, we construct a simulation infrastructure
based upon the standard RISC-V simulation platform, Spike, that mimics a production
GC64 device. We demonstrate the aforementioned system architecture using a wide array
of benchmark vehicles that include the GAP Benchmark Suite, NAS Parallel Benchmarks,
High Performance Conjugate Gradient Benchmark and the Barcelona OpenMP Task Suite.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Scalable, Efficient Data Intensive Computing

Recently, data intensive computing has garnered increased research and development interest in commercial and academic settings. The need for highly parallel algorithms and
applications that support algorithms in machine learning, graph theory, artificial intelligence and raw data analytics have spurred a flurry of research into novel hardware and
software methodologies to accelerate this class of applications.
One of the driving issues in coping with parallel data intensive computing algorithms
and applications is the inherent irregularity in the memory access patterns. These irregular
memory access patterns that often fall outside of traditional multi-level caching hierarchies
induce increased memory latencies that often stall the execution pipelines of the core. Further, even the most optimized irregular algorithms experience a large number of cache line
evictions due to the lack of spatial and temporal locality. These pipeline stalls prevent
efficient execution, and thus increase runtime of the algorithms.
Academic and commercial organizations have turned to what are traditionally known as
high performance computing techniques in order to optimize these data intensive workloads. We find three main drivers for this shift toward specialized, high performance computing. First, applications that require fixed time to solution, regardless of scale, often
require large scale high performance computing. Second, applications (especially those in
graph theory) whose algorithmic complexity may dictate that dedicated, high performance
computing equipment is required. Finally, the inherent scale of the working set exceeds the
computational resources present in the traditional storage platform.
As we see in Figure 1.1, any time two of these paradigms converge, we find the inherent
need to shift toward high performance computing platforms. Moreover, any time we see
all three paradigms in a single application or workload, we deem this a Grand Challenge
problem. This phenomenon is true providing that the organization’s core competency is
not in the realm of hosting of large-scale computing platforms such as Google, Facebook,
Netflix, Amazon (AWS) and Microsoft (Azure). The best modern example of a grand
challenge data intensive computing problem is cyber analytics [84] [36] [38] [73].
Parallel to this effort to construct large scale data intensive computing instruments is

1
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Figure 1.1: HPC-Derived Data Intensive Computing
the race to build an exascale computing system. Recent reports [143] [157] [18] on constructing these exascale systems point to improving the overall efficiency of the coupled
components at scale. Driving this improvement in efficiency is the need to improve power
efficiency and provide platforms suitable for programmers to adapt parallel applications.
Much in the same manner, we seek to improve the efficiency of execution of data intensive
computing algorithms and applications at scale.
1.2

Dissertation Overview

In this work, we introduce a purpose-built system and micro architecture for large-scale
data intensive computing. The GoblinCore-64 (GC64) system and micro architecture combines simple, efficient RISC processing elements to a hierarchy of concurrent hardware
and software modules that provide scalability well beyond current system platforms without sacrificing programmability. Each of the GoblinCore-64 sockets is connected to one
or more high bandwidth, Hybrid Memory Cube 3D stacked memory devices. The entire
GoblinCore-64 ecosystem, including the hardware implementation and associated software
modules, is packaged with a BSD-style license clause such that commercial and academic

2
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organizations may continue to explore scalable data intensive computing using GC64.
At the core of this research are instruction set and micro architectural extensions for the
emerging RISC-V instruction set specification. RISC-V [161] provides an open, extensible
platform for which we may add domain-specific micro architecture features such as those
to accelerate data intensive computing applications. GoblinCore-64 adds scatter/gather
memory operations, global memory addressing and thread/task management features as
rudimentary instructions. We construct system-on-chip (SoC) devices using a hierarchy of
RISC-V processing elements coupled to a scalable network-on-chip [65].
These micro architecture extensions to the core RISC-V instruction set are further augmented by providing a unique low-latency context switching mechanism. GoblinCore-64
encapsulates the entire state required to represent a thread or task on chip. These task units
are selected for execution by an intelligent thread/task control machine that records the
relative pressure put on a processing element by a thread or task. When a thread or task
exceeds a maximum pressure threshold, a context switch event is triggered and an adjacent
thread or task is selected for execution. This entire process of triggering and selecting a
new parallel execution stream is completed in a single cycle.
Each group of processing elements is connected to a dynamic memory coalescing unit.
The coalescing unit is designed to accept streams of irregular memory requests from the
attached processing elements. The memory coalescing logic dynamically builds trees of
read and write requests until a saturation point or a timeout has been reached. At which
point, the memory coalescing unit flattens the memory requests into the largest possible
memory requests possible destined for the Hybrid Memory Cube main memory devices.
Finally, we scale the individual GoblinCore-64 node configurations to a degree beyond modern high performance computing architectures without sacrificing programmability. We achieve this by utilizing a modified Hybrid Memory Cube packetized protocol
that permits global, partitioned memory addressing over high performance interconnection
links. These interconnection links are now feasible at the scale and bandwidth required
to support our platform given recent advances in silicon photonics [136] [163]. The entire GoblinCore-64 ecosystem is then packaged as a three-dimensional torus interconnect
whereby each routing node contains a ring network of locally connected GoblinCore-64
processing elements.
We evaluate the aforementioned approach by building a fully functional simulation en-
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vironment that executes a live Linux kernel and operating system. We develop a series of
micro-tracing applications that permit us to examine the individual performance mechanisms of the various hardware and software systems. We further demonstrate the efficacy
of our approach using twenty four pathological workloads traditionally found in data intensive and high performance computing. As a result, we find that the GoblinCore-64 provides
up to a 14X performance advantage core-per-core over the equivalent RISC-V architecture.
We can therefore conclude that our approach has significant benefit to efficiently execute
large scale data intensive algorithms and applications.
1.3

Contributions

The contributions of this research are as follows:
• Scalable System Infrastructure: We design and implement a scalable system infrastructure that supports a large degree of concurrency and latency hiding capabilities, coupled to a high bandwidth memory subsystem [105]. The system infrastructure utilizes processing units based upon the open source, RISC-V instruction set
architecture. The system infrastructure also encapsulates all the state required to represent a thread or task directly into hardware in order to minimize the latency and
cycles required to manage parallelism in software. We demonstrate simulated prototypes of the infrastructure executing live Linux-based operating system kernels and
a number of pathological benchmark applications.
• Data Intensive Computing Instruction Set Extensions: We design and implement
instruction set extensions attached to the base RISC-V IMAFD instruction set architecture [162] that support the high degree of execution concurrency present in
our aforementioned system infrastructure [105]. The RISC-V IMAFD (or G) ISA
has support for 64-bit addressing (I), integer multiplication and division (M), atomic
memory operations(A), single precision floating point (F) and double precision floating point(D). The GC64 instruction set extensions provide support for scatter/gather
memory requests, global memory addressing as well as thread or task management
in hardware.
• Hardware-Software Coupled Context Switching: We describe and demonstrate a
low-latency context switching mechanism that couples the compiler’s notion of in4
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struction cost to a hardware-driven context switch mechanism. The context switching
hardware is implemented adjacent to the standard RISC-V Rocket five-stage in-order
pipeline in order to record the relative pressure a thread or task induces on the associated processing element. When a thread or task exceeds a maximum pressure
threshold, the hardware rapidly context switches to an adjacent thread or task in a
single cycle.
• Hardware-Software Coupled Runtime Mechanisms: In addition to the aforementioned system infrastructure and instruction set extensions, we also describe a runtime methodology and associated memory organization to support rapid thread or
task spawns and joins. This methodology is purpose built to support a multitude of
parallel queueing mechanisms, such as work stealing, across a scalable platform.
• Dynamic Memory Coalescing: In order to support the high bandwidth memory
subsystem present in our system infrastructure, we design and implement a unique
dynamic memory coalescing in order to build the most efficient memory request
structure irrespective of the irregularity of the incoming memory requests [160]. Our
memory coalescing approach builds dynamic trees of memory requests until a predetermined time or saturation point is reached. At which time, the requests are flattened into the most advantageous set of block packet requests destined for a Hybrid
Memory Cube device.
• HMC-Based System Interconnect: Our final contribution is the design and implementation of a scalable interconnect methodology based upon the HMC local
memory interconnect specification. Our design utilizes the base HMC packet specification coupled to a scalable physical addressing model in order to provide global,
partitioned addressing using rudimentary memory requests across a scalable system.
We provide the initial messaging framework, extended HMC packet specification as
well as sample performance ramifications for a multidimensional toroidal network
infrastructure.
1.4

Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the challenges in constructing and executing data intensive algorithms and applications at scale
5
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on modern computational hardware. Chapter 2 introduces several common algorithmic
constructs and common methodologies utilized in data intensive high performance computing. Chapter 3 describes the GoblinCore-64 system architecture, including the internal
processing architecture and the scalable interconnection network. Chapter 4 introduces the
instruction set extensions necessary to implement the GoblinCore-64 extension to the base
RISC-V instruction set architecture. It also discusses the various algorithmic and concurrent software mechanisms that are enabled by the aforementioned extensions. Chapter 5
outlines the GoblinCore-64 memory hierarchy, including the memory pipeline and the main
memory device architecture. Chapter 6 describes the remaining, ancillary GoblinCore-64
device components. Chapter 7 outlines our evaluation methodology, sample benchmark
applications and the associated performance results from the various tests. Chapter 8 introduces related software and hardware architectures for data intensive computing and Chapter
9 concludes this dissertation with final remarks and future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1

Data Intensive Computing

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the goal of the GoblinCore-64 research effort is to construct
a scalable, data intensive computing instrument with characteristics that promote execution efficiency and, subsequently, performance. The driving methodology is based upon
the inefficient use of current, commodity processing technologies for large-scale analytics
workloads. Further, we also find that numerical solvers often utilized in large scale high
performance and scientific computing applications share similar inefficiencies.
The current class of mainstream microprocessor architectures rely upon multi-level data
caches and relatively low degrees of concurrency to solve a wide range of applications and
algorithmic constructs. These mainstream architectures are well suited to efficiently executing applications that are generally considered to be cache friendly. These may include
applications that operate on dense, linear data structures or applications that make heavy
reuse of data in cache. However, applications that are generally considered to be data intensive in nature may access memory with irregular memory request patterns or access
such large data structures that they cannot reside entirely in an on-chip data cache. Further,
these workloads may present working sets that exceed the typical main memory footprint
of a single node. As a result, multiple, distributed memory systems are employed in order
to provide sufficient memory capacity to operate the solver.
As an example of this inefficiency, we analyze the results from the Graph 500 benchmark [116] [2]. The initial Graph 500 benchmark actually contains several unique kernels.
First, the benchmark contains a scalable data generator that creates a unique graph for each
execution of the benchmark. This generator produces the edge tuples containing the start
and end vertex for each edge [47]. The first kernel essentially constructs an undirected
graph which is used as input to the second kernel. The second kernel performs a basic
graph traversal using a breadth-first search [34].
Figure 2.1 displays the results from the entire November 2016 Graph 500. The benchmark results are recorded in terms of the number of billions of traversed edges per second,
or GTEPS. However, rather than displaying the results in terms of the raw benchmark
performance, we derive the relative performance per core for each of the systems (GTEP-
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Figure 2.1: November 2016 Graph 500 Results
S/core). We can quickly see that only a very small number of systems exceed 1 GTEP per
core. The vast majority of the systems fall well below 0.5 GTEPS per core. The average
per core performance across all the released results is actually only 0.206.
What is most interesting about these results, albeit based upon a synthetic benchmark,
is the distribution of high performance systems that utilize novel processing and memory
subsystems. We see that all the systems with per-core performance over 1.0 have some degree of special-purpose processing logic. Further, the systems that exceed 1.5 GTEPS/core
were each developed specifically to execute data intensive applications. As a result, we
can clearly see the affect on performance and efficiency when crafting a core architecture
specifically for data intensive workloads.
8
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2.2

Algorithmic Design

Given the surge of interest in data intensive computing, a large degree of recent research in the field has focused on algorithmic constructs and data representations to efficiently execute data intensive algorithms on commodity platforms. Many of these projects
have focused on compressed or consolidated representations that provide a higher statistical
probability of spatial and temporal locality in multi-level cache hierarchies.
Most recently, a large degree of interest and research has been in the field of utilizing
traditional linear algebra solvers in order to derive statistical and numerical qualities of
large scale graphs (et al. sparse matrices) [44] [86]. A community effort has formed to
implement standard methodologies and data representations alongside machine-optimized
sparse linear solvers based upon this research. The Graph BLAS Forum has presented
excellent research results by the member organizations in the field [3]. The goal of which is
standardize the interface specifications by which users and applications make use of these
facilities, much in the same manner as the original BLAS library implementations [60].
However, as of this writing, there has yet to exist a standard implementation of the Graph
BLAS routines. Further, there does not yet exist an implementation standard that supports
parallel execution across shared or distributed memory architectures.
Further, one special area of algorithmic research is the ability to partition or shard a graph
or sparse construct into multiple, relatively equivalent subgraphs. This ability to partition
extreme-scale data structures into equivalent sub components is key to scaling large-scale
analytics workloads across distributed memory parallel systems [74] [31]. However, we
often find that the individual partitioning solutions are well-suited to specific classes of
data, such as static social network data or transportation graphs [83] [144]. Rarely do we
find approaches that are generally applicable across domains. What we find in these cases
of non-optimal partitioning is algorithms that exhibit a large degree of communication,
generally with small messages. As a result, the optimization of the approach becomes an
optimization of the communication patterns, rather than an optimization of the fundamental
data intensive algorithm.
2.3

Programming Models

Several programming models are currently considered to be widely adopted for data
intensive computing algorithmic research and commercial development. Large cloud in-
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frastructures are currently known to utilize frameworks such as MapReduce [156] and
Spark [176] to execute data intensive applications. These programming models are generally constructed on top of portable, machine-independent language constructs such as Java
and Scala. Further, the cloud infrastructures that execute these programming models often
utilize simple ethernet connectivity for large-scale messaging within a given workload.
Ultimately, this class of programming model is often well suited to those outside of
extreme-scale data intensive computing. Organizations without access to very large cloud
infrastructures or those executing time or mission-critical workloads will find that the quality of service guarantees and the relative performance thresholds of MapReduce and Spark
fail to meet their needs. Spark, for example, attempts to optimize the use of main memory
for its working set as opposed to MapReduce’s use of special-purpose file systems. This is
generally due to the abstract nature of the machine-independent languages for which this
frameworks are constructed.
In addition to the aforementioned data-intensive-specific language constructs, recent
research has also explored the use of traditional high performance computing parallel
languages for data intensive workloads. The message passing interface standard (MPI)
has been utilized to replicate out-of-core style parallel computing frameworks [91]. The
wide adoption, maturity of implementation and cross-platform support of MPI distributions
makes this an attractive solution. However, MPI, despite containing one-sided messaging,
lacks many of the fundamental latency-hiding, global addressing and atomicity support
required to efficiently implement data intensive algorithms.
The OpenMP [15] shared memory programming model has also been utilized to implement data intensive algorithms. Several reference implementations of the Graph 500 and
the GAP benchmark suites [35] are constructed using this standard programming model.
Much like MPI, OpenMP is well supported across platforms and tool chains. However, it
also lacks the ability to scale beyond a single node and, as such, is limited in the size of the
algorithmic working set to the capacity of a single node.
The common theme amongst all the aforementioned programming is that no one approach is considered to be best suited to solving all problems in data intensive computing.
Users tend to utilize these as needed by the target application size, scope and required timeto-solution. As a result, we can assume no single programming platform as the basis of our
research.
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2.4

Software Infrastructures

In addition to the aforementioned programming models, a number of disparate projects
have focused on developing sequential and parallel toolkits for solving specific classes of
data intensive computing workloads. As an example, the MLib toolkit is an extension
to the Spark programming model that enables users to build and experiment with data
intensive machine learning algorithms [112]. The Spark community also provides a graph
processing framework, deemed GraphX [171]. Both of these infrastructures have unique
data representation and algorithmic implementations that are optimized in the native Scala,
Python and C++ programming languages. While convenient to those familiar with the
Spark infrastructure, these extensions require the use of special language extensions outside
the scope of standard parallel programming methods.
In addition to extensions to high-level programming constructs, the Combinatorial BLAS,
or CombBLAS, library is constructed using high performance C++ in order to implement
standard data representations, transformations, traversals and numerical solvers for sparse
linear algebra [44]. These solvers are generally utilized to implement high performance
graph or network theory algorithms that require high performance implementations. The
machine-level nature of the C++ implementations permits users and developers to extend
and optimize the library and the overlaying applications for specific architectures. Many of
the solvers present in the latest CombBLAS implementation are modern solutions using the
latest in efficient data representations [43] [86]. While the underlying library provides an
advantageous platform for machine-specific optimization, it does not consider the inherent
parallelism present in highly parallel data representations.
All of these sample infrastructure inherently rely upon a core programming model or
methodology of parallelism. Moreover, each is fundamentally driven by slightly different
workload and usability requirements. Therefore, the end result is a difficult optimization
problem for the programming model implementers and the hardware architecture given
the disparate number of application and algorithm targets. This is especially true when
considering the already inefficient performance characteristics of workloads such as the
Graph 500 on modern, commodity architectures.
We can clearly see that across data representations, programming models and software
infrastructures, there is a clear gap between efficient execution and expressive programmability. This perfect storm of computational inefficiency is the driving phenomenon behind
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the GoblinCore-64 research presented herein.
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CHAPTER 3
CORE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
3.1

Machine Hierarchy

The GoblinCore-64 machine hierarchy can be described in terms of three major units: the
execution hierarchy, the memory hierarchy and the core architecture. The core architecture
implements the core instruction set and concurrency instruction set extensions required to
operate a single execution unit. The execution hierarchy implements a set of configurable,
nested hardware mechanisms that define the breadth and depth of the available concurrency
in the system. Finally, the memory hierarchy implements a set of primitive hardware units
in conjunction with the execution hierarchy in order to transparently promote efficient use
of memory bandwidth resources.
The machine hierarchy of GoblinCore-64 is designed to facilitate multiple designs and
implementations with varying degrees of hardware concurrency and system scalability. We
provide this functionality via a set of six hierarchical layers in the execution module hierarchy. Layers 0-3 are required of all devices that implement the GC64 architecture. Layers
4-5 are optional module layers that provide additional scalability beyond a single systemon-chip. Each subsequent layer requires all levels below it to ensure a correct implementation. The execution hierarchy layers are labeled as follows:
• Layer 0: Task Unit
• Layer 1: Task Processor
• Layer 2: Task Group
• Layer 3: Socket
• Layer 4: Node
• Layer 5: Partition
The GC64 task unit is the small divisible unit of concurrency. The task unit contains
a single RISC-V integer register file, the optional RISC-V floating point register file, the
GC64 user-visible registers and the GC64 machine state registers. The goal of the task unit
13
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Figure 3.1: GC64 Task Processor
is to provide a simple hardware mechanism that maps directly to a single unit of parallelism
in software. Software runtime libraries have the ability to map constructs such as threads or
tasks directly to a single task unit. We map one or more task units to a task processor. The
GC64 task processor consists of the integer and optional floating point arithmetic units, a
thread control unit as well as the associated task units (maximum of 256).
The task processor as shown in Figure 3.1 is permitted to execute instructions from a
single task unit on any given cycle. In this manner, each task processor permits full control
from a single task unit at any given time. It is the job of the thread control unit to enforce
which task unit is in focus on any given cycle. Any time the thread control unit switches
focus from one task unit to an adjacent task unit, we refer to this event as a context switch.
The thread control unit may select a new task unit only from the task units that are directly
attached. GC64 requires that at least one task unit exist per task processor. GC64 permits
a maximum of 256 task units per task processor.
The GC64 Task Group, as shown in Figure 3.2, consists of one or more task processors
interconnected to a local memory management unit (MMU) and subsequently to the SoC
peripheral interfaces. This MMU serves two purposes. First, it determines whether a request is designated as a local request or a global request. Local requests are serviced by
either the on-chip scratchpad memory or one or more HMC interfaces. Global requests
are serviced by off-chip resources. Second, the local MMU performs request coalescing.
Memory requests from multiple tasks across multiple task units and task processors are
coalesced into larger request packets in order to optimize channel bandwidth utilization.
The memory hierarchy is discussed further in Section 4.2.
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The GC64 socket architecture shown in Figure 3.3 combines multiple task groups (and
their hierarchical components) into a system-on-chip package. This package has the ability
to host up to 256 GC64 task groups under the current architecture specification. In addition
to task groups, the GC64 socket contains a number of peripheral modules. First, it contains
a scratchpad memory module that acts as a low-latency, high bandwidth, user-allocatable
memory resource for commonly used data. It also contains an atomic memory operation
(AMO) unit that controls queuing, ordering and arbitration of atomic memory operations.
All off-chip messages or data are handled via one or more Hybrid Memory Cube [17]
channel interfaces and/or the GC64 off-chip network interface.
All of the intermediate components within a GC64 socket are interconnected via the
open source OpenSoC Fabric interconnect logic [65]. The OpenSoC Fabric infrastructure
is actually a network-on-chip generation framework that permits designers to architect different topologies, queueing mechanisms, pipelined routers and virtual channels. OpenSoC
Fabric is built using the Chisel high-level hardware design language [29], which is also utilized for the the RISC-V Rocket core implementation [25]. As a result, OpenSoC Fabric is
a natural inclusion into the overall GoblinCore-64 hardware implementation (Figure 3.4).
Currently, OpenSoC Fabric supports both mesh and flattened butterfly topologies [89].
As the basis of the GoblinCore-64 on-chip system architecture, we utilize a modified 2D,
N × M degree mesh network. In this manner, we minimize long routes between major
components in order to mitigate long latency routes across the entire device. Each of the
routing points in the mesh infrastructure is implemented using a four-cycle pipeline. Each
of the routing cycles are identified as follows:
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Figure 3.3: GC64 Socket Architecture
1. Routing computation: Eligible output ports and virtual channels are computed
2. Virtual channel allocation: Determines specific output port and virtual channel
3. Switch allocation: Determines whether the packet FLIT (flow control unit) can proceed
4. Switch Traversal: Packet FLIT traversal across the links
In order to best optimize the network-on-chip routing infrastructure, we can further organize the on-chip components into quadrants. Each quadrant contains a local HMC channel
interface with an associated atomic memory operation unit, an on-chip network interface as
well as some number of GC64 Task Groups. In this manner, a well-placed application may
have advantageous use of its locally-connected memory and network resources as well as
equivalent bandwidth and latency to other on-chip components such as the on-chip scratchpad. The only exception to this fundamental quadrant methodology is the placement of the
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Figure 3.4: GC64 Task Group OpenSoC Fabric Connectivity
software-managed scratchpad component. This component resides in a separate dimension with two ports connected to the OpenSoC Fabric mesh. In this manner, we have the
ability to support separate ports for read and write requests, respectively. As a result, the
software-managed scratchpad device appears as a weakly-ordered memory device just as
the HMC-based main memory components.
As an example of the aforementioned mesh topology, Figure 3.5 contains a sample layout
of a 4x4 mesh with the additional dimension containing the scratchpad memory component.
Notice how each quadrant contains an individual HMC channel interface as well as an
off-chip network interface. As manufacturing techniques for high performance SERDES
links improve, we will improve the balance of local versus remote conectivity as well as
the scalability of our mesh. Also note that each quadrant contains two fully encapsulated
GC64 Task Groups. Each Task Group contains some number of Task Processors and each
Task Processor contains a number of Task Units. In this manner, we maintain a discrete
hierarchy of parallelism that can be modified depending upon the target application, power
threshold or manufacturing process.
The remaining two modules in the GC64 execution hierarchy are optional based upon the
desire to scale the infrastructure out beyond a single socket. The node hierarchy consists of
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one or more GC64 socket modules that reside within a single node addressing domain. The
architecture specification defines a maximum of 256 sockets per node and a maximum of
65,536 nodes per partition. Each GC64 partition consists of one or more nodes that share
a top-level addressing domain. Partitions may also contain links to adjacent partitions in
order to create much larger system configurations. The node and partitioning schema are
architected to provide a natural boundary for defining memory locality domains in higherlevel programming models while maintaining globally shared memory addressing.
The maximum configured GC64 system architecture can be described as follows:
• 256 Task Units per Task Processor
• 256 Task Processors per Task Group
• 256 Task Groups per Socket
• 256 Sockets per Node
• 65,536 Nodes per Partition
• 65,536 Partitions per System
• Maximum task concurrency of 18,446,744,073,709,551,616 tasks
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3.2
3.2.1

System Interconnect

System Interconnect Requirements

In order to support the aforementioned scalability metrics, a scalable system interconnect
must be coupled to the GoblinCore-64 socket infrastructure. At the time of this writing,
there were a number of modern system interconnects available via commodity and pseudocommodity mechanisms. Interconnects such as the Mellanox Infiniband standard have been
recently utilized to connect systems of heterogeneous nodes whereby permitting remote
direct memory access (RDMA) between accelerator nodes [151] [140] [129]. However, we
find that the Infiniband interconnect only performs efficiency when utilizing large messages
or message frames between nodes. Transmitting small messages or packets, such as those
found in HMC memory requests, are far too small to induce efficient execution in a largescale Infiniband deployment.
Conversely, Cray recently constructed an interconnect, deemed Aries, through the DARPA
HPCS program [57] [79] [64] [27]. The Aries interconnect adapts what is traditionally
PCI-Express system interconnection protocols to a scalable, routable network infrastructure. The Aries interconnect has the ability to transfer smaller message more efficiently
and provides excellent scalability via its Dragonfly interconnect topology [89]. However,
the Aries interconnect remains proprietary to the Cray line of supercomputing platforms
and, as a result, fails to meet our needs.
Finally, several commercial interconnect technologies and standards have been constructed for traditional embedded computing environments. The RapidIO standard is one
of the leading examples of a standard interconnection technology that has an open specification governed by a committee of members with commercial and academic implementations available [41] [42] [138]. However, the RapidIO standard lacks sufficient scalability
to support even a modest platform implementation using the GoblinCore-64 system infrastructure.
Given these interconnection options, we find that one of the major detractions from these,
and other commodity options is the distinctive nature of the interconnect versus other peripheral systems. In this manner, the high performance system interconnects require distinct I/O pins that are separate from other system bus or interconnects such as the main
memory interconnect and the periphery interconnect (et al. PCI). As a result, we expend
chip area and I/O pins on supporting multiple protocols for multiple devices which subse-
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quently translates to data transfer latency in performing the protocol translations to build
and issue messages.
Following our initial survey and conclusions of the current commodity interconnect options, we defined a set of requirements to drive the development of our GoblinCore-64
scalable system interconnect. We summarize these requirements as follows:
• Message Concurrency: Given the use of our HMC memory devices and the large
degree of thread and task concurrency in the core processing elements, our system
interconnection design must support a complementary degree of message concurrency. The interconnect should support weak ordering of messages and flow control
necessary to support prioritization of particular packets or packet classes.
• Message Payload Flexibility: The message payload should support a multitude of
different packet sizes without significant performance degradation for the smaller
class of packets. Further, the messaging infrastructure and associated protocol should
support registered (two-sided) read and write commands as well as one-sided, or
posted requests.
• Link Physical Layer Homogeneity: Given the inherent cost of physical connectivity
technology (SERDES, LVDS, etc.), we seek to construct a physical interconnect for
both local and global connectivity that utilizes the same physical medium. As a
result, the cost in licensing the physical technology and the time spent verifying the
correctness of the design is minimized.
• Ability to Support Peripheral Devices: Given that we seek to build an interconnect
with physical layer homogeneity, we also seek to extend this requirement to include
support for periphery devices. High performance and data analysis systems are inherently connected to periphery subsystems such as external networks, management
networks and storage in order to provide ancillary services and connectivity. As a
result, we must support connectivity to these devices.
• Flexible Routing: As mentioned above, the GoblinCore-64 scalable system architecture has the ability to support a large number of system nodes and associated
GC64 sockets. As a result, our interconnect design needs a support multiply routing
topologies with a limited routing overhead. Classic interconnection networks such
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as Infiniband maintain expensive, stateful routing tables that become a burden at an
extreme scale. We seek to avoid this scenario with GoblinCore-64.
• Support for Rudimentary Memory Traffic: Ideally, our interconnect design will
support rudimentary memory traffic. This implies that the interconnect directly supports our physical memory format and associated scalable physical memory format.
In this manner, the hardware is not required to perform costly translations from rudimentary memory requests (both local and global) to orthogonal messaging formats.
• Protocol Homogeneity: In order to optimize the hardware components necessary
to construct and exchange messages over the local and global interconnection devices, we seek to construct an interconnect methodology that makes use of a singular
messaging protocol. As a result, we can optimize the generation of local and global
messages into singular hardware and software mechanisms.
• Hardware Atomicity: One of the fundamentally costly operations performed over
scalable system interconnects is barrier/synchronization operations. As a result, we
seek to build an interconnect infrastructure that supports hardware-driven atomicity
mechanisms such as sync-fetch-and-add or compare-and-swap.
Given the aforementioned set of interconnection requirements and the inherent use of
Hybrid Memory Cube devices, we centralize our interconnect design and implementation
around the HMC second generation physical and packet specification [17]. The HMC
memory specification supports a packetized interconnect specification with one-sided, twosided and atomic memory operations sufficient to meet our needs. Further, the packet opcode specification has a sufficient number of free opcodes that, with an extensible routing
infrastructure, would have the ability to route memory packets across a scalable interconnect. The use of the HMC physical and addressing layer for interconnection networks has
been previously proposed [88] [152] [121] [72] [96] [102] [95], but never implemented
in practice or to this scale. As a result, the novelty of our approach is the inherent adaption of the HMC interconnection methodology as a scalable interconnect for large-scale
data intensive computing. Section 3.2.2 details the interconnect specifications for the local
(main memory) interconnect and Section 3.2.3 details the extension of HMC to a global
interconnect for GC64.
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Figure 3.6: GC64 Local Memory Interconnection
3.2.2

Local System Interconnect Architecture

The GoblinCore-64 local system interconnection methodology is designed to service the
main memory requirements of each GC64 socket. Given the use of our HMC memory
devices, we architected the GC64 socket to accept eight (8) HMC links. Four of the HMC
links are dedicated to the local interconnection network.
Each of the aforementioned HMC links are constructed using 15 Gbps high speed SERDES
lanes. Each link consists of sixteen input lanes and sixteen output lanes. These configurations are known as full-width data lanes in the HMC vernacular [17]. The aggregate link
bandwidth using the 15 Gbps SERDES physical interconnect is 240 GB/s (60 GB/s per
link).
As we see in Figure 3.6, the local HMC interconnection network is attached to a single,
master, HMC memory device. Each GC64 socket is connected, at minimum, one HMC
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Figure 3.7: HMC Interconnection Topologies
device. These HMC devices can be configured in 4 GB or 8 GB capacities, with a maximum
internal DRAM bandwidth of 320 GB/s. As a result, the minimum peak memory bandwidth
in GoblinCore-64 is 240 GB/s per socket (60 GB/s per link), or equivalent to the maximum
aggregate link bandwidth.
Given that data intensive computing algorithms and applications may require large memory footprints, our local HMC interconnection network also supports attaching multiple
HMC devices as slaves to the primary or master HMC memory device. The methodology of chaining, in the HMC vernacular, can be performed in a multitude of topologies as
shown in Figure 3.7 [98] [99]. Figure 3.6 depicts an eight-link HMC primary device with
two slaves chained in succession. The subsequent HMC devices are addressed directly
through the Cube ID, or CUB field which is embedded in the physical memory specification of HMC. The maximum number of devices that can be interconnected in the local
HMC memory network is eight per socket. As a result, the current maximum theoretical
memory capacity is 64 GB per socket using 8 GB HMC devices.
3.2.3

Global System Interconnect Architecture

Much in the same way that we utilize the HMC technology for the local system interconnect, we also make use of the HMC methodology for interconnecting devices for our
scalable, global system interconnect. However, we make several key extensions to the core
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HMC methodology in order to support our scalability and global usability requirements.
These extensions can be classified into three categories: link connectivity, interconnect
routing and global messaging.
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Figure 3.8: GC64 System Interconnection
First, we utilize the four remaining interconnection links as system links for our scalable
interconnection network. Two of the four links are dedicated to routing traffic between
sockets within a node. The node-level interconnection topology is configured as simple ring
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Table 3.1: HMC Device Packet Control Overhead
Source
GoblinCore-64 Socket
GoblinCore-64 Socket
GoblinCore-64 Socket
Router

Destination
HMC Memory
GoblinCore-64 Socket
Router
Router

Links
4
2
2
3

Bandwidth (GB/s)
240 GB/s
120 GB/s
120 GB/s
180 GB/s

topology in order to avoid ancillary switching components. In Figure 3.8, these node-level
interconnection links are displayed in orange. Next, the partition or global interconnection
links occupy the remaining two HMC links per socket. These links are displayed in black.
Next, each global link from each socket is connected to a unique GoblinCore-64 routing
component that exists as a separate device. These routing components are actually rudimentary RISC-V devices that implement the HMC routing protocol for global messaging
via firmware. In this manner, we may modify and extend our topological designs in future research. For each four GC64 sockets, we configure two routing nodes in a redundant
manner. Each of the router devices also contains eight HMC links (Figure 3.8). Four links
are dedicated to connecting local GoblinCore-64 sockets. Three links are dedicate to the
global GC64 network topology and one link is dedicated to interconnecting periphery I/O
devices such as storage and management networks. Using the maximum link bandwidth of
60 GB/s, we find that each socket has 120 GB/s of bandwidth to adjacent sockets and to the
global network. Each router has 180 GB/s of bandwidth to the global network and 60 GB/s
of bandwidth to periphery devices. These bandwidth figures are summarized in Table 3.1.
Given this, we can see that the GoblinCore-64 interconnection network is completely homogenous for its high performance message traffic, thus supporting our aforementioned
interconnection requirements.
In order to support a large degree in message concurrency within the global interconnect, we initially choose a three dimensional torus interconnect topology between routing
elements [24]. Torus interconnects have been utilized to efficiently map data intensive
computing algorithms across multi-dimensional toroidal interconnects in the past [175].
Each of the routing devices is connected to three adjacent routings in a unique dimension,
labeled as X, Y and Z in Figure 3.8. Given this, we find that our fully connected global system interconnect becomes a scalable three dimensional torus whereby the processing nodes
are rings of processing elements. The total interconnect has redundancy using the toroidal
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Figure 3.9: GC64 4x4xN Torus Interconnection Topology
routing interconnections. We provide a sample of a single two-dimensional, 4x4xN plane
of our interconnect topology in Figure 3.9. This global topology, coupled to the scalable
physical memory addressing methodology outlined in Section 5.1.1 provides ample opportunity to express physical memory locality and associated memory latencies in scalable
data intensive computing algorithms.
Finally, in order to support our global memory request requirement, we define an extended set of message packets for the HMC interconnect. While our local, commoditybased HMC memory devices will not support these packet types, the global interconnect
components such as the system links and the routing devices will support the extended
packet encodings. This method of extending the core HMC messaging and packet infras27
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Figure 3.10: GC64 Extended HMC Packet
tructure has been described in previous works in order to extend the in-situ atomicity functions [101] [94], for graph traversals [120] and for processing near memory [152] [121] [72] [96].
In order to support our extended memory addressing and messaging capability, we utilize
the in-situ packet specification for memory reads, writes, posted writes and atomic operations in the Gen2 HMC specification [17]. For each of the aforementioned packet types,
the HMC specification encodes a non-zero number of flow control units, or FLITS, for the
request packet and (for non-posted requests) some number of non-zero FLITs for the response packet. Each FLIT is designated as 16-bytes of data that contains all the necessary
locality, opcode (request type) and addressing information for the respective request. As
shown in Figure 3.10, we extend this functionality to include an additional FLIT for each
request and response packet, respectively, for each of the standard message opcodes. We
utilize the unused opcode space present in the HMC specification for these custom memory cube, or CMC, operations. The extended payload space is utilized to encode the source
(requester) routing information in the packet tail and the destination (endpoint) routing information in the packet header. As a result, each GC64 socket has the ability to dispatch
rudimentary, extended memory requests using our extended HMC request structure to any
adjacent node connected to the global memory interconnect. We summarize the opcode
encodings and associated FLIT length for each of our extended memory operations in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.
3.2.4

System Interconnect Scalability

As a result of the aforementioned system interconnect design and implementation, we
may summarize the performance of our proposed GoblinCore-64 platform in terms of the
memory capacity, local memory bandwidth, global interconnect bandwidth and the bisection bandwidth. We present our results of this analysis in Table 3.4.
We can quickly see that even modestly populated GoblinCore-64 systems have tremendous capability in the memory and system interconnect bandwidth. A system with four
endpoints per dimension (4x4x4) that contains only 256 GC64 sockets has an aggregate
local bandwidth of over 60 TB/s. Further, the aggregate global bandwidth is over 23 TB/s
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Table 3.2: GoblinCore-64 System Inteconnect Packets
Command
16-byte Write
32-byte Write
48-byte Write
64-byte Write
80-byte Write
96-byte Write
112-byte Write
128-byte Write
256-byte Write
16-byte Posted Write
32-byte Posted Write
48-byte Posted Write
64-byte Posted Write
80-byte Posted Write
96-byte Posted Write
112-byte Posted Write
128-byte Posted Write
256-byte Posted Write
16-byte Read
32-byte Read
48-byte Read
64-byte Read
80-byte Read
96-byte Read
112-byte Read
128-byte Read
256-byte Read

Opcode
0x4
0x5
0x6
0x7
0x14
0x15
0x16
0x17
0x20
0x24
0x25
0x26
0x27
0x29
0x2A
0x2B
0x2C
0x2D
0x2E
0x2F
0x38
0x39
0x3A
0x3B
0x3C
0x3D
0x3E

Request FLITS
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
18
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
18
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Response FLITS
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
18

and a bisection bandwidth of over 5 TB/s. We may further scale this configuration out to 16
nodes per dimension where the local bandwidth exceeds 3 PB/s and the global bandwidth
is near 1.5 PB/s in aggregate. This 16x16x16 system is well within the realm of current
system platforms in deployment as of this writing.
Finally, a larger system of 64 endpoints per dimension with over one million GC64 sockets would be capable of 250 PB/s (1/4 EB/s) of local memory bandwidth and over 90 PB/s
of aggregate global bandwidth. As a result, the GoblinCore-64 local and global system
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Table 3.3: GoblinCore-64 Atomic System Inteconnect Packets
Command

Opcode

Dual 8-byte Signed Add Imm
Single 16-byte Signed Add Imm
Posted dual 8-byte Signed Add Imm
Posted single 16-byte Signed Add Imm
Dual 8-byte Signed Add Imm And Return
Single 16-byte Signed Add Imm and Return
8-byte Increment
Posted 8-byte Increment
16-byte XOR
16-byte OR
16-byte NOR
16-byte AND
16-byte NAND
8-byte Compare & Swap (GT)
16-byte Compare & Swap (GT)
8-byte Compare & Swap (LT)
16-byte Compare & Swap (LT)
8-byte Compare & Swap (EQ)
16-byte Compare & Swap (ZERO)
8-byte Equal
16-byte Equal
8-byte bit write
Posted 8-byte Bit Write
8-byte Bit Write with Return
16-byte Swap

0x70
0x71
0x72
0x73
0x74
0x75
0x76
0x77
0x55
0x56
0x57
0x58
0x59
0x5A
0x5B
0x5C
0x5D
0x5E
0x66
0x67
0x6B
0x6C
0x6D
0x6E
0x6F

Request
FLITS
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Response
FLITS
2
2
0
0
3
3
2
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
0
3
3

interconnect methodology is poised to scale well beyond current system architectural limits, thus supporting the memory bandwidth and concurrency required to support the next
generation of scalable data intensive computing applications.
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Table 3.4: GoblinCore-64 System Interconnect Performance
Topology
4x4x4
8x8x8
16x16x16
32x32x32
64x64x64

GC64
Sockets
256
512
16,384
131,072
1,048,576

Local Memory
Bandwidth
61,440 GB/s
491,520 GB/s
3,932,160 GB/s
31,457,280 GB/s
251,658,240 GB/s
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Global Memory
Bandwidth
23,040 GB/s
131,072 GB/s
1,474,560 GB/s
11,796,480 GB/s
94,371,840 GB/s

Bisection
Bandwidth
5,760 GB/s
11,520 GB/s
46,080 GB/s
184,320 GB/s
737,280 GB/s
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CHAPTER 4
INSTRUCTION SET EXTENSIONS
4.1

Core Micro Architecture

Recent efforts have brought the RISC-style micro architecture infrastructure back to
mainstream computer architecture. The RISC-V instruction set infrastructure is designed
to serve as an efficient, open source basis for computer architecture exploration, commercial processor development and application-specific device construction. The efficiency
associated with RISC style micro architectures provides an excellent target for modern
optimizing compilers and system software.
However, the simplicity of these RISC micro architectures may induce a scenario where
seemingly simple operations such as managing threads, generating communication messages and exploiting available memory bandwidth requires a significant number of instructions in order to efficiently accomplish these tasks. These basic architectural constraints
often represent the significant latencies in executing data intensive applications on modern
RISC architectures.
As a result, we focus the micro architectural development of the GoblinCore-64 effort
on extending the inherently efficient RISC-V ISA. Rather than crafting an entirely new
instruction set and associated micro architecture, we craft unique extensions to the existing
RISC-V ISA that stand to significantly accelerate our ability to exploit parallelism and
effectively use bandwidth while executing data intensive applications.
This chapter presents the core micro architecture of the GoblinCore-64 infrastructure as
a set of extensions to the RISC-V instruction set specification. These extensions focus on
several general areas. First, we add instructions and architectural extensions to efficiently
exploit high bandwidth memory systems. Next, we add micro architectural features to assist
in managing thread and/or task state directly from the hardware. In this manner, efficient
runtime software libraries can efficiently exploit parallelism on GC64 using these unique
hardware features. Finally, we add architectural extensions to provide runtime systems
and software infrastructures the ability to query and interpret the hierarchical nature of
GoblinCore. As a result, these environmental extensions can be directly coupled to the
aforementioned thread management and bandwidth exploitation instructions to efficiently
construct large-scale partitioned, parallel algorithms.
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The GoblinCore-64 core architecture consists of an implementation of the RISC-V instruction set architecture [162] as well as extensions specifically required to support the
concurrency mechanisms required for GC64. The RISC-V instruction set architecture was
specifically chosen due to its ground-up design to be an open, modular and extensible instruction set specification [26].
The modularity and extensibility of the RISC-V specification made it extremely attractive as the basis for GoblinCore-64. The RISC-V instruction set architecture is actually
comprised of a single base ISA alongside a set of modular ISA extensions. The base, required instruction set, herein referred to as RV32I, defines the integral set of instructions
and register state necessary to operate the most basic of RISC-V cores. The RISC-V spec
describes the RV32I ISA target as the most fundamental forty-seven instructions required
to support a compiler target and modern operating system. This includes basic integer
arithmetic required for addressing, core memory operations (load/store), control flow and
and system calls. It also includes the definition for the base set of user-visible registers.
Thirty-two, 32-bit general purpose registers are provided (x0-x31) as well as a program
counter (pc) register. Compliant RISC-V implementations are required to implement the
base ISA.
All of the remaining instructions and state are bundled in one or more instruction set extensions. These extensions provide additional computational, logical and memory support
as well as support for operands larger than 32-bits. The instruction set extensions provided
in the core RISC-V specification are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: RISC-V ISA Extensions
Extension
RV64I

Description
64-bit Integer Support
Widens the general purpose registers to 64-bits

RV128I

128-bit Integer Support
Widens the general purpose registers to 128-bits

M

Integer Multiplication and Divison
Adds support for integer multplication and division
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Extension
A

F

D

Q

Description
Atomic Instruction Support
Provides loads-reserved/store-conditional
fetch-and-op memory instructions

and

Single Precision Floating Point Support
Adds 32 general purpose single precision floating point
registers (f0-f31), a floating point CSR and single precision
floating point support
Double Precision Floating Point Support
Extends the floating point registers to support double
precision and adds double precision floating point support
Quad Precision Floating Point Support
Extends the floating point registers to support quad precision and adds quad precision floating point support

L

Decimal Floating Point Support
Adds support for decimal floating point

B

Bit Manipulation Instruction Support
Adds support for bit-manipulation instructions

T

Transactional Memory Support
Adds transactional memory operation support

P

C

atomic

Packed-SIMD Instruction Support
Adds support for packed SIMD instructions that reuse the
existing register integer and floating-point registers
Compressed Instruction Format
Encodes the base integer instructions as compressed 16-bit
encodings
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Table 4.2: RISC-V ISA Register Extensions
Mnemonic
tctx
tid
tq
te
gconst
garch
gkey
gcount

Index
0b00000
0b00001
0b00010
0b00011
0b00100
0b00101
0b10000
N/A

Access
User, Supervisor
User, Supervisor
User, Supervisor
User, Supervisor
User, Supervisor
User, Supervisor
Supervisor
Arithmetic Machine State

The GC64 core architecture defines a minimum number of RISC-V architectural extensions in order to support the target data intensive application profiles as well as the
additional GC64 ISA extension. The GC64 core architecture requires the RV64I, M and A
extensions at a minimum. In addition, GC64 supports optionally including the F and D extensions to enable hardware floating-point support and the RV128I for extended addressing
support. In this manner, GC64 supports 64-bit integer addressing, arithmetic and atomic
memory operations with optional support for single and double precision floating point.
4.1.1

GC64 Register State

In addition to the base set of RISC-V extensions required to construct the GC-64 core
architecture, the GC-64 extension defines additional machine register state designed to support the required concurrency mechanisms in the GC-64 micro architecture. The additional
state includes eight registers, six user registers, one supervisor and one arithmetic machine
state register (Table 4.2). All the additional register state cannot be directly accessed from
the base RISC-V ISA or standard set of extensions. They can, however, be accessed from
GC-64 extended instructions. These additional instructions are described further in Section
5.
The first additional user register, tctx, that contains the base address of the task associated the respective register file. The base address of the respective task can be utilized to
reference the task’s stack space, preloaded state and context save/restore state. The second additional user register, tid, contains the unique task identification number for the task
currently loaded into the respective hardware unit. This 64-bit value is designed to be uti-
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lized by low-level runtime and programming models to uniquely identify threads, tasks
or other divisible parallel software units. The value stored in the tid register is globally
unique within the respective process space, much in the same manner as traditional threading models. In many explicitly MIMD parallel programming models, such as OpenMP
[15], OpenCL [149] and CUDA [125], these unique identifiers are utilized for integral
programming model tasks such as array indexing. In this manner, GC64 provides simple
hardware mechanisms specifically designed to support higher level programming models.
The next set of GC64-defined registers include those that control where new tasks are
spawned to and retrieved from as well as where tasks are sent when exceptions, breakpoints
or other machine interrupts occur. The tq, or task queue register, contains the memory
address of the primary task queue. The task queue construct contains active tasks that are
available to execute. Conversely, the te, or task exception register, contains the memory
address of the primary task exception queue. This queue is identical in form to the task
queue. However, this queue instance only contains tasks that have encountered a machine
interrupt such as an unmasked exception or breakpoint. Any active task that encounters a
machine interrupt will perform a context save operation and save its state to the context
save region in its tctx register and place the task on the task exception queue. The queuing
mechanisms are further discussed in Section 6.
GC64 defines two configuration registers that define the locality of the individual task
unit components as well as the total size and shape of the respective system. The gconst
register has sub-fields that define items such as the respective task unit, task processor, task
group, socket, node and partition. The garch, or architecture register, has sub-fields that
define items such as the number of task units per processor, the number of task processors
per task group, the number of task groups per socket, the number of sockets per node, the
number of nodes per partition and the number of partitions.
The final visible register defined as a part of the GC64 ISA extension is the gkey register.
The gkey register is classified as a supervisor mode register as it can only be read and
written when the RISC-V core supervisor mode is enabled. It cannot be read and written
from normal user code. The gkey register is initialized with a 64-bit value that is unique for
each process space by the kernel runtime. When new tasks are spawned, the gkey value is
written to the new task context region. New tasks are then checked by the hardware runtime
support units such that only tasks with gkey values that match what is currently loaded in
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hardware are executed on the respective task units. The gkey functionality is essentially
a hardware and system software protection mechanism designed to enforce fair sharing of
parallel hardware resources.
The GC64 extension contains a single arithmetic machine-state register. This register,
known as the gcount register, is not directly readable or writable from any instructions.
Its value is similar in function to a traditional performance counter register. Any time an
instruction is retired through the pipeline, this value is incremented. The increment value is
dependent upon the cost of the retired instruction. Once this counter reaches its maximum
value as defined by the internal architecture state, the encountering task unit is forced to
context switch and thus permit another task unit to execute. The only method the userprivileged code has to indirectly access this register state is the ctxsw instruction. The
ctxsw instruction explicitly sets this register to its maximum value, thus forcing a context
switch event.
4.2

Instruction Set Extension

The GC64 architecture contains four classes of instruction set extensions beyond the
base set of RISC-V instructions. These instructions are utilized to make better use of
system memory bandwidth, control GC64-specific machine state and maintain the task
concurrency infrastructure. We classify the three instruction classes as: Scatter/Gather,
Concurrency, Environment and Task Control Instructions.
4.2.1

Scatter/Gather Instructions

The first class of instructions within the GC64 architecture extension adds the ability
to utilize indexed loads and stores. Also called gathers and scatters, respectively, these
instructions permit users to utilize linear index arrays in order to calculate the effective
base address of the load operation. GC64 provides gather or indexed load operations for
all integer and optional floating point types in the following form:
TYPEGTHR Rd, Rs1, Rs2
where the effective address to load the TYPE value is formed via:
Rs1 + (Rs2 * size_in_bytes)
Conversely, the GC64 architecture extension also provides scatter instructions. Much as
in the form for gathers, the scatter instructions permit indexed store instructions where the
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target address is calculated using linear index arrays. Scatter instructions are provided for
all integer and optional floating point types in the following form:
TYPESCATR Rs1, Rs2, Rs3
where the effective address for the target store operation for the TYPE value from is
formed via:
Rs1 + (Rs2 * size_in_bytes)
4.2.2

Instruction Concurrency

The GC64 architecture extension provides two basic instructions classified as concurrency instructions. These instructions are scalar instructions that are executed via a single
GC64 task, but participate in the parallel concurrency mechanisms of the GC64 infrastructure and the parent application. The goal being to permit individual tasks to proactively
meter their respective usage of hardware resources.
The first instruction in the concurrency class is the iwait instruction (iwait Rd, Rs1, Rs2).
The goal of the iwait instruction is to pend the execution of the encountering task unit until
the hazard on the integer register specified by the target register field, Rd, has been cleared.
The clear register state indicates that no outstanding load operations are in flight and no
outstanding arithmetic operations are in the pipeline. The encountering task pends as long
as Rs2 < Rs1. The maximum number of cycles to pend is Rs1-Rs2. The machine state for
the iwait instruction adheres to that described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 IWAIT instruction algorithm
1: Rd is the target integer register, Rs1 is the max unsigned value to be, Rs2 is the unsigned start value
2: The encountering task unit pends until Rs2 is greater than or equal to Rs1
3: while Rs2 less than or equal to Rs1 do
4:
rs2++;
5: end while
6: clear iwait state
The second instruction in the concurrency class is the ctxsw instruction. This operation
takes no arguments and forces the executing task unit to context switch and yield its operation to an adjacent task unit. This is analogous to the OpenMP concept of task yield
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[15]. The implementation of the ctxsw essentially forces an immediate overflow state of
the respective gcount register on the executing task unit.
4.2.3

Environment Instructions

The GC64 architecture extension contains two environment instructions, getgconst and
getgarch. These instructions permit a task to query the gconst register and the garch in
order to determine the physical locality of the backing task hardware infrastructure and the
system configuration details, respectively. The values read from each of the registers are
raw bit values. As such, it is up to the executing task to mask out the appropriate fields.
4.2.4

Task Control Instructions

The final set of extended instructions are classified as task control instructions. The task
control instructions operate in conjunction with the GC64 hardware scheduling mechanisms, system runtime and application concurrency mechanisms. The latter two topics we
leave to describe in future publications. The task control instructions permit an executing
task to spawn or join adjacent tasks as well as query or modify the task queuing state and
structures.
The join and spawn instructions use the base address of a task context and attempt to
execute a task join or task spawn operation using the information contained within the
context structure. The target values for each instruction contains the return status of the
operation after completion. These operations are considered to be long latency operations.
Despite their inherent simplicity, the implementation of the join and spawn operations require a number of store and load operations, respectively. The goal of providing such
complex operations in such as simple form is to enable users and compilers the ability to
natively optimize sequential applications with parallel concurrency optimizations. Further,
the simplicity of the task join and spawn mechanisms provides a solid basis for porting future programming models and domain specific language constructs without fear of limiting
parallel concurrency and execution efficiency.
The GC64 task control instructions provide the ability to retrieve and set the the task
context value for the executing task unit. Retrieving the task context value via the gettask
instruction is equivalent to retrieving the memory address for the context save region. Runtime libraries or applications that need explicit control over the register state for spawning
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and/or joining threads may utilize this method. Setting the task context value via the settask instruction is equivalent to performing a task image with that of the new target context.
This is equivalent to the traditional UNIX/Linux exec [14] family of functions.
4.3
4.3.1

Hardware-Software Task Interface

Task Context

Historically, microarchitecture specifications do not specify the method by which the
programming model(s) achieves parallelism and concurrency. The limit of the documentation generally stops at instruction level parallelism (ILP) or multi-core connectivity to
shared caches. However, the GC64 microarchitecture extension is explicitly designed to
foster highly efficient parallel software development. As such, we explicitly outline the
mechanisms by which the software and the instruction set may interact with the inherent
hardware concurrency mechanisms (eg. task units).
We describe these mechanisms in terms of task contexts and task queues. All local and
scalable concurrency mechanisms emanate from these two concepts.
The task context is responsible for encapsulating an indivisible task. The encapsulated
task may be in one of four states. These states are summarized as follows:
• Free: Task contexts in this state have no instructions to execute and no known application state associated with it. They may exist within a queue of other unused task
contexts. The purpose of these task contexts is to provide a high performance method
to spawn new tasks without unnecessary memory allocation.
• Queued: Task contexts in this state have instructions to execute and, potentially, application state. The task contexts are awaiting a task processor to fetch the associated
state into a task unit and begin (or continue) execution.
• Executing: Task contexts in this state are currently associated with a task unit associated with a task processor. The address of the executing task context is loaded into
the tctx register of each task unit.
• Paused: Task contexts in this state have instruction and application state associated
with it, but remain paused and queued on an exception queue. The respective task
context may have encountered a break point, a single step, a fatal unmasked exception
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or an adjacent task context may have encountered one in the same. This is the state
utilized for debugging.
Given that the task context contains viable application state and is further utilized in
debugging, we explicitly define the size and structure of the context. The task context
structure contains all the necessary storage to encapsulate all the register state associated
with a single task unit. We define two task context structures. The first shall be associated
with the base GC64 microarchitecture specification. The latter serves to contain the register
state when the optional 128-bit addressing mode is enabled. We define these using a basic
C structure.
/* Task context: 64-bit addressing mode */
struct task_context{
uint64_t id; /* unique task context id */
struct task_context *next;
uint64_t pc;
uint64_t x_reg[32];
uint64_t f_reg[32];
uint64_t tctx;
uint64_t tid;
uint64_t tq;
uint64_t te;
uint64_t gconst;
uint64_t garch;
uint64_t gkey;
};
/* Task context: 128-bit addressing mode */
struct task_context{
uint64_t id; /* unique task context id */
struct task_context *next;
uint64_t pc[2];
uint64_t x_reg[64];
uint64_t f_reg[32];
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uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
};
4.3.2
4.3.2.1

tctx[2];
tid;
tq[2];
te[2];
gconst;
garch;
gkey;

Task Queuing
Task Queue Structure

The GC64 task queue structure provides the basic ability to queue one or more task
contexts with or without executable instructions. In addition, task queue structures provide
a rudimentary locality mechanism for task groups, sockets, nodes and partitions. While
this locality is not explicitly enforced in hardware, the software runtime mechanisms may
make explicit use of this inherent locality for spawning or joining tasks. As mentioned
in the GC64 register extensions, the tq and te registers each points to a single task queue
instance, respectively. The task queues associated with the tq and te registers must be
different.
Each of the task queues structures contains four relevant items. Pointers are 64 bits in the
base GC64 architecture. If the system supports the 128 bit addressing mode, the pointers
are 128 bits. These items are summarized as follows:
• ID: A unique identifier for each task queue structure
• KEYSTONE: A pointer to a task queue keystone structure. It is permissible (especially in small configurations) for this pointer to be NULL.
• ENQ: The enqueue item is a pointer to the first valid task context structure. Valid task
contexts contain the state associated with a task that is ready and valid for execution.
If this pointer is NULL, then it is assumed that there are no tasks ready to execute on
this queue.
• FQ: The free queue item is a pointer to the first free task context structure. Free
task contexts contain the state associated with a task that is ready to be spawned and
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assigned work. No current valid state or instructions are associated with free task
contexts. The goal of free task contexts is to provide applications an ability to spawn
tasks without allocating memory.
We may also define these task queue structures in both the 64 and 128 bit addressing
modes in terms of a basic C structure as follows:
/* Task Queue Structure */
struct task_queue{
uint64_t id; /* unique task queue id */
struct task_keystone *keystone;
struct task_context *enqueue;
struct task_context *freequeue;
};

4.3.2.2

Task Queue Keystone Structure

The GC64 task queue architecture also provides an explicit and consolidated ability to
interconnect the local task queue structures associated with a task group with the task queue
structures of adjacent sockets, nodes and partitions. Each keystone structure contains four
data values. The values are organized as follows:
• ID: The keystone ID value is an unsigned 64 bit unique identifier for each keystone
structure.
• SOCKET: The socket next pointer is, by default, a 64 bit pointer to a task queue
structure on an adjacent socket. In the optional 128 bit addressing mode, this pointer
is 128 bits. If this pointer value is NULL, then no adjacent task queues are connected.
• NODE: The node next pointer is, by default, a 64 bit pointer to a task queue structure
on an adjacent node. In the optional 128 bit addressing mode, this pointer is 128 bits.
If this pointer value is NULL, then no adjacent task queues are connected.
• PART: The partition next pointer is, by default, a 64 bit pointer to a task queue
structure on an adjacent partition. In the optional 128 bit addressing mode, this
pointer is 128 bits. If this pointer value is NULL, then no adjacent task queues are
connected.
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Figure 4.1: GC64 Task Queue Link Structure

We may also define these keystone structures in both the 64 and 128 bit addressing modes
in terms of a basic C structure as follows:
/* Task Queue Keystone */
struct task_keystone{
uint64_t id; /* unique task keystone id */
struct task_queue *socket;
struct task_queue *node;
struct task_queue *partition;
};
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Figure 4.2: GC64 Task Keystone Link Structure

4.3.3

Context Save/Restore

Given the aforementioned task context and task queueing architecture, we define the context save and context restore mechanisms in terms of task context and task queues. Each
task group must have at least one unique task exception queue instance that is manifested
using task queue structure. Any time a pause event in encountered and a context save operation is initiated for the given process space, all the associated task units in the executing
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task group adhere to the following process:
1. Pause event is received (exception, breakpoint, step, et al.)
2. RISC-V pipeline is paused and drained
3. All RISC-V and GC64 register state is saved to the task unit’s associated task context
at tctx
4. The task context tctx is inserted into the task exception queue te.
The converse of the context save operation is a context restore. The context restore
operation performs the reverse of a context save. However, the context restore operation
utilizes the value from the gconst of each saved task context to determine the physical
locality for which the respective task is restored. In this manner, contexts are restored to
the same task groups, task processors and task units from which they were originally saved.
This process is as follows:
1. Restore event is received (single step, execute signal, et al.)
2. A task context is fetched from the te queue.
3. The respective gconst value is read and interpreted for the correct location
4. The task context is restored to the correct physical task unit
5. Execution resumes
4.3.4

Task Instruction Return Values

The task control instructions spawn and join attempt to increase and decrease the concurrency of a given application context, respectively. Note the definition of these instructions.
Each of the aforementioned instructions returns a value in the target integer register that is
essentially a return code that describes the status of the given operation. The return values are signed 64-bit values. This is true in both the base 64-bit addressing mode and the
optional extended 128-bit addressing mode. The full list of return values is as follows:
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Mnemonic

Value

Description

TFATAL

-1

A fatal error occurred in the operation

TOK

0

No error occurred. The operation was successful

TNULL

1

Task queue was previously null (no queued tasks)
4.4

4.4.1

Application of ISA Extensions

Vector of Indices

One of the fundamental memory access patterns that we often find in data intensive
computing is referred to as a vector of indices. The primitive operation involves two vectors
or arrays of data. The first vector contains a set of densely organized data. The data may be
of a primitive type, complex struct or derived object. The second vector is also a densely
organized vector containing a set of indices, or offsets, into the first data vector. This second
vector is often referred to as the table. The basic construct associated with vector of index
memory accesses includes looping across some i values and selecting the value from the
first vector referenced by the i’th table value. The difficulty in performing this operation
on modern computer architectures is due to the multiple address calculations. The first
address calculation is performed in order to resolve the base address of the table[i] value.
The index value is subsequently fetched from the appropriate table index location. The
second address calculation utilizes the table index fetched from memory to calculate the
offset into the first data vector. Given this, we find that the vector of index calculation has
an inherent data dependency, forcing the entire operation to be performed sequentially.
We often see two primitive types of vector of index computations summarized as scatter
operations and gather operations. Scatter operations contain a vector of index calculation
of the left hand side of an operation. Conversely, gather operations contain a vector of index
calculation on the right hand side of an operation. We may also combine these operations
into a full scatter+gather where we have a vector of index calculations on both sides of an
operation. We can see examples in C of each of these shown in Figure 4.3. Example A
shows a basic scatter operation, Example B shows a basic gather operation and Example C
shows a combined scatter+gather.
We take our examples from Figure 4.3 and compile them for the base RISC-V IMAFD
ISA as well as the our GC64 extended RISC-V architecture in order to elicit the utility of
our GC64 scatter/gather instructions. We utilize the RISC-V GCC compiler version 4.9.2
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void scatter(
uint64_t *restrict R,
uint64_t *restrict table,
uint64_t *restrict index,
uint64_t LEN ){

void gather(
uint64_t *restrict R,
uint64_t *restrict table,
uint64_t *restrict index,
uint64_t LEN ){

void scattergather(
uint64_t *restrict R,
uint64_t *restrict table,
uint64_t *restrict index,
uint64_t LEN ){

uint64_t i;

uint64_t i;

uint64_t i;

for( i=0; i<LEN; i++ ){
table[index[i]] = R[i];
}

for( i=0; i<LEN; i++ ){
R[i] = table[index[i]];
}

for( i=1; i<LEN-1; i++ ){
table[index[i-1]] =
table[index[i+1]];
}

}

}
}
A. Scatter Example

B. Gather Example

C. Scatter+Gather Example

Figure 4.3: Scatter Gather Code Examples
(riscv64-unknown-linux-gnu-gcc) built for the GNU Linux ABI. For each of the examples,
we use the basic compiler options -O3 -std=c99. The result of compiling the Figure 4.3Example A is shown in Listing 4.1. Notice the set of two load operations (ld) and address
calculations (add+sll) prior to the final, dependent store operation. The entire function
requires thirteen instructions.
The reduced version of Example A using the GC64 scatter instructions is shown in Listing 4.2. Note how the redundant load operations have been reduced to a single load and
scatter (sdscatr) instruction. The reduced example is now only nine instructions, resulting
in a 30% reduction in instructions.
Conversely, we see that the Example B for basic gather operations also generates thirteen
base instructions when compiled for RISC-V IMAFD (Listing 4.3). We again see that the
GC64 gather operation (ldgthr) enables an overall instruction count reduction of 30% for
the entire routine by consolidating sequentially dependent load operations (Listing 4.4).
Our final, combined scatter+gather example (Example C) is especially interesting. The
default compiler logic using the -O3 optimization level induces a 2-way unrolling of the
loop in order to obtain a sufficient number of outstanding memory requests to hide some
amount of memory latency. While this technique is entirely useful with the base RISC-V
ISA definition (), the GC64 architecture provides an additional optimization to utilize a
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Listing 4.1: Example A RISC-V Assembly
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

# Example A
scatter :
sll
move
beq
. L5 :
add
ld
add
ld
sll
add
add
sd
bne
. L1 :
ret

a6 , a3 , 3
a4 , z e r o
a3 , z e r o , . L1
a5
a5
a3
a3
a5
a5
a4
a3
a4

, a2 , a4
, 0 ( a5 )
, a0 , a4
, 0 ( a3 )
, a5 , 3
, a1 , a5
, a4 , 8
, 0 ( a5 )
, a6 , . L5

combined set of unrolled scatters and gathers.
4.4.2

OpenMP Task Parallelism

In addition to efficient memory scatter and gather operations, the GC64 RISC-V extension also contains instructions that are carefully crafted to directly support parallel programming model concepts that traditionally require external function calls to runtime library routines. One such concept is the ability to efficiently support user-defined task dependency and concurrency operations in the OpenMP tasking constructs. One such routine
is the OpenMP taskyield directive. The OpenMP language specification [15] defines the
taskyield directive as the ability for the current task to suspend itself in order to allow other
tasks to run. This is commonly use to explicitly perform fair sharing of compute resources
or as a method to avoid inducing algorithmic deadlocks.
We see a simple example of the taskyield directive in Figure 4.4. This example is a
modified version of the taskyield example found in the OpenMP language specification
examples guide [16]. We have two external functions that execute a core compute solver
(solver) and perform some shared memory data exchange between tasks (halo_exchange).
In order to avoid any inherent race conditions between tasks, the algorithm forces all the
tasks to arrive at the lock point before continuing to perform the data exchange. Without
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Listing 4.2: Optimized Example A GC64 Assembly
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

# O p t i m i z e d Example A
scatter :
sll
a6 , a3 , 3
move
a4 , z e r o
beq
a3 , z e r o , . L1
. L5 :
add
a5 , a2 , a4
ld
a5 , 0 ( a5 )
mul
a7 , a4 , 8
s d s c a t r a3 , a5 , a7
bne
a4 , a6 , . L5
. L1 :
ret

the use of the taskyield construct, we may find that a small number of tasks are commanding a disproportionate number of compute cycles and not permitting neighboring tasks to
execute, thus delaying the time for all tasks to arrive a the lock. Inserting the directive
forces the tasks to explicitly fair share the compute resources by yielding their execution to
a neighboring task.
Compiling this example using the aforementioned GNU 4.9.2 compiler with OpenMP
enabled yields the assembly code in Listing 4.5 (abbreviated for space). Note to the call to
the runtime function GOMP_taskyield. The task is forced to make a potentially expensive
function call to an OpenMP library function.
Conversely, the GC64 version of the code is found in Listing 4.6. Note that the only
change in instructions shown is the replacement of the call to GOMP_taskyield with a single instruction, ctxsw. Recall that this instruction forces the encountering thread or task to
explicitly context switch, thus fair sharing the compute resources on the chip. The entire
function call and all the potentially costly ABI logic (stack management, frame management, et al.) is replaced by a single, lightweight instruction. Further, it is quite simple to
instruct the compiler and OpenMP routines to directly lower such common task management directives to single instructions as opposed to traditional runtime library calls.
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Listing 4.3: Example B RISC-V Assembly
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

# Example B
gather :
sll
move
beq
. L12 :
add
ld
add
add
sll
add
ld
sd
bne
. L8 :
ret

4.4.3

a6 , a3 , 3
a4 , z e r o
a3 , z e r o , . L8
a5
a5
a3
a4
a5
a5
a5
a5
a4

, a2 , a4
, 0 ( a5 )
, a0 , a4
, a4 , 8
, a5 , 3
, a1 , a5
, 0 ( a5 )
, 0 ( a3 )
, a6 , . L12

HPCC RandomAccess

Finally, the GC64 RISC-V extension provides a unique ability to control the latency
hiding capabilities present in the micro architecture. We elicit this using the HPCC RandomAccess benchmark kernel [108]. The HPCC RandomAccess benchmark measures the
random memory access bandwidth of a target system architecture. The benchmark measures the number of Giga UPdates per Second, or GUPS, are made to a randomly selected
list of memory locations in one second. The randomness ensures that there exists only a
small probability that subsequent memory requests will access co-located memory locations. In this manner, the benchmark exhibits a memory access pattern that is commonly
found to be adverse to data cache reuse.
The benchmark kernel is defined by selected a target problem size that is a power of two,
n
2 , where 2n is less than or equal to half of the entire main memory capacity. An update is
made to a table of 64-bit words using a read-modify-write operation. In the case of the core
benchmark, the modify operation is an exclusive OR (XOR). In our example denoted in
Figure 4.5, the variable table contains our 64-bit word table. The source index value for the
table is selected via a randomized index table generated by a known polynomial (POLY).
The base indices are predetermined per unit of parallelism and stored in an array denoted
by ran in our example.
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Listing 4.4: Optimized Example B GC64 Assembly
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

# O p t i m i z e d Example B
gather :
sll
a6 , a3 , 3
move
a4 , z e r o
beq
a3 , z e r o , . L8
. L12 :
add
a4 , a2 , a4
mul
a7 , a4 , 8
l d g t h r a5 , a5 , a7
sd
a5 , 0 ( a3 )
bne
a4 , a6 , . L12
. L8 :
ret

One of the inherent difficulties in executing the benchmark is bounding the selected table
index to the size of the total in order to avoid over-indexing the allocated memory. This is
depicted in the statement: rand[j] & (tablesize-1)]. Given this constraint and the addition of
the exclusive OR operation, we cannot simplify the statement into a single gather operation
as described in Section 6.1. Note the sequential version of the compiled code in Listing 4.7.
The calculation of the random index and the subsequent arithmetic and store contains an
inherent data dependency.
Despite the hardware-driven latency hiding capabilities provided by the GC64 thread
control unit, we may also seek to optimize the latency hiding such that we avoid unnecessary stall latencies. Using the original example, we insert three instructions that enable
us to control the degree of latency hiding (Listing 4.8). The two hoisted load immediate
instructions (ldi) set the bounds of the latency hiding operation to 8 cycles. We also insert a
single iwait instruction. Recall from Section 5.2 that the iwait instruction forces a context
switch of the current task if the encountering task does not clear the target register hazard
or it reaches the maximum number of stall cycles. In this case, the task will forcibly context switch if the thread does not receive the memory read response from the random index
table within eight cycles, thus balancing the degree of concurrency within the executing
task processor.
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#include <omp.h>

void solver_function( void );
void halo_exchange( void );
void driver( omp_lock_t *lock,
int n ) {
int i;
for( i = 0; i<n; i++ ){
#pragma omp task
{
solver_function();
while(!omp_test_lock(lock)){
#pragma omp taskyield
}
halo_exchange();
omp_unset_lock( lock );
}
}
}

Figure 4.4: OpenMP Taskyield Example

Listing 4.5: Example RISC-V OpenMP Task Yield
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

d r i v e r . _omp_fn . 0 :
add
sp , sp , −16
sd
s0 , 0 ( s p )
sd
ra , 8 ( sp )
ld
s0 , 0 ( a0 )
call
solver_function
j
. L3
. L2 :
call
GOMP_taskyield
. L3 :
move
a0 , s 0
call
omp_test_lock
beq
a0 , z e r o , . L2
call
halo_exchange
.....
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Listing 4.6: Optimized GC64 OpenMP Task Yield
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

d r i v e r . _omp_fn . 0 :
add
sp , sp , −16
sd
s0 , 0 ( s p )
sd
ra , 8 ( sp )
ld
s0 , 0 ( a0 )
call
solver_function
j
. L3
. L2 :
ctxsw
. L3 :
move
a0 , s 0
call
omp_test_lock
beq
a0 , z e r o , . L2
call
halo_exchange
.....

#define POLY
0x0000000000000007ULL
void gups( int64_t nthreads,
int64_t nupdate,
int64_t tablesize,
int64_t *restrict table,
int64_t *restrict ran ) {
int64_t i, j;
for( i=0; i<(nupdate/nthreads); i
++ ){
for( j=0; j<nthreads; j++ ){
ran[j] = (ran[j] << 1) ^
((int64_t) ran[j] <
0 ? POLY : 0);
table[ran[j] & (tablesize-1)]
^= ran[j];
}
}
}

Figure 4.5: HPCC RandomAccess Example
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Listing 4.7: Example RISC-V RandomAccess
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

# HPCCRandomAccess K e r n e l Loop
. L6 :
ld
a6 , 0 ( a7 )
add
a7 , a7 , 8
not
a5 , a6
sra
a5 , a5 , 6 3
and
a5 , a5 , −7
sll
a6 , a6 , 1
add
a5 , a5 , 7
xor
a5 , a6 , a5
and
a6 , a5 , a2
sll
a6 , a6 , 3
add
a6 , a3 , a6
ld
t 0 , 0 ( a6 )
sd
a5 , −8( a7 )
xor
a5 , t 0 , a5
sd
a5 , 0 ( a6 )
bne
a7 , t 1 , . L6

Listing 4.8: Optimized GC64 RandomAccess
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

# O p t i m i z e d HPCC RandomAccess
ldi
a8 , 0
ldi
a9 , 8
. L6 :
ld
a6 , 0 ( a7 )
add
a7 , a7 , 8
not
a5 , a6
sra
a5 , a5 , 6 3
and
a5 , a5 , −7
sll
a6 , a6 , 1
add
a5 , a5 , 7
xor
a5 , a6 , a5
and
a6 , a5 , a2
sll
a6 , a6 , 3
add
a6 , a3 , a6
ld
t 0 , 0 ( a6 )
sd
a5 , −8( a7 )
iwait
t 0 , a9 , a8
xor
a5 , t 0 , a5
sd
a5 , 0 ( a6 )
bne
a7 , t 1 , . L6
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Figure 4.6: GC64 Thread Context Pipeline
4.5
4.5.1

Thread Concurrency Mechanisms

Thread Context Switching

In order to support our unique, low-latency context switch infrastructure, the GoblinCore64 micro architecture implements a modified 5-stage, in-order RISC-V pipeline. Our
unique pipeline has additional control paths in order to account for the replicated register state present in each task unit’s storage, the thread/task control unit state management
and the necessary facilities to maintain the identifiers for the active task in the pipeline. Figure 4.6 depicts these additional mechanisms as attached the basic RISC-V in-order pipeline
model.
The pipeline and task control unit maintain an internal register, CTX.ID, to maintain the
identifier of the task unit currently enabled for execution. During the first stage of the
pipeline execution when the program counter is constructed for the target instruction, the
CTX.ID is utilized in order to select the correct instruction from the target task’s instruction
stack. This identifier is then carried forth throughout the pipeline such that adjacent stages
may perform register reads and writes to the correct task unit’s register file. This selection
is performed via a simple mux (Task Unit Mux) during the write-back stage of the pipeline.
In addition to the basic control state in the GC64 pipeline, the instruction decode (ID)
phase utilizes the task unit identifier to calculate the pressure from the respective task unit’s
execution. Once the ID phase cracks the instruction payload’s opcode, the opcode value
is used to drive a table lookup in the Opcode Cost Table. The values stored in this table,
one per opcode, represent the relative cost of the respective instruction toward the total
execution of the task unit. The task control unit then utilizes this value and the CTX.ID
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Listing 4.9: Example Triadic RISC-V Assembly
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

# y = a ∗ x + b ; 64 b i t i n t e g e r s
LD x12 , $0 ( x11 ) # l o a d a
LD x14 , $0 ( x13 ) # l o a d x
LD x16 , $0 ( x15 ) # l o a d b
MUL x20 , x12 , x14 # temp = a ∗ x
ADD x20 , x20 , x16 # temp = temp + b
SD x20 , $0 ( x22 ) # mem = temp

value to perform a summation of the respective task unit’s pressure for this cycle. This
value is subsequently stored in the GCOUNT register for the target task unit.
At this point, the task control unit permits the instruction to continue its execution
through the pipeline providing that it has not exceeded a pre-determined overflow value.
However, if the GCOUNT value exceeds the maximum pressure threshold, the task control
unit forces the task unit to yield its state to an adjacent task unit. The yield operation stops
the execution of the current instruction and rewinds the program counter back to the value
of the offending instruction. The task control unit also selects the next available task unit
for execution in a round-robin manner and begins its execution at the next value stored in
the target task unit’s program counter. The value of the CTX.ID internal register is also
updated with the new value. This process of yielding and selecting a new task requires
a single cycle as no memory operations are required to perform context save or restores
to/from memory.
As an example of our pressure-driven context switch methodology, consider the following. Our task processor is populated with two task units that represent two executing
threads. We define a minimal cost table for our environment to charge all register-tomemory operations with 30 units and all arithmetic operations with 20 units. We set a
maximum pressure threshold of 50 units before forcing a thread or task to yield its context
of execution. In our example, each thread performs a simple triadic operation that represents a the traditional y = a * x + b equation using 64 bit integers. Each thread or task’s
respective instruction stack is as follows. Notice that we have three load, one multiply,
one addition and one store instruction that honors the necessary order of operations in a
in-order pipeline. An example assembly code output is detailed in Listing 4.9.
Figure 4.7 represents the instruction execution of all threads or tasks as it relates to the
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individual clock cycles. We begin by executing the instructions from task unit 0 in the
normal manner. The first two load instructions are successfully passed through the normal
RISC-V pipeline. Also note that when each instruction reaches the instruction decode (ID)
stage of the pipeline, the GCOUNT register for the respective task unit accumulates the
respective cost for the target instruction.
However, when the third instruction reaches the instruction decode phase and the GCOUNT
field reaches a value of 60, an overflow over the maximum pressure of 50, the task control
unit forces the task unit to context switch. The task unit recycles the program counter and
pushes the offending instruction back onto the respective instruction stack for future execution. As shown in the figure, this process of context switching between task units requires
a single cycle to clear, flush and re-enable the pipeline. In the figure, the context switch
cycles are noted with CTX in red and the offending thread’s GCOUNT value that initiated
the context switch event is also noted in red.
On the next cycle, the adjacent task unit (1), begins its execution. This process of executing, overflowing, context switching and, subsequently, sharing the core processing resources continues until both task units have completed the necessary instructions. Note that
we expend zero cycles on any memory instructions required to save the task unit’s register
state to memory. All state is stored in-situ. As a result, the total execution of our two task
units for the respective instruction stack is 26 cycles.
4.5.2

Thread Pressure Summation

One of the more interesting aspects of our context switching approach is choosing an
appropriate cost table to drive the necessary opcode cost summation. Given that our cost
table is effectively static, the values stored therein will never be perfectly accurate to the
resolution of the target micro architectural implementation. However, we may heuristically
derive reasonable values for each of the opcode classes.
Table 4.3 presents the full set of values for each of the opcode classes present in the
standard set of RISC-V extensions. At the basis of our heuristic opcode table are all integer
and floating point load operations. Given that these operations may be required to complete
subsequent instructions and the execution time of the load may be extremely latent, we
assign a cost value of 30 for these opcode classes. We also assign a value of 30 to system
instructions. These system instructions may induce long-latency I/O events and/or kernel
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THREAD THREAD
Instruction CTX.ID
0
1
GCOUNT GCOUNT
LD x12, $0(x11)
0
0
0
LD x14, $0(x13)
0
30
0
LD x16, $0(x15)
0
60
0
(--) (--)
60
0
LD x12, $0(x11)
1
0
0
LD x14, $0(x13)
1
0
30
LD x16, $0(x15)
1
0
60
(--) (--)
0
60
LD x16, $0(x15)
0
0
0
MUL x20, x12, x14
0
30
0
ADD x20, x20, x16 0
50
0
(--) (--)
50
0
LD x16, $0(x15)
1
0
0
MUL x20, x12, x14
1
0
30
ADD x20, x20, x16
1
0
50
(--) (--)
0
50
ADD x20, x20, x16
0
0
0
SD x20, $0(x22)
0
20
0
(--) 0
50
0
(--) (--)
50
0
ADD x20, x20, x16
1
0
0
SD x20, $0(x22)
1
20
0
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thread pre-emption and, as such, we consider these instructions to be expensive relative
to simple arithmetics. In our table, load operations and system instructions are the most
expensive in terms of their context switch pressure.
Memory store operations are, however, slightly less expensive. While these operations
may become equally latent, they are not often required to complete prior to subsequent
instructions. As a result, all store operations have a latency of 20. We also assign this cost
value to FENCE instructions and floating point fused arithmetic operations. Fused floating
point operations (fused multiply add, subtract) may require multiple passes through the
floating point normalization and execution stages and, as such, are considered to be more
expensive the integer arithmetic operations.
Floating point conversion instructions are assigned a pressure value of 15 given that
they aren’t required to utilize significant execution cycles. We also assign this value to
the jump-and-link, or JAL*, opcodes. These opcodes are generally produced as the basis
for programmatic control flow such as function calls. Despite being relatively efficient for
nearby jump targets, these opcodes may require instruction cache fills in order to service
the next portion of the instruction stack. Given that these jump classes of opcodes may
occasionally appear to be latent to the execution pipeline, we assign them an intermediate
cost value of 15.
The RISC-V conditional branches are assigned a cost value of 10. These instructions
execute local branches for basic programmatic control flow within a function. For functions
or instruction blocks of a pathological size, the target of these branches may be resident in
the instruction cache. As such, these branches are generally less latent than the equivalent
jump and link opcodes.
Finally, our basic integer arithmetic instructions and load immediate instructions have
cost values of 5 and 2, respectively. We assign the integer arithmetic instructions a value of
5 given the five-stage pipeline depth required to execute these integer arithmetics. All other
opcodes, especially those from yet to be assigned opcode classes, are assigned the default
pressure value of 30.
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Table 4.3: RISC-V Opcode Cost Table
RISC-V
Opcode
0x37
0x17
0x6F
0x67
0x63
0x7
0x3
0x27
0x23
0x13

LUI
AUIPC
JAL
JALR
Branches
Float Loads
Loads
Float Stores
Stores
Integer Arith

Execution
Cost
2
2
15
15
10
30
30
20
20
5

0x33

Integer Arith

5

0x1B

Integer Arith

5

0x3B
0xF
0x73
0x2F
0x43
0x47
0x4B

Integer Arith
Fence
System
Atomics
FMAdd
FMSub
FNMSub

5
20
30
30
20
20
20

0x4F

FNMAdd

20

0x53

Float Conversion

15

Misc

30

Unknown

Short Name

61

Description
Load upper immediate
Add upper immediate to PC
Jump and link
Jump and link register
Conditional branches
Floating point memory loads
Integer memory loads
Float point memory stores
Integer memory stores
Integer arithmetic with
immediates (add,
conditionals, logicals)
Register-register integer
arithmetic (add, shifts,
logicals)
Sign-extended
integer-immediate arithmetic
CSR Arithmetic
Memory fence
System instructions
Atomics
Fused-multiply Add
Fused-multiply Sub
Fused-multiply Sub &
Negate
Fused-multiply Add &
Negate
Floating point type
conversions
All other opcodes; Opcodes
in non-IMAFD extensions
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CHAPTER 5
DATA INTENSIVE MEMORY HIERARCHY
5.1
5.1.1

Memory Hierarchy

Overview

Recent advances in memory architecture and CMOS manufacturing techniques have provided the necessary technology to develop three-dimensional or stacked memory devices.
One such device architecture and implementation is the Hybrid Memory Cube, or HMC,
device specification [17]. This unique device architecture couples a dedicated logic layer
that presents a packetized interface to the core processor and an abstracted set of vertical
DRAM layers. The end result is a compact, power efficient memory package that delivers
bandwidth in excess of 300 GB/s.
One of the primary application areas where users are interested in applying the significant
bandwidth available from these emerging HMC memory devices is data intensive computing. The algorithms utilized across many of the scalable data intensive computing applications often induce significant periods of irregular or non-deterministic memory access
patterns. We find these algorithms, often rooted in graph theory, network theory or combinatorics, exhibit these irregular access patterns based upon the inherent non-determinism
in the incoming source data. Static compilation and optimization techniques often fail to
sufficiently optimize these kernels for spatial or temporal locality. As a result, traditional
data cache hierarchies are often found to operate in an inefficient manner that fail to provide
sufficient data reuse to the core processing elements.
Given the orthogonal nature of the packetized interface presented by the HMC device
architecture, traditional memory pipelines optimized for JEDEC DDR-style memory interfaces fail to make efficient use of all the available bandwidth provided by these stacked
devices. The traditional 16 byte memory fetch used for standard DDR interfaces actually induces the most inefficient packet request structure for the HMC. As such, for data
intensive computing applications that exhibit poor spatial and temporal locality, we must
develop more efficient methodologies beyond traditional hierarchical data caches to optimize the use of multi-dimensional memories such as the Hybrid Memory Cube.
This chapter presents a novel memory pipeline infrastructure and a set of algorithms designed to coalesce irregular memory requests for multiple threads of execution into highly
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optimal HMC packet requests. This infrastructure, herein referred to the Dynamic Memory Coalescing, or DMC, infrastructure, is designed to replace the traditional data cache
hierarchy in order to provide spatial and temporal locality of requests advantageously for
both dense or linear memory requests and irregular or non-deterministic request patterns.
The novelty of our approach is summarized as an embedded RISC-V [162] core executing
microcode that implements a novel set of algorithms that rearrange incoming streams of
memory requests using a binary tree structure.
5.1.2

Memory Architecture

The GC64 memory hierarchy is designed to promote efficient utilization of on-chip and
system bandwidth resources for highly concurrent applications. As we previously stated,
these applications generally exceed the pathological memory traffic and bandwidth considerations for traditional system architectures. The memory hierarchy consists of three main
components with an optional fourth component. The three main components consist of the
memory management unit (MMU), the software-managed scratchpad memory and one or
more Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) devices.
The task group MMU serves two main purposes. First, it serves as a memory coalescing
point for all tasks in the respective task group. The coalescing logic is designed to build
larger request payloads, where applicable, in order to service multiple individual memory
requests with a single HMC payload. The MMU also determines whether an individual
memory request is designated as local or global. Local requests are those requests that are
serviced by any HMC device or software managed scratchpad that is directly attached to
the respective socket. Global requests are those that must be routed off-socket and thus
serviced by adjacent sockets, nodes or partitions.
The software managed scratchpad is the second component in the mandatory memory
hierarchy. The software managed scratchpad serves a purpose similar to a traditional data
cache in that it contains frequently used data items that can be read or written to via any of
the tasks in an application’s process space. However, it differs in the sense that the actual
logic associated with populating the scratchpad is serviced via software mechanisms in
the programming model, as opposed to explicit circuit logic. In this manner, the user and
programmer have explicit control over what and where certain items fall closer to the task
units in terms of the overall memory hierarchy.
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The final unit in the memory hierarchy is the HMC device. The HMC devices may be
interconnected directly or via routed devices (devices connected via other HMC devices).
The GC64 micro-architecture does not prevent any standard HMC configurations.
The fourth [optional] unit in the memory hierarchy consists of the ability to performance
global addressing of system architectures that contain multiple nodes and/or partitions.
This capability provides shared and partitioned addressing of an entire system via an extended 128-bit addressing format.
5.1.3

Physical Addressing

The [local] physical addressing format shown in Figure 5.1 is designed to support locally
scalable (within a node) memory addressing that directly maps to the vault-interleaved
nature of the HMC devices. The local physical memory address format consists of four
fields as follows:
• Base Address: The base address is a 34-bit physical address unit that maps directly
to the CUB field in the HMC base physical address specification
• CUB: The CUB or Cube ID field maps to the HMC request payload’s definition of
a Cube ID. This is a unique identifier that is local to each GC64 socket. One Cube
ID maps to a single HMC device. GC64 reserves the Cube ID 0xF for the respective
socket’s scratchpad memory.
• Reserved: This field is currently unused, but reserved for future expansion
• Socket ID: This 8-bit field identifies the socket ID within the GC64 node. Given that
the base physical address and the CUB field are socket-local, this field will designate
addressing into devices beyond that of the local socket.
• Unused/Ignored: Bits [63-50] are ignored in the current GC64 micro-architecture.
They are neither zero nor sign extended. This field is simply ignored.

5.1.4

Extended Physical Addressing

The extended physical addressing format in Figure 5.2 requires the optional 128-bit addressing mode (based upon the RISC-V 128-bit addressing mode). In this mode, global
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Unused
[63:50]

Socket
[49:38]

CUB
[37:34]

Base Address [33:0]

Figure 5.1: GC64 Physical Address Format

Unused [127:96]

Unused
[63:50]

Socket
[49:38]

Partition ID [95:80]

CUB
[37:34]

Node ID [79:64]

Base Address [33:0]

Figure 5.2: GC64 Extended Physical Address Format
addresses are formed using a base 64-bit addressing payload and an extended 64-bit addressing payload. The extended payload consists of two additional fields that permit applications to directly access the physical memory hierarchy of adjacent nodes and/or partitions. In addition to basic shared memory programming, the extended physical addressing
schema provides a unique ability to support partitioned global address-style programming
models such as Unified Parallel C [37] with native support in the hardware. Accessing
a neighboring partition’s memory space can be achieved by modifying the node and/or
partition fields in the physical address.
The extended physical addressing fields are designated as follows:
• Node ID: This 16-bit field designates a remote node ID that may contain one or more
GC64 sockets (with attached memory hierarchies).
• Partition ID: This 16-bit field designates a remote partition that may contain one or
more GC64 nodes (each of which contain one or more sockets).
• Unused/Ignored: The upper 32 bits of the extended address are ignored
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OpenSoC Response Port
Scratchpad SRAM
(Modulo 4KB Page)

OpenSoC Fabric

OpenSoC Request Port

Figure 5.3: GC64 Software Managed Scratchpad
5.2

Scratchpad Memory Architecture

In order to support a seamless user experience, the software managed scratchpad present
in the GoblinCore-64 system architecture must appear as a cohesive part of the memory subsystem. However, unlike the HMC main memory system, the software-managed
scratchpad can accept rudimentary memory operations directly from the GC64 task units.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the scratchpad memory is attached to the remainder of the
device via the OpenSoC fabric on-chip network. Unlike the other devices on chip, the
scratchpad interface contains two I/O ports to the OpenSoC fabric. One of the ports is designated as the input (request) port and one of the ports is designated as the output (response)
port. In this manner, we can support asymmetric and asynchronous requests to support the
weakly ordered request structure in GC64.
In addition to the connectivity requirements for the OpenSoC fabric, the scratchpad also
has a number of specific software-related requirements for the internal architecture. Figure 5.3 denotes the internal SRAM storage of the scratchpad as a modulo of 4KB. We
define this requirement in order to map the internal addressing and storage structure to the
standard Linux virtual memory page. In this manner, the kernel modules required to attach
the scratchpad memory to the operating system can map the internal space directly to a
page or some number of pages.
5.3
5.3.1

Dynamic Memory Request Coalescing

Request Coalescing Motivation

The Hybrid Memory Cube devices were chosen as the basis for the GoblinCore-64 main
memory infrastructure given their ability to potentially deliver over 300 GB/s of memory
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bandwidth per device [17]. The interface to these devices is quite orthogonal to traditional
JEDEC DDR devices. Rather than utilizing traditional 16-byte memory read and write
requests, the HMC device architecture makes use of a unique packetized interface.
This packetized interface provides the ability to dispatch memory read and write requests
that encapsulate data payloads much larger than 16 bytes. In this manner, the HMC devices
have the ability to amortize the control overhead by dispatching memory requests with
larger read or write payloads. For HMC Gen1 devices, the device packet specification
supports read and write requests from 16 bytes to 128 bytes, and all 16 byte multiples in
between. The HMC Gen2 devices add the ability to dispatch read and write requests with
256 byte payloads.
The most optimal use of available HMC bandwidth is achieved using the largest possible memory request payloads, thus minimizing the control overhead present on the bus.
The larger the memory request, the lower the relative control overhead. We summarize the
control overhead for HMC Gen2 devices for normal read and write (non-posted requests)
in Table 5.1. Note that for the HMC packet specification, a single flow unit, or FLIT, is 16
bytes of data. From this table, we can see that the control overhead ranges from 66.67%
for 16 byte read and write requests, and is minimized with an 11.11% control overhead for
256-byte read and write requests. Our initial study focused on the Gen1 specification with
a minimum control overhead of 20% for 128-byte read and write packets. As such, the primary goal of the dynamic memory coalescing approach is to advantageously reorganize the
incoming raw memory requests into the largest possible HMC payloads, thus maximizing
the amount of available bandwidth for raw request data.
5.3.2

Request Coalescing Methodology

The GC64 dynamic memory coalescing approach is designed to ingest streams of raw
memory requests from a series of GC64 task groups and their respective task procs/units [160]. The DMC methodology is agnostic to the existence of a multi-level caching
hierarchy as it simple receives incoming memory requests, buffers the requests and advantageously coalesces them into larger HMC packet requests. We do so by building a binary
tree of memory requests using the memory request type and respective base address to
dynamically reorder the tree.
For the GC64 micro architecture, we replace the area required to host the cache with a
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Packet Type
WR16
WR32
WR48
WR64
WR80
WR96
WR112
WR128
WR256
RD16
RD32
RD48
RD64
RD80
RD96
RD112
RD128
RD256

Request Flits
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
17
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Request Bytes Response Flits Response Bytes Total Flits Total Bytes % Overhead
32
1
16
3
48
66.67
48
1
16
4
64
50
64
1
16
5
80
40
80
1
16
6
96
33.33
96
1
16
7
112
28.57
112
1
16
8
128
25
128
1
16
9
144
22.22
144
1
16
10
160
20
272
1
16
18
288
11.11
16
2
32
3
48
66.67
16
3
48
4
64
50
16
4
64
5
80
40
16
5
80
6
96
33.33
16
6
96
7
112
28.57
16
7
112
8
128
25
16
8
127
9
144
22.22
16
9
144
10
160
20
16
17
272
18
288
11.11

Table 5.1: HMC Device Packet Control Overhead
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1. Insert RD8 0x1000000fc

2. Insert RD4 0x1000000f8

ROOT

ROOT

0x1000000fc

0x1000000f8

ROOT

0x1000000f8

0x1000000fc

3. Insert WR8 0x100000180

0x100000180

0x1000000fc

Figure 5.4: Dynamic Memory Coalescing
coalescing infrastructure that supports optimizing memory requests with spatial and temporal locality as well as irregular request patterns often found in data intensive computing
algorithms and applications. Rather than being handled via a traditional multi-way caching
hierarchy, the requests are buffered and advantageously coalesced into larger HMC packet
requests. However, future variants of GC64 may implement a portion of traditional data
caches directly coupled to the individual task processors. The implementation of the dynamic memory coalescing memory pipeline does not prohibit the existence of a data cache.
By default, the binary tree contains a single node, the root node, that is effectively a
null request. From the root node, all nodes in the left subtree represent read requests. All
nodes in the right subtree represent write requests. As new requests arrive in the DMC
module, individual requests are inserted into the binary tree as tuples. The tuples contain
the source processor identifier, the respective memory operation and the base address of
the request. The processor identifier is utilized to track an individual memory requests
within the stream of requests after it has been coalesced with other requests and is awaiting
an HMC response. Once the responses are received by the DMC engine, the respective
packets are deconstructed and the data is distributed back to the source processing unit(s)
as described by this identifier. We provide an example of this process in Figure 5.4.
In our example, we begin our execution using a coalescing tree with a single node,
the root node. The first incoming request is an 8-byte read operation starting at address
0x1000000fc. This becomes the first read node in the left binary subtree. The second
incoming request is a 4-byte read operation starting at address 0x1000000f8. Since the
starting address of our second request is less than the first read address, we insert the new
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node to the left of the 0x1000000fc node. The third incoming request is an 8-byte write
operation starting at address 0x100000180. This request is inserted into the right subtree
as the first unique write request. Notice that we do not make any special considerations
for the ordering of subsequent read and write requests. This preserves the natural weak
ordering presented by the HMC device interface. This process of inserting new vertices in
the binary tree is performed until one of two expiration states is reached.
The insertion and management of the binary tree is encapsulated in two fundamental
algorithms. First, the insertion of requests is managed using a traditional binary tree insertion algorithm. Requests are inserted into the tree in address order where the left-most child
node in the respective subtree represents the lowest address. As such, the weakly-ordered
RISC-V memory requests are re-arranged in address order. The insertion algorithm, described in Algorithm 2, is similar to the classic recursive binary tree insertion approach.
Duplicated request addresses are given unique vertices in order to correctly map HMC responses back to unique GC64 thread units. In addition to the memory request tree structure,
we also record the total size of the incoming read and write requests, respectively, currently
stored in the binary tree.
Requests are buffered in the binary tree until one of two states is reached. First, if a
read or write subtree reaches a point of saturation, then the requests contained within the
respective subtree are expired or flushed to HMC requests. The saturation point is reached
when the number of bytes stored in the subtree is equivalent to the maximum HMC request
size. For example, for Gen1 devices, the saturation point is 128 bytes. Gen2 devices have a
saturation point of 256 bytes. The saturation point is tracked for the read and write subtrees,
respectively. As such, it is entirely probable that a saturation point is reached on one, but
not both, of the respective subtrees during a given algorithmic insertion cycle.
The second state of tree expiration occurs when the buffer life reaches a maximum timeout value. The timeout value ensures that the buffer of HMC requests has a finite life time.
Applications and algorithms that contain periods of dense compute with little memory request traffic would otherwise stall the buffers in the DMC. Much like the total byte storage,
we set individual timeout values for the read and write subtrees, respectively. By default,
both timeouts are set to 16 insertion cycles. In this manner, the subtree is forcibly flushed
to HMC requests every 16 subtree insertions. Large timeout values would induce an unnecessary increase in overall memory latency and small values would not permit sufficient
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Raw Requests
Root
3

13
14

8

10
4

1
2

6
9

7

15

16

Write Requests

5

Read Requests
Coalesced Requests
1. HMC_RD64: 0x000000000000d3a0: {2, 1, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5}
2. HMC_RD16: 0x000000000000dd18: {13}
3. HMC_RD16: 0x0000000051376000: {14}
4. HMC_RD16: 0x0000000051378000: {4,15}
5. HMC_WR16: 0x0000000051378000: {3}
6. HMC_WR16: 0x000000005137a000: {10, 16}

1. RD8: 0x000000000000d3a8
2. RD8: 0x000000000000d3a0
3. WR8: 0x0000000051378000
4. RD8: 0x0000000051378000
5. RD8: 0x000000000000d3d8
6. RD8: 0x000000000000d3d0
7. RD8: 0x000000000000d3c8
8. RD8: 0x000000000000d3c0
9. RD8: 0x000000000000d3b8
10.WR8: 0x000000005137a000
11. RD8: 0x000000000000dd18
12. WR8: 0x000000005137a010
13: RD8: 0x000000000000dd18
14: RD8: 0x0000000051376000
15: RD8: 0x0000000051378000
16: WR8: 0x000000005137a008

Figure 5.5: Tree Expiration
memory coalescing.
The tree expiration algorithm shown in Algorithm 3, represents the second fundamental
algorithm utilized in our approach. The purpose of this algorithm is to perform the actual
coalescing of the memory requests found in a subtree into equivalent HMC requests. The
algorithm is based upon the traditional, in-order binary tree traversal. We begin traversing the target read or write subtree at the left-most node. We recursively visit new nodes
and attempt to build contiguous or semi-contiguous HMC requests using the list of visited
vertices. HMC requests are then built from the active list of vertices starting at the base
address or left most vertex found in the list.
However, unlike the insertion algorithm, the tree expiration algorithm differs slightly
between the read and write subtrees. For the read subtree, we permit there to be gaps in the
final HMC request structure as it is more efficient to build larger requests with small gaps
in the returning data payload. We also permit one to coalesce two vertices with the same
source address into a single request slot. For each new read vertex, we insert the vertex
into the current HMC request list if the resulting HMC request would be less than the
largest possible HMC request or if the address is identical to the previous vertex (duplicate
memory request). In this manner, the resulting HMC requests are semi-contiguous with
respect to the raw read requests.
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For the write subtree, however, we ensure true continuity in the final HMC request addressing in order to prevent any illegal data writes. This is true with respect to gaps and
duplicate addresses. In order to preserve the notion of ordered writes to the same addresses,
duplicates in the write subtree are preserved through to the HMC packet generation. In
addition to these fundamental rules governing memory ordering, we also enforce subtree
flushes when encountering memory barrier requests such as a memory flush.
As an example, Figure 5.5 presents a series of raw incoming read and write requests that
have been coalesced using the aforementioned approach. For this example, assume that the
tree is initially empty and the requests are inserted in the order presented in the included
table. The sequence number for each incoming request is represented in the corresponding
vertex in the binary tree. After inserting 16 raw, 8-byte memory requests into the tree, both
the read and write subtrees reach their maximum timeout value. As such, we begin flushing
the trees into coalesced HMC requests.
For the 16 incoming requests, our coalescing algorithm subsequently builds four HMC
read requests and two HMC write requests. The Coalesced Requests table in Figure 5.5 lists
the individual HMC requests, the corresponding base address and the numbered vertices
included in the respective HMC packet. Notice that our first read request represents seven
individual read requests coalesced into a single packet. In addition, HMC requests 2 and
3, respectively, do not have sufficient address continuity with neighboring vertex addresses
to justify further coalescing. Also note that the fourth HMC packet actually represents
duplicate addresses in the tree. As a result, for our 16 incoming requests, we produce 6
outgoing HMC requests, which represents a 62.5% reduction in the memory request traffic.
5.3.3

Request Coalescing Architecture

The DMC architecture, shown in Figure 5.6, couples a small, embedded RISC-V CPU
to a small SRAM buffer used to contain a block of microcode [1] as well as any required
data structures used to implement our DMC algorithms. We interconnect our DMC unit to
the input I/O paths normally reserved for the input to the caching logic. The incoming raw
I/O requests are inserted into a standard hardware FIFO which triggers an interrupt in the
microcode to read the values into the aforementioned algorithms.
The coalesced memory requests are encoded into the standard HMC packet format [17]
and injected into one or more HMC memory controllers. All the HMC token allocation
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Figure 5.6: DMC Architecture
and token processing is performed within the HMC memory controller. Returning packets
are processed in a similar manner via an incoming response FIFO where we decode the
response packet ID’s and unpack the results for returning back upstream to the respective
GC64 task procs.
The microcode that implements both of the core DMC algorithms is written in approximately 395 lines of ANSI-C. The microcode is written in manner that avoids any dynamic
memory allocation. In this manner, we allocate all the necessary data structures statically.
In addition to the core microcode, we also provide a driver application that permits us
to drive test benches, verification and performance counters through simulation. Both the
driver and the core microcode have been released open source under a modified BSD license [1]. The source package provides all the necessary build environment necessary to
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Table 5.2: DMC Synthesized Physical Design
Hardware Unit
Slice LUTs
Slice Registers
F7 Muxes
F8 Muxes
Block RAM Tile

Used
13521
9727
315
43
6

Available
17600
35200
8800
4400
60

% Utilized
76.82
27.63
3.58
0.98
10.00

build and evaluate our methodology on a simulated or hardware-driven RISC-V device.
As a part of the process of evaluating the efficacy of our approach, we implemented a
sample DMC engine using the RISC-V Rocket-Chip [93] core generation tool. The core
utilizes the simple RISC-V 64-bit integer ISA with multiplication and division extensions
enabled (RV64IM). The implementation was targeted at a Xilinx Zynq 7000 FPGA [169]
hosted on a Digilent Zybo board [56]. The total design fit well within the constrained
area of the Zynq device. The physical core, complete with all the HTIF I/O interfaces,
was synthesized with Xilinx Vivado 2015.4 [168]. We summarize the physical design
requirements in Table 5.2. As we can see, the design is largely dominated by the LUT
slices. In this manner, we optimize the use of large block RAMs by reducing the size of
the storage required to host the DMC microcode. Additional design optimization may be
possible in order to reduce the LUT requirements further.
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Algorithm 2 Raw Request Insertion
Require: Root is the root node of the binary tree; ReadBytes, WriteBytes, ReadTimeout
and WriteTimeout are initially zero
Ensure: The new memory request is inserted into the binary tree in address order
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

FUNCTION: InsertRequest(Request)
if Request.Type = READ then
InsertChild( Root.Left, Request
ReadBytes += Request.Size
ReadTimeout ++
else if Request.Type = WRITE then
InsertChild( Root.Right, Request )
WriteBytes += Request.Size
WriteTimeout ++
end if
FUNCTION: InsertChild(Parent,Request)
if Parent.Request.Address >= Request.Address then
if Parent.Left = NULL then
Parent.Left = Request
Request.Parent = Parent
else
InsertChild( Parent.Left,Request )
end if
else
if Parent.Right = NULL then
Parent.Right = Request
Request.Parent = Parent
else
InsertChild( Parent.Right,Request )
end if
end if
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Algorithm 3 HMC Request Flush
Require: A subtree exists with one or more vertices; TotalReadBytes, TotalWriteBytes,
BaseAddr and TempAddr are all initially zero
Ensure: The entire subtree is coalesced into one or more HMC requests
1: FUNCTION: InOrderTraverse(Vertex,Type,End)
2: if Root != NULL then
3:
InOrderTraverse(Vertex.Left,Type,End)
4:
if Root = End & Type = READ then
5:
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size
6:
TotalReadBytes = TempAddr - BaseAddr
7:
if TotalReadBytes <= 128 then
8:
HMCRqst(TotalReadBytes, BaseAddr)
9:
end if
10:
Return
11:
else if Root = End & Type = WRITE then
12:
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size
13:
TotalWriteBytes = TempAddr - BaseAddr
14:
if TotalWriteBytes <= 128 then
15:
HMCRqst(TotalReadBytes, BaseAddr)
16:
end if
17:
Return
18:
end if
19:
if Type = READ then
20:
if Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size - BaseAddr < 128 then
21:
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size;
22:
else
23:
TotalReadBytes = TempAddr - BaseAddr
24:
BaseAddr = Vertex.Address
25:
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size
26:
TotalReadBytes = 0
27:
end if
28:
end if
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29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:

if Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size - BaseAddr < 128 & Vertex.Address = TempAddr
& Vertex.Address = BaseAddr then
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size;
else
TotalWriteBytes = TempAddr - BaseAddr
BaseAddr = Vertex.Address
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size
TotalWriteBytes = 0
end if
InOrderTraverse(Vertex.Right,Type,End)
end if
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CHAPTER 6
HMC SIMULATION AND ANCILLARY DEVICE COMPONENTS
6.1

Software Architecture

The software architecture of the GoblinCore-64 system architecture consists of a similar
set of software components as traditional systems. However, we reorganize the traditional
software hierarchy in a manner that permits us to exploit the micro architecture extensions
and global memory infrastructure associated with the GC64 architecture.
As we see in Figure 6.1, traditional system architectures require complex software stacks
in order to provide a sufficient degree of abstraction necessary to implement high-level
programming models. Notice that the operating system (Figure 6.1.A), in this example
Linux, serves as the primary interface to the system architecture. In this manner, many
of the fundamental functions required to perform operations such as high performance
communication, thread management and basic programming model abstraction.
Numerical Libraries
Programming Model Tools
Numerical Libraries
OpenMP

MPI

…………

UPC

Programming Model Tools

Programming Model Machine Abstraction
Layer
Threading Libraries
(pthreads)

OpenMP

Communication
Libraries

MPI

…………

UPC

GC64 Programming Model Machine
Abstraction Layer

System Libraries

System Libraries

Linux Operating System

Linux Operating System

GC64
Machine
Runtime

Traditional Hardware Architecture

GoblinCore-64 Hardware Architecture

A. Traditional Software Stack

B. GC64 Software Stack

Figure 6.1: Traditional and GC64 Software Architectures
However, the GoblinCore-64 software architecture alleviates much of the overhead associated with traditional software stacks by coupling the aforementioned micro architecture
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extensions directly to machine-level and programming model runtime infrastructures. As
shown in Figure 6.1.B, the GoblinCore-64 software architecture circumvents much of the
traditional system-level software stack by providing machine-level runtime library interfaces to the low-level hardware extensions. These interfaces provide higher-level programming model abstractions access to common functions such as the thread/task management
extensions in the micro architecture as well as the global memory space in the form of communication primitives. This provides high-level programming model constructs the ability
to make the most advantageous use of the system architecture optimizations present in the
GoblinCore-64 architecture.
6.2

Atomic Memory Operation Unit

The atomic memory operation unit attached to the GoblinCore-64 system on chip is
a direct extension of the dynamic memory coalescing unit outlined in Section 5.3. The
atomic memory memory operation unit accepts streams of memory requests for the locally
attached HMC device specifically for atomics.
Given that the atomics have been coalesced by the DMC engine, the request may contain
a number of individual atomics destined for a singular address. This scenario will often
exist when algorithms seek to create barriers and synchronization points in parallel algorithms. The goal of the atomic memory operation unit is to further reduce the memory
bandwidth required to service atomics without the requirement to construct a traditional
cache mechanism.
Our approach to constructing the atomic memory operation unit is based upon traditional
systolic pipelines often utilized in FPGA IP blocks [150] [128]. This approach utilizes a
series of identical pipeline stages to process a multitude of incoming requests. At each
stage of the pipeline, the systolic array generates a single output result. Figure 6.2 depicts
a sample of this scenario. Notice that the incoming request is initially serviced by the first
(0) AMO ALU. The result of the first stage is then passed off to the second pipeline stage
for the next stage in the computation. Also note that each stage generates a single resulting
output. This permits us to iteratively send a memory response back to the corresponding
source task unit. This process of calculating an atomic value and sending the responses
back to the task units occurs on a single cycle cadence.
Consider the set of instructions in Table 6.1. We have five instructions executed on five
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Response

Request
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Figure 6.2: AMO Systolic Execution Unit
Table 6.1: Example Atomic Memory Operation Request Stream
Cycle
0
1
2
3
4

Instruction
AMOADD.D
AMOADD.D
AMOADD.D
AMOADD.D
AMOADD.D

Address
0xFE00000000
0xFE00000000
0xFE00000000
0xFE00000000
0xFE00000000

Source Task Unit
0
4
5
7
1

individual cycles using the same instruction and the same address. However, the source of
the instruction execution is via five separate task units. As a result, five separate response
signals must be generated in order to correctly service the request.
Executing this series of requests via our atomic memory operation unit will require all
five stages of our systolic atomic memory operation unit. It will also require a single memory read request and a single memory write request. We see the full set of execution cycles
through the systolic array in Table 6.2. If the initial state of the memory location at cycle
0 is decimal "70" and the argument to each atomic instruction for the addition operation is
decimal "1", we see how the systolic array generates results for each subsequent cycle.
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Table 6.2: Systolic Atomic Memory Operation Request Stream
Cycle
0
1
2
3
4

ALU 0
71
-

ALU 1
72
-

ALU 2
73
-

6.3

ALU 3
74
-

ALU 4
75

Destination Task Unit
0
4
5
7
1

HMC Channel Interface

In order to support the interconnection to local and global GoblinCore-64 memory and
network resources, respectively, we must include an HMC channel interface for each of the
attached links. Several commercial HMC IP hardware blocks are available for both ASICderived implementations and FPGA platforms [13] [8] [4] [6]. However, given the high cost
threshold and BSD licensing of the entire GoblinCore-64 project source, the commercial
HMC controller IP options were deemed unusable for our approach. Further, at least one
open source HMC controller is available. The openHMC project has created an open source
IP block suitable for ASIC’s and FPGA’s [139]. However, the openHMC project maintains
an incompatible GNU license. As a result, the BSD license of the GoblinCore-64 project
again deems this unusable.
Given the lack of suitable, open source IP options to utilize as the basis of our HMC
memory controller, we construct our HMC controller using small, efficient RISC-V cores.
We utilize RISC-V Z-Scale cores as the basis of our controller IP [92]. Much in the same
manner as the Dynamic Memory Coalescing unit (Section 5.3), we utilize this efficient
RISC-V core bundled with a block of microcode that implements the necessary token handlers and packet specifications required to interact with both local and global HMC links.
6.4
6.4.1

HMC Memory Devices

HMC Device Simulation

As stated in Chapters 3 and 5, the GoblinCore-64 system and micro architecture is explicitly designed to make use of Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) devices [17]. The HMC
devices provide a significant increase in potential bandwidth per device and bandwidth per
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watt as compared to traditional JEDEC-style memory devices. However, given the novelty and infancy of the HMC specification, there has been very little published in academic
and commercial literature regarding performance, best practices and application-specific
optimizations for these devices. As a result, we developed an integrated framework as a
platform to simulate different algorithmic and application scenarios against different HMC
device configurations. This simulation framework, deemed HMC-Sim [98] [99] [94], has
become the de facto standard, open source HMC simulation platform for academic users.
Historically, computer architects and researchers have relied heavily on a myriad of simulation techniques in order to test new functionality, improve theoretical designs, and reduce the costs associated with re-fabricating erroneous devices. Traditional simulation
infrastructures have relied upon the memory organizations with simple row and column
storage techniques. These two dimensional memory models do not take into account the
forthcoming trend in constructing devices using through silicon vias, or stacked, manufacturing process technologies. A prime example of three dimensional memory technology
that currently exists as an industry standard is the Hybrid Memory Cube specification [17].
As a result, there exists a gap in the ability to simulate multidimensional memory devices
that may contain layers dedicated to functionality outside the current scope of banked memory storage.
The HMC-Sim simulation framework provides three novel techniques that enable flexible simulation capabilities for three dimensional stacked memory devices based upon the
Hybrid Memory Cube specification:
1. Multidimensional Memory Infrastructure: Unlike traditional row/column oriented
DDR3 and DDR4 [80] [81] main memory standards, the Hybrid Memory Cube
specification has the addition of multiple die layers that provide parallel access to
memory storage in three dimensions. This three dimensional layered approach permits memory transactions to exist in parallel not only across banks within a target
storage array, but also across parallel storage arrays. As a result, current memory
simulation techniques fall short of providing adequate support for the three dimensional block memory storage.
2. Coupled Logic and Memory Layered Packages: In addition to the stacked memory layers, the HMC specification contains a base logic die layer. This base layer
provides flexible access to the three dimensional storage layers via a set of parallel
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logic blocks. Given that current memory simulation techniques rely upon discrete
memory storage and memory controller (logic), they fall short of providing adequate
functionality that has the ability to mimic such a tightly coupled, inherently parallel
package.
3. Flexibility of Logic and Memory Layer Configurations: Unlike the rigid aforementioned main memory specifications, the HMC specification permits the flexible interpretation and implementation of the target device. There exist several device
configurations with respect to capacity, bandwidth, connectivity and internal logic
block functionality. The resulting design specification permits implementers from a
disparate set of mobile, embedded and high performance device manufacturers. As
such, any attempt at building a general purpose simulation infrastructure for an HMC
device must also adopt an equivalently flexible infrastructure.
To address the shortcomings of the current memory simulations, we propose and leverage the aforementioned three novel techniques to build HMC-Sim, a flexible simulation infrastructure that enables architectural simulation infrastructures to migrate from traditional
banked main memory models to implementations based upon the HMC specification. This
research is an extended study of early research efforts originally published in [98]. We are
currently utilizing HMC-Sim to develop a high bandwidth memory system to support the
massively parallel Goblin-Core64 processor and system architecture project [105]. Furthermore, we enable those performing systems software research associated with addressing models and virtual to physical address translation techniques to accurately simulate the
future of stacked memory and logic devices. HMC-Sim is currently open source and freely
available to the community, licensed under a BSD-style license model [105] [5].
6.4.2

Previous Simulation Efforts

Memory simulation techniques can be classified into two categories, hardware-based
techniques and software-based techniques. Despite the recent progress on building fast, accurate and high performance FPGA-based simulation systems and techniques [153] [51],
the overall class of hardware- based simulation techniques require a high degree of understanding in both logic architecture and systems software architecture. Associated with
these trends in hardware simulations, we also observe many advances in cross compilation
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techniques [29] in order to ease the burden of creating hardware logic. Even so, the burden
of creating combinatorial logic that mimics a multidimensional logic die is both expensive (hardware costs) and time consuming. HMC-Sim currently focuses only on software
simulation models.
Software simulation techniques can be further classified across several multi-faceted dimensions. These techniques define the intersection of functionality between the following
four method classes:
• Synchronous: Defines how the simulation model discretizes time into fixed increments. At individual time increments, all functional components are evaluated and
their respective states are updated.
• Event-Driven: Components are only evaluated when their respective inputs are modified between discretized points in time. This is also analogous to message-driven
models.
• Process-Model: Considers each component to be a holistic unit and defines processes
or process models associated with each unit. Processes advance their own state based
upon its interaction with other processes in the simulation system.
• Hybrid Model: Many modern simulation infrastructures utilize two or more of the
aforementioned techniques during execution. The result is a highly scalable, yet
flexible infrastructure.
Virtualization and emulation have become common methods and techniques utilized in
several simulation infrastructures. In several implementations [77] [45] [130] [110] [164],
this technique enables the infrastructure to abstract the notion of cycle sampling and operation execution from the micro architectural model in order to provide flexibility across
major classes of system architectures. The Zsim [137] notion of virtualization is also very
lightweight in order to promote a high degree of parallelization and simulation performance. While this increased flexibility is convenient, this approach does not consider the
tightly coupled nature of stacked die memory systems. Virtualization subsequently suffers
from a lack of micro architectural fidelity when modeling granular memory operations in
three dimensions.
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In summary, the lack of cross-cutting memory simulation techniques beyond the functional and cycle-driven DRAM models [135] [145] [109] [155] has lead to a gap in the ability to accurately simulate multidimensional memories. Several attempts have been made to
combine techniques from fixed memory models with queueing methods and DRAM cycle
accuracy in order to improve the overall fidelity of the simulation [145]. However, these
techniques rely upon separate simulations of fixed logic devices that serve the purpose of
controlling memory transactions to and from the devices, thus proving inadequate for simulating stacked memory devices.
6.4.3

Hybrid Memory Cube Specification Overview

The Hybrid Memory Cube, or HMC, specification [17] is a new high performance,
volatile storage paradigm developed by a consortium of memory industry manufacturers
and consumers. The guiding principle behind the new device specification is the ability to
build through-silicon via, or TSV, devices. TSV manufacturing techniques enable adopters
to interconnect multiple die layers in order to construct three- dimensional dies. This ability of interconnecting multiple die layers has enabled the specification authors to build a
memory device with a combination of memory storage layers and one or more logic layers.
In this manner, the device provides the physical memory storage and logical memory transaction processing in a single die package. The end result is a very compact, power efficient
package with available bandwidth capacity of up to 320 GB/s per device.
The HMC device specification is capable of such bandwidth via a hierarchical and parallel approach to the design. The device hierarchy occurs vertically across the logic layers
and the hardware parallelism occurs across a given die layer. The base die layer is generally
configured as the logic base, or LoB. The logic layer consists of multiple components t hat
provide both external link access to the HMC device as well as internal routing and transaction logic. The external I/O links are provided by four or eight logical links. Each link is a
group of sixteen or eight serial I/O, or SERDES, bidirectional links. Four link devices have
the ability to operate at 10, 12.5 and 15 Gbps. Eight link devices have the ability to operate
at 10 Gbps. Internally, the links are attached to routing logic in order to direct transactions
at logic devices that control each vertical memory storage unit. The specification does not
currently define the routing logic. However, it suggests that a crossbar is a logical example
of this interconnection logic.
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The link structure in the HMC specification has a unique quality among high performance memory devices in that it supports the ability to attach devices to both hosts (processors) or other HMC devices. This concept of chaining permits the construction of memory
subsystems that require capacities larger than a single device while not perturbing the link
structure and packetized transaction protocols. Links can be configured as host device links
or pass-through links in a multitude of topologies.
The final major component within the LoB is the vault logic block. Memory in the HMC
specification is organized in a three dimensional manner. The major organization unit is
referred to as a vault. Each vault vertically spans each of the memory layers within the die
using the through-silicon vias. The vault logic block is analogous to a DIMM controller
unit for each independent vault. These vault logic blocks and their respective vault storage
units are organized into quad units. Each quad unit represents four vault units. Each quad
unit is loosely associated with the closest physical link block. In this manner, host devices
have the ability to minimize the latency through the logic layer of an HMC device by
logically sending request packets to links whose associated quad unit is physically closest
to the required vault.
Once within a target memory vault, memory storage is again broken into the traditional
concept of banks and DRAMs. Vertical access through the stacked memory layers is analogous to choosing the appropriate memory bank. Lower banks are configured in lower
die layers while vertical ascension selects subsequent banks. Once within a bank layer,
the DRAM is organized traditionally using rows and columns. The vault controller breaks
the DRAM into 1 Mb blocks each addressing 16 bytes. Read or write requests targeting a
single bank are always performed 32 byte blocks for each column fetch.
6.4.4

HMC-Sim Architecture

Given the high degree of flexibility and the compound logical and physical structures
of the Hybrid Memory Cube specification, it is quite difficult to theorize all possible combinations of device configurations, queuing mechanisms and link structures. As such, we
adopted a relatively narrow set of initial implementation goals and requirements in order to
promote correctness and flexibility at all levels of the implementation. These requirements
are outlined as follows:
1. Maintain Flexibility: As of the writing of this paper there currently did not exist any
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publicly accessible implementations of the HMC specification. The specification
and corresponding HMC-Sim implementation was interpreted holistically in order to
support any possible configuration option or topological device organization.
2. Topologically Agnostic: Given the link structures defined in the initial HMC specification, there exists a myriad of correct and incorrect device topologies. Rather than
supporting only correct topologies, a conscious decision was made to support all
possible topologies in the event that the target user and application deliberately misconfigured the devices. In this manner, users and applications can receive response
packets with error structures due to incorrect topologies.
3. Flexible Queuing: The device specification explicitly calls out the existence of queueing in two physical logic blocks of an HMC device. Both the crossbar queueing and
vault queueing mechanisms are deliberately defined in an ambiguous manner such
that implementers may taylor the device to specific requirements. The HMC-Sim
implementation follows this paradigm by requiring users to specify the depth of both
queueing layers at initialization time.
4. Rudimentary Clock Domains: Many modern architecture simulation infrastructures
can be executed in a functional mode, cycle accurate mode or a hybrid of both. The
HMC-Sim implements a rudimentary clock domain mechanism such that users or
target applications have the ability to instantiate a clock signal to the simulated devices and thus simulate latent packet delivery.
5. Support for all HMC Packet Variations: In order to provide support for a wide array
of simulation scenarios, including functional simulation, error simulation and performance simulation; HMC-Sim implements all possible device packet variations using
all combinations of FLITs. The internal packet handlers strictly adhere to the packet
format specifications and lengths set forth in the specification.
6.4.4.1

Structure Hierarchy

Given the logical and physical hierarchy present in the HMC device specification, we
utilize a similar approach in constructing the internal software representation of an HMC
device. This structure was chosen in order to easily track packet source and destination
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Figure 6.3: HMC-Sim API structure hierarchy
correctness throughout the life of a device object. This was also chosen in order to provide
both the ability to recognize and trace latency throughout each packet’s respective lifetime.
For example, we have a device that is configured with four total links attached to a
host device. Each link is physically closest to the respectively number quad unit, which
contains a block of four vaults. In this manner, this device contains four quad units and
sixteen vaults. The bank layout is not required for this example. The host device transmits
a 64-byte write request packet over link zero with the required data payload. The packet is
queued in the top-level crossbar queue that is physically closest to the combination of quad
unit and vault zero. However, the base destination physical address physically falls on a
DRAM bank held within vault five within the second quad unit. In order to successfully
complete the write request, the packet must be forwarded across the device to vault five.
HMC-Sim will perform this operation correctly. It will also recognize and trace the notion
that this operation may be cause for higher latency than simply transmitting the initial write
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request packet through the second physical link.
As stated above, the internal representation of an HMC device is logically ordered in a
hierarchical manner. Each instantiation of an HMC-Sim object adheres to this hierarchy.
An application may contain more than one HMC-Sim object in order to simulate architectural characteristics such as non-uniform memory access. Within each object, the structure
hierarchy adheres to the following, organized from the highest level to the lowest:
• HMC Devices: Devices are analogous to a single Hybrid Memory Cube device package. The notion of device chaining is supported. Each device structure contains three
sub-structures: Links, Crossbar Units and Quad Units. The device structure also
contains any device specific configuration registers that are typically accessed via
MODE_READ requests, MODE_WRITE requests or the Joint Test Action Group
(JTAG) IEEE 1149.1 hardware interface.
• Links: Links are analogous to an HMC physical device link. Per the current specification, device links may connect a host and an HMC device or two HMC devices
(chaining). There exists four or eight links per device. HMC-Sim does not currently
support mixing devices with different link counts. Each link contains a reference to
its closest quad unit and the source and destination device identifiers (including host
devices).
• Crossbar Units: Crossbar units are analogous to the first-level logic layer present in
an HMC device. They simulate the queuing mechanisms present in the crossbar unit
between device links and device vault controllers. Crossbar units contain the request
and response queues for the respective device that are accessible from the host.
• Quad Units: Quad units map directly to the notion of a quadrant, or locality domain
on an HMC device. Each quad unit is closely related to four vaults in both four and
eight link configurations. Each quad unit also contains a pointer to the closest vault
unit structures.
• Vaults: The vault structure map directly to the notion of a vertically stacked vault
unit within the HMC device specification. Each vault contains response and request
queues whose respective depths are configured at initialization time in order to mimic
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the presence of a vault controller. Each vault also contains a reference to a block of
memory bank structures.
• Banks: The bank structures map directly to the notion of a physical memory bank in
the device hierarchy. Each bank is physically nested within its respective vault such
that I/O operations do not occur outside the respective vault queue structure. Each
bank contains a reference to a block of DRAMs.
• DRAMs: The DRAM structure maps directly to the physical memory DRAM in the
device specification. The DRAM contains the designated data storage for all I/O
operations.
• Queue Structure: All the queuing structures present in the HMC-Sim structure hierarchy share the same software representation. Each queue contains one or more
queue slots. There must exist at least one queue slot for each logical queue representation in order to act as a registered input or output logic stage. Each queue slot
contains a valid designator that describes whether the respective is in use or not. It
also contains the storage for a single packet. Each packet is configured to contain
sufficient storage for the largest possible packet with nine FLITs.
Figure 6.3 provides a visual comparison between the physical HMC device configuration and the complementary HMC-Sim software structure. The HMC physical device in
the diagram contains the host-to-device link structure, internal link crossbar and a single
quadrant with associated vault units. Each vault unit contains eight vertical layers of memory storage. The software structures associated with each hardware component are shown
in the respective nested format.
6.4.5

Link Structure

The previous subsection examines the internal hierarchical software structure present
within HMC-Sim. This includes the definition of the link structure that includes the closest
physical quad unit as well as the source and destination endpoint identifiers. Associated
with each of these source and destination identifiers is an enumerated type that specifies
the physical endpoint configuration of the respective link. If the device link is connected
to a host device (a non-HMC device), the source link is always configured as the hostside connection. Internally, hosts are represented using non zero HMC Cub ID’s of one
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greater than the total number of devices num_devices+1. In this manner, hosts are uniquely
identified from pure memory devices but are permitted to send and receive request and
response packets in a seamless manner.
6.4.6

Simulation Structure

The HMC-Sim infrastructure provides support for rudimentary clock domains between
internal and external memory operations. In this manner, the host processor may operate
asynchronously from the target memory devices in the event that core processor frequencies, SERDES link frequencies and the target memory device operation frequencies exist
across asynchronous clock boundaries. This also promotes the ability to connect multiple HMC-Sim device objects to single host and operate them completely independently.
This is analogous to the current system on chip methodology of utilizing multiple memory
channels per socket.
Internal memory operations are classified as follows:
• Packet transfers between link crossbar queues and vault queues
• Memory read or write request processing for each respective vault queue
• Bank conflict recognition within each vault request queue
• Response packet generation following a successful read or write operation
• Response packet generation following a failed read or write operation [error response
packets]
External memory operations are classified as follows:
• Sending read or write request packets to a target HMC-Sim device
• Receiving response or error response packets from a target HMC-Sim device
• Sending flow-control packets to a target HMC-Sim device
• Any out of band communication via the JTAG interface
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Clock signals are instantiated against a single HMC-Sim object using a single API call.
Without this call, external memory operations may progress until appropriate stall signals
are recognized. However, internal device operations will not progress until an appropriate
call to the clock function has been instantiated. One call to this function progresses the
internal memory operations and device clock by a single leading and trailing clock edge,
or one clock cycle.
The internal clock cycle handlers are progressed in a very explicit order. The internal
ordering is currently broken into six sub-cycle operations. Request and response packets
are only progressed by a single internal stage per sub-cycle operation. For example, it is not
possible for an individual memory read or memory write packet to progress from the device
crossbar interface directly to the memory bank in a single sub-cycle operation. Figure 6.4
presents an example simulation flow diagram that describes the sub-cycle stages for single
and multiple device configurations.
The sub-cycle operations are organized and performed in the following order:
1. Process Child Device Link Crossbar Transactions: The first sub-cycle stage processes
the crossbar packets from each of the configured child HMC devices. These are
devices that are not connected directly to a host device. The simulation infrastructure
walks each link’s respective queue structure and determine which appropriate vault
devices or remote HMC devices are candidate destinations for the respective packet
request. This stage registers trace messages if packets are misrouted, stalled due to
queue congestion or higher latencies are detected due to the physical locality of the
queue versus the destination vault.
2. Process Root Device Link Crossbar Request Transactions: The second stage of subcycle processes the crossbar packets from the device or devices connected directly
to a host interface. The simulation infrastructure walks each link’s respective queue
structure and determines which appropriate vault devices or remote HMC devices
are candidate destinations for the respective packet request. This stage also registers
trace messages if packets are misrouted, stalled due to queue congestion or higher
latencies are detected due to the physical locality of the queue versus the destination
vault.
3. Recognize Bank Conflicts on Vault Request Queues: This sub-cycle stage does not
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Figure 6.4: HMC-Sim Sub-cycle state machine
modify any internal data representations. Rather, it focuses on recognizing potential
bank conflicts on each vault based upon the current state of the request queues. This
stage performs this operation by decoding the physical memory addresses present in
the request packets and determining whether there exists conflicting packets within
a spatial window of the queue. If so, a trace message is generated with the physical
locality and clock value of the respective bank conflict event.
4. Process Vault Queue Memory Request Transactions: Once appropriate bank conflicts
have been identified, each vault queue on all devices is traversed in FIFO order and
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each request packet is appropriately processed. This includes write packets, read
packets and atomic operation (read-modify- write) packets. All packets are currently
processed in equivalent and constant time as long as their bank addressing does not
conflict. All responses to the aforementioned packet transactions are registered in the
appropriate vault response queues.
5. Register Response Packets with Crossbar Response Queues: Once all the initial
memory read and write transaction operations are performed, the fifth sub-cycle stage
processes all the response packets from the respective operations. This includes routing the packets from child devices to root devices in order to deliver them back to
the appropriate host device. Response queues are first processed on the root devices,
then the attached child devices. Otherwise, the root device response queues may appear unnecessarily congested and produce false positive stall signals back to the child
devices.
6. Update the Internal Clock Value: The final sub-cycle stage updates the unsigned sixty
four bit clock value by one. In this manner, all trace messages reported by the first
four stages are registered within the current clock domain. Once the clock value is
updated, the clock signal is considered to be at the leading edge of the next clock
domain.
6.4.7

HMC-Sim Application Programming Interface

The HMC-Sim infrastructure is implemented in ANSI-style C and packaged as a single
library object. It can be easily utilized in existing infrastructures without modification. The
API consists of four major function classes: device initialization, topology initialization,
packet handlers and register interface functions. Figure 6.5 provides a sample API calling
sequence in C.
6.4.7.1

Device and API Initialization

The HMC-Sim API interface provides a single master initialization function. This function provides the user or parent application the ability to initialize one or more simulated
HMC devices as well as instantiate the devices into a reset state. This initialization function requires the user to specify the physical details associated with one more target HMC
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Figure 6.5: HMC-Sim sample API sequencing
devices. Currently, HMC-Sim requires that the devices within a single object must be
physically homogeneous. In this manner, each device will be initially configured and reset
to an identical state. The entire HMC-Sim API function descriptions can be found in the
HMC-Sim online documentation [5].
6.4.7.2

Link Topology and Initialization

Given the chaining ability present in the HMC device links, the HMC-Sim infrastructure
provides the ability for the user to define the memory topology between multiple devices.
This includes the ability to define the host-to-device relationships as well as the device-todevice relationships.
There are, however, several constraints induced by the simulation infrastructure. First,
devices that link to one another must exist within the same HMC-Sim object structure. The
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infrastructure does not currently support linking devices and their inherent queuing structures between disparate HMC-Sim objects. Next, the infrastructure does not permit users
to configure links as loopbacks. Loopbacks in the link topology have a high probability of
inducing zombie response requests that never reach a reasonable destination. Finally, the
user must configure at least one device that connects to a host link. Otherwise, the host will
have no access to main memory.
6.4.7.3

Request and Response Packet Handlers

The HMC-Sim API interface provides two sets of interface functions to assist with packet
request and response handling. The first set of functions provide users or host applications
the ability to execute simple send or receive operations of request or response packets, respectively. These send and receive operations interact with the request and response queues
of the target HMC devices directly. The send function requires the application to have a
pre formatted, fully formed, compliant packet structure. This packet structure determines
the candidate link and device combination as well as the desired memory transaction. The
receive operation requires the user to specify the HMC device and link combination to poll
for candidate response packets. Response packets are delivered as fully formed, compliant
packet structures and may arrive out of order. It is up to the calling application to decode
and correlate the response packet information to the correct memory transaction request.
The API provides two functions to assist with encoding and decoding request and response
packets, respectively.
6.4.7.4

Modifying and Querying HMC Device Registers

The current HMC device specification provides two interfaces for hosts to query and
modify device registers. The packet interface utilizes MODE_READ and MODE_WRITE
packet types to read and write device registers using the attached memory links. The benefit
to this interface is its familiar packet structure and the ability to query or modify registers
on devices that are chained or not directly connected to the host. These packet types will
route to the destination cube ID as would any other packet type. However, the downside
to this method is the use of available memory bandwidth. HMC-Sim supports the use of
MODE_READ and MODE_WRITE packets to query and modify register state, but warns
that performing these operations may have negative performance implications.
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The second access method provided in the current specification is via a Joint Test Action
Group IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) or Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) bus infrastructure. The benefit
to this access method is the side-band nature of the bus. It does not interrupt main memory
traffic to and from the HMC devices. HMC-Sim provides a rudimentary function interface
to both read and write device registers using this JTAG interface. This interface exists
external to the normal HMC-Sim notion of clock domains. As such, this interface appears
to exist out of band to the user or application simulation infrastructure.
6.4.8
6.4.8.1

Simulation Overview
Simulation Description

We selected two candidate benchmarks from the HPC Challenge [108] benchmark suite
in order to elicit sample results using disparate memory access patterns. First, we chose the
HPCC StreamTriad [111] benchmark that measures sustainable memory bandwidth using
unit stride memory read and write traffic. The StreamTriad benchmark variant consists
of a simple loop structure that naively performs two unit stride memory loads, one scalar
load, one addition, one multiplication and one unit stride memory store for each iteration
of the loop. Often, architectural or compiler optimizations hoist the scalar load outside the
loop and, if possible, combine the the addition and multiplication operation into a fused
multiply-add. In our test code, we induce the hoisted scalar operation but do not fuse the
arithmetic operations.
a(i) = b(i) + q ∗ c(i)

(6.1)

The second benchmark mirrors that of the HPCC RandomAccess benchmark [108], commonly referred to as GUPS. The term GUPS refers to the measurement of the Giga UPdates
per Second, or the total number of memory locations that can be updated per second divided by 1 billion (1^9). Subsequent memory locations have little in common. Each update
operation consists of a full read-modify-write of a 64 bit value from a Table that is a power
of two less than or equal to half of the total physical memory. As such, the random access
nature of the memory operations induce little cache reuse. In our test for HMC-Sim, we
use the equation in Equation 6.2 to represent the algorithm and a polynomial (POLY) of
0x0000000000000007UL.
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ran(j) = (ran(j) << 1)ˆ(ran(j)) < 0?POLY : 0)
Table(ran(j)&(TableSize − 1))ˆ = ran(j)

(6.2)

We initialize the HMC-Sim infrastructure to simulate each of the 4-Link-2GB, 4-Link4GB, 8-Link-4GB and 8-Link-8GB device configurations. For each configuration, we initialize the device with 64 queue slots on each link and 128 queue slots on each vault’s
crossbar path. Each device was also configured to accept a maximum packet request size
of 64 bytes, or a typical cache line. All simulations were executed using a theoretical
host configuration consisting of 64 active threads, each with a SIMD width of 8. As such,
the maximum degree of parallelism for memory or arithmetic operations on each cycle
is 512. The StreamTriad tests were executed for 33,554,432 iterations of the algorithm
parallelized across the aforementioned host resources. The RandomAccess tests were executed for 524,288 iterations of the algorithm parallelized across the aforementioned host
resources.
6.4.9

Simulation Analysis

The graphical results provided in Figures 6.10- 6.13 and Figures 6.10- 6.13 are direct
representations of five pertinent values from each of the respective device configurations.
Each graph depicts the total number of cycles required to perform the respective algorithm
on the target device. The graph projects the number of bank conflicts, memory read requests
and memory write requests that occurred within each vault at each respective cycle. The
graph also plots the number crossbar stalls observed within the device (XBAR Request Stall)
and the number of events raised due to the potential for routing latency across the device
(XBAR Latency). The crossbar request stalls occur when a request cannot be routed from
a crossbar arbiter to the target vault due to inadequate open vault queue slots. The latency
penalties are raised when a request is received on a link that is not co-located with the
destination quadrant and vault.
6.4.9.1

Stream Simulation Analysis

From the data we collected in the StreamTriad tests (Table 6.3), we observe several
relevant phenomena. First, we observe the performance scales (in clock cycles) primarily
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Table 6.3: Stream Runtime in Clock Cycles
StreamTriad Device Configuration

Simulated Runtime in Cycles

4-Link; 8-Bank; 2GB
4-Link; 16-Bank; 4GB
8-Link; 8-Bank; 4GB
8-Link; 16-Bank; 8GB

9,324,667
6,520,763
5,263,417
3,285,572

as a function of the number of links as opposed to the number of internal banks. Given
the benchmark’s aggressive use of stride-1 bandwidth, this indicates that a host processor
can double its unit stride bandwidth by doubling the number of connected HMC links.
In our tests, the 8-Link-8-Bank devices provide a 1.77X speedup over the 4-Link-8-Bank
devices. However, if a host processor or system architecture were to migrate to a device
with the same number of links and double the number of internal banks (presumably for
better request distribution), the speedup is smaller. Migrating from a 4-Link device with 8
banks to a 4-Link device with 16 banks yields 1.42X speedup. The same relationship for
8-Link devices yields a 1.6X speedup.
6.4.9.2

RandomAccess Simulation Analysis

We also observe several interesting phenomena from the data we collected in the RandomAccess tests (Table 6.4). Given the highly random nature of the workload, we observe
that varying the device configuration has very little performance benefit. The timing between the highest and lowest performing device configurations only deviates by 0.845%.
Each device requires roughly 6.1M clock cycles to complete the entire algorithm. Varying the link connectivity delivers a 1.006X speedup on devices with 8 banks and a 1.008X
speedup on complementary devices with 16 banks. Relying on the same link connectivity and varying the bank configuration yields a 1.0005X speedup for 4-Link devices and a
1.003X speedup for 8-Link devices.
We can also observe that the average number of crossbar request stalls on each device
configuration is roughly equivalent after the initial algorithm warmup period that consists
of loading several scalar values. Despite a higher incidence of bank conflicts on the 16 bank
device configurations, this is likely the source of the application bottleneck. We are simply
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Figure 6.6: HPCC StreamTriad results for HMC 4link-2GB device
observing that the devices are becoming saturated with outstanding requests. A potential
solution would be to increase the internal crossbar and vault queue depth which is roughly
analogous to increasing the weakly-ordered nature of the device.

Table 6.4: RandomAccess Runtime in Clock Cycles
RandomAccess Device Configuration

Simulated Runtime in Cycles

4-Link; 8-Bank; 2GB
4-Link; 16-Bank; 4GB
8-Link; 8-Bank; 4GB
8-Link; 16-Bank; 8GB

6,196,451
6,193,288
6,160,469
6,144,087
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Figure 6.7: HPCC StreamTriad results for HMC 4link-4GB device
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Figure 6.8: HPCC StreamTriad results for HMC 8link-4GB device
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Figure 6.9: HPCC StreamTriad results for HMC 8link-8GB device
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Figure 6.10: HPCC RandomAccess results for HMC 4link-2GB device
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Figure 6.11: HPCC RandomAccess results for HMC 4link-4GB device
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Figure 6.12: HPCC RandomAccess results for HMC 8link-4GB device
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Figure 6.13: HPCC RandomAccess results for HMC 8link-8GB device
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CHAPTER 7
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
7.1

Evaluation Methodology

In order to quantify the efficacy of the GoblinCore-64 architecture and methodology,
we utilize the RISC-V Spike golden model simulator as the basis for our evaluation platform [11]. The Spike simulation infrastructure provides a cycle-based, functionally accurate model of the RISC-V core and its associated peripheral units. The Spike model is a
convenient infrastructure to prototype and evaluate both point application cases as well as
full operational systems. The Spike model also provides the ability to boot and manage live
operating system images such as Linux [12] and FreeBSD [9].
Our simulation environment consists of a Linux 4.1.17 kernel compiled for the RISC-V
IMAFD ISA in SMP mode(Figure 7.1). In this manner, our evaluations are executed in
an environment that directly mimics what users would expect on a live system. Executing
point applications outside of the purview of an operating system fails to accurately model
the application in the face of operation system overhead such as system calls, I/O events
and system processes that utilize cpu cycles and subsequently generate memory traffic.
The simulation environment also includes a prebuilt disk image with system tools, system
libraries and a compiler toolchain based upon the RISC-V GCC 5.3.0 port[10]. In this manner, we may operate our evaluation platform just as a normal system, including compiling
the benchmark applications in-situ.
In order to sufficiently evaluate each of the respective GC64 micro and system architecture features, we modify the Spike simulation infrastructure with two main goals. First,
the modifications to the Spike simulator add the necessary logic to model the GoblinCore
micro architecture and system architectural extensions. For the memory system evaluation, we directly couple the DMC microcode to the Spike MMU implementation in order
to immediately inject memory requests into the coalescing engine [100]. By coupling the
microcode directly to the MMU, the memory requests injected into the DMC unit are representative of the application workload memory requests and any potential system or kernel
pressure such as instruction cache fills, I/O, system calls or other system-related memory
requests induced by the respective workload. For the thread concurrency evaluation, we
modify the core instruction and ALU scheduler within Spike in order to implement the
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necessary table-based context switching methodology. This implementation permits us to
change the maximum threshold by which a thread or task is permitted to executed at runtime and thus tune the GoblinCore implementation. Finally, we add the necessary logic to
mimic the register state and instruction extensions present in GC64. This enables us to manipulate the necessary register state and model the machine hierarchy sufficient to provide
an accurate simulation environment.

Application
Application
Application
Application
Application

GC64-Specific Runtime Options

Linux 4.1.17

RISC-V Spike Simulator

GC64 ISA
Extensions

GC64 Task
Control
Extensions

GC64 Memory
Coalescing
Extensions

Figure 7.1: Simulation Environment

Second, for each of the aforementioned modifications, we also add the ability to trace
the intricate pipeline stages, memory request packets and micro architecture features at
a per cycle or sub-cycle granularity. Given that we’re executing a live operating system
environment, we utilize named pipes for each of the tracing methods. When enabled, the
Spike simulator opens a named pipe in the host system. The Spike simulator then pauses for
an external application to attach and begin reading from the named pipe. When the tracing
is complete, Spike signals the external trace collector that it is complete and finalizes the
named pipe.
Given the global scope of the Spike simulator, we also provide a simple mechanism by
which to restrict the time when trace values for each test are recorded to the execution
of specific applications or workloads. We do so by marking special enable and disable
addresses in unmapped physical address range present in the MMU of the Spike simulator.
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When a memory read is requested from the enable address, the simulator is triggered to
open the respective named pipe and begin injecting trace data into the pipe for external
collection. When the disable address is requested by a memory read, the named pipe is
closed and the trace data is recorded to an external file or the terminal by the external trace
data collection application.

RISC-V Spike Simulator
GC64
ISA
GC64
ISA
GC64 ISA

GC64
ISA
GC64
ISA
GC64 ISA

Processor
Processor
Processor

Processor
Processor
Processor

GC64 Scheduler
External CTX Trace Pipe

Sim
Scheduler

[Optional]
Cache Model
Trap Enable
Addr

Trap Disable
Addr

MMU
External DMC Trace Pipe

GC64-CTXTRACE

DMC Driver

Context Switch Trace
Output

Memory Coalescing Trace
Output

Figure 7.2: Simulator External Trace Mechanisms

For our evaluation, we utilize a mixture of application workloads and benchmarks that
are historically known to make use of dense memory operations and sparse memory operations. Our representative applications also span a variety of traditional scientific (physical)
simulation, biological simulation, core numerical solvers and analytics workloads. All of
the workloads are compiled with optimization using the RISC-V GCC 5.3.0 toolchain. We
classify our workloads into four categories, BOTS, GAPBS, NASPB and MISC.
The first set of workloads is built using the Barcelona OpenMP Tasks Suite, or BOTS [61].
BOTS utilizes the tasking features from the OpenMP [15] shared memory programming
model to demonstrate a series of pathological workloads from a variety of different scientific disciplines. The individual BOTS workloads are identified as follows:
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• Alignment: The Alignment benchmark aligns a sequence of proteins using a dynamic
programming methodology. This benchmark implementation utilizes the Meyers and
Miller [119] algorithm to align all protein sequences from an input set against every
other sequence.
• FFT: The FFT benchmark computes a Fast Fourier Transform using a recursive
complex method based upon the traditional Cooley-Tukey algorithm [70] in a single dimension (1D). Each of the subset discrete fourier transforms are divided and
subsequent OpenMP tasks are spawned for the individual solvers.
• Fib: The Fib benchmark computes the n’th number in the Fibonacci sequence using
recursive parallelization strategy. While this benchmark is not directly applicable to
our study of data intensive computing algorithms, it does represent a pathological
algorithmic model with deep tree structures found in many graph analytical models.
• Health: The Health benchmark simulates a country health system using an agentbased methodology. The original system is based upon a study done on the Columbian
Health Care System [52] [53]. The benchmark contains multilevel lists where the
element structure contains the data for a village with its associated patients and a
single hospital. Each hospital has a doubly linked list that contains all the patient
interaction data. Patients are simulated to interact with one another at each time step
and, subsequently, infect one another. This benchmark is somewhat representative
of small-scale streaming analytics problems where only a portion of the interactions
can be predicted using standard heuristics.
• Sort: The Sort benchmark utilizes a mixture of different approaches to sort a vector
of integers. The parallel sorting methods utilized [19] recursively sorts halves of
the vector or sub-vectors and merges the resulting sorted vectors together using a
divide-and-conquer parallel strategy.
• SparseLU: The SparseLU benchmark performs an LU factorization of a sparse matrix. A top-level matrix contains pointers to smaller, sub-matrices wherein, due to the
sparseness of the matrices, a tremendous degree of imbalance exists. The benchmark
authors utilize task parallelism with dynamic scheduling in order to reduce the imbal-
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ance of the workload [28]. In each phase, a new task is created for each non-empty
sub-matrix.
• Strassen: The Strassen benchmark performs a Strassen-style multiplication of two
dense, square matrices [66]. The top-level strategy for parallelizing the operation
divides each dimension of the matrix into two sections of equal size. For each decomposition step, a new task is created. While the GoblinCore-64 research and development is not specifically focused on dense computational algorithms, eliciting
positive performance on such a benchmark further strengthens the design goals of
the GC64 micro architecture.
The second set of workloads is provided by the GAP Benchmark Suite [35]. This suite
of benchmarks is designed to provide a standardized set of workloads written in C++11
and OpenMP to evaluate a target platform’s efficacy on large scale graph processing. Each
of the workloads executed in the GAP suite is directed to create a Kronecker graph with
220 vertices. The GAP suite is also a specification of algorithmic constructs such that our
future research can further optimize the implementations presented here. The individual
GAPS workloads are summarized as follows:
• BC: The Betweenness Centrality Benchmark (BC) benchmark performs an approximation of the classic centrality measurement for all vertices in the graph. It does
so by only computing the shortest path from a subset of all the graph vertices and
approximating the remainder of the results.
• BFS: The Breadth-First Search (BFS) benchmark performs a traversal of all connected vertices in the graph by first visiting all vertices at the current depth before
moving to vertices at subsequent depths. In this manner, the BFS approach may have
multiple correct solutions depending upon the order of which subsequent depths are
chosen. As such, the GAP suite defines a correct solution as follows:
– parent[source] = source
– parent[x] = -1 if x is unreachable from source
– if x is reachable and parent[x] = y, there exists an edge from y to x
– if x is reachable and parent[x] = y, depth[x] = depth[y] + 1
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• CC: The Connected Components (CC) benchmark labels all vertices within the same
connected components with identical, unique labels. In this manner, the connected
components labeled in this approach are weak connected components. The GAP
suite defines the correctness of the Connected Components results as:
– vertices u and v have the same component label if and only if there exists an
undirected path between u and v
• PR: The PageRank (PR) [39] benchmark computes all the PageRank scores for all
vertices in the graph. The GAP suite defines a standard PageRank scoring system
with a damping factor of 0.85. Based upon the iterative solution present in PageRank,
the GAP suite defines an answer to be correct if a single iteration will change all the
scores by less than 10-4 .
• SSSP: The Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP) benchmark computes the distance to
all connected vertices from a given source vertex. The distance is calculated by using
the minimum weight path between two vertices via a traversal. In this definition, all
edge weights are positive, which induces a state where multiple shortest paths may
exist, but all contain the same effective distance. The correct solution for SSSP is
defined as follows:
– distance[source] = 0
– distance[x] = INFINITY; IFF x is unreachable from the source
– distance if x is unreachable from the source, there is no path of combined weight
less than distance[x] from the source x
• TC: The Triangle Counting (TC) benchmark finds the number of triangles, or cliques
with three vertices, in an undirected graph. Triangles are graph cliques with three
vertices that are all directly connected to one another.
The third set of workloads is provided by the NAS Parallel Benchmarks, or NASPB [30]
[82]. The original version of the NAS benchmark suite was developed to facilitate the
development of parallel computing capabilities in support of NASA’s Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) program aerospace research and development. The OpenMP-C
version of the benchmark source is utilized for our tests. We make use of the A problem
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size across all kernels and pseudo-applications. While this problem size is of a smaller
scale than generally utilized to evaluate full-scale system deployments, the A size problems
constitute the largest memory footprint reliably available in our simulation infrastructure.
The individual NASPB workloads are summarized as follows:
• CG: The Conjugate Gradient (CG) kernel is designed to compute an approximation
to the smallest eigenvalue of a large, sparse, symmetric positive definite matrix. The
sparse matrix used as input is randomly seeded with a pattern on nonzeros.
• EP: The Embarrassingly Parallel (EP) kernel is designed to provide the rational upper limit for floating point performance. It does so by generating pairs of Gaussian
random deviates according to a very specific numerical schema. This style of pseudorandom floating point numerics is often observed in codes that utilized Monte Carlo
methods. Further, it exhibits floating point performance with a very low requirement
for communication.
• FT: The Fourier Transform (FT) kernel solves a three dimensional partial differential equation using forward and inverse FFT’s. This micro benchmark is designed to
stress communication performance between processing elements. Three dimensional
FFT’s, often utilized in CFD applications, often exhibit periods of intense communication when performing operations such as array transpositions.
• MG: The Multigrid (MG) kernel is a simplified multigrid kernel designed to exhibit short and long distance data communication between processing elements. The
benchmark executes four iterations of the V-cycle multi grid algorithm. The algorithm is utilized to realize an approximate solution to u for the discrete Poisson problem described below on a 256x256x256 grid with periodic boundary conditions. The
Poisson problem is described as follows:
∇2 u = v
• IS: The Integer Sorting (IS) kernel sorts a large array of randomly generated integer values in order to simulate random memory access patterns across uniformly
distributed arrays. For shared memory platforms, the key array must be evenly distributed in a single address space. For distributed or partitioned memory systems,
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such as GC64, the key array must be partitioned into N partitions of each size where
the resulting sorted sub-arrays are merged together.
• LU: The LU pseudo-application provides the basis for a lower-upper Gauss-Seidel
solver. The goal of this benchmark is to simulate a full-scale CFD application that
utilizes successive over-relaxation (SSOR) to solve a seven block diagonal system.
The block diagonal system is the result from a finite-difference discretization of the
Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensions by splitting the solution into block lower
and upper triangular systems.
• SP: The SP pseudo-application provides the basis for a scalar penta-diagonal solver.
This micro benchmark also simulates a CFD application as is the case in the LU
benchmark. However, the finite differences solution here is based upon the BeamWarming [33] approximate factorization that decouples the x, y, and z dimensions of
the three dimensional space. The resulting system are bands of scalar penta-diagonals
of linear equations that are solved sequentially for each respective dimension.
The final set of workloads is a set of applications or benchmarks from several unique
sources.
• HPCG: The High Performance Conjugate Gradient benchmark [58] [59] includes
solvers for sparse matrix-vector multiplication, sparse triangles, vector updates, global
dot products and symmetric Gauss-Seidel smoothing. HPCG is designed to measure
the relative system architecture performance using algorithms and methods that are
commonly found in large-scale scientific applications.
• Lulesh: The Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian Explicit Shock Hydrodynamics,
or LULESH, proxy application is designed to represent traditional hydrodynamics
applications utilized in large-scale simulation [7] [154]. It solves only a simple Sedov
blast problem [154] as opposed to a complete hydrodynamic solution.
• Stream: The Stream test executes the classic STREAM memory bandwidth benchmarks [111] using the default parameters. The STREAM benchmarks attempt to
measure the sustained memory bandwidth of a given platform given a set of corresponding, simple computational kernels. The vector compute kernels utilized in
STREAM are summarized as follows:
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– Copy: a(i) = b(i)
– Scale: a(i) = q*b(i)
– Sum: a(i) = b(i) + c(i)
– Triad: a(i) = b(i) + q*c(i)
• Matmul: The matmul test performs a dense matrix multiplication using 512x512
square matrices populated with 64-bit integer values. The goal of this test is to elicit
the performance using naive, non block-oriented solvers. The solver utilizes statically allocated, two-dimensional arrays to host the core storage of the source matrices. As a result, on most system software platforms the arranged are arranged a pure
linear structures prompting reasonable memory and cache reuse.
7.2
7.2.1
7.2.1.1

Evaluation of Results

Dynamic Memory Request Coalescing
Evaluation Metrics

Following the execution of each of the aforementioned tests, we gathered the individual
result sets for each thread count and generated a series of resulting graphs based upon the
average read reduction, write reduction and total reduction of memory requests across all
thread counts. The average read reduction is defined as the difference between the number
of ingested raw memory read requests compared with the number of outgoing HMC read
requests, expressed as a percentage of the total incoming memory read requests. For example, if we observe 10,000 raw memory read requests and generate 5,000 HMC memory
read requests, our read request reduction would be expressed as 50%. Similarly, we record
the same metrics for memory write requests and the total memory requests (combined reads
and writes).
Exhibiting satisfactory request coalescing averaged across all thread counts would indicate that our approach scales well with varying degrees of parallelism while avoiding
preferential performance variance for small or large thread counts. Further, observing the
satisfactory average results across all thread counts would indicate that our approach also
is not bound by a pathological degree of parallelism and would have a higher probability
of performing well across disparate applications outside of our test matrix.
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Figure 7.3: Average Request Reduction
7.2.1.2

Average Request Reduction

As we see in Figure 7.3, we achieved very respectable average performance for nearly
all of the applications. Across all the applications and thread counts tested, we measured an
overall average memory request reduction of 49.74%. This implies that our proposed approach coalesces incoming memory requests and dispatches half the number of equivalent
packetized HMC requests as would normally be dispatched for a traditional DDR-style
interface. The resulting coalesced stream of memory requests significantly reduces the
overall control overhead, thus delivering more optimal bandwidth utilization for the target
HMC memory devices.
Upon further inspection, we find that the best average performing application was the
protein alignment benchmark (bots_alignment) from the BOTS test suite. This application
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generated an average request reduction of 77.81% across all thread counts. The alignment
application was also the highest performing average read reduction with a recorded average
of 78.21%.
Given that write requests cannot be coalesced with intermediate addressing gaps, we
expected our write coalescing performance to be less than the complementary read performance. As shown in Figure 7.3, nearly all the applications measured elicited higher read
performance over average write performance. The best average write performance measured was for the SparseLU solver from the BOTS test suite (bots_sparselu). Given the
structure of this application, the read requests are sparse where the write requests are naturally linear in nature. As such, the read requests are inherently more difficult to coalesce
as opposed to the naturally linear write patterns. This also appears to be true in the results
from the HPCG benchmark and the dense matrix multiplication tests (matmul), albeit not
as pronounced as the SparseLU results.
The worst performing test in the average result matrix is the dense matrix multiplication
test. We deliberately avoided common blocking optimizations with this implementation in
order to elicit results based upon significantly sub-optimal code in a common solver. The
results are quite dramatic. We find that the matmul benchmark only averages 12.74% coalesced requests across reads and writes. As mentioned above, the write request reduction
of matmul is significantly better, nearly 2X, the read performance.
If we consider the naive approach to solving a row-major, dense matrix multiplication,
subsequent memory requests will often occur in non-contiguous cache lines. In the case of
a 512x512 square matrix solver, subsequent read requests will occur on 4096 byte, or traditional Linux page, boundaries. As expected, this is where our memory coalescing approach
does not provide a significant improvement in request reduction. The resulting stream of
memory requests exceeds the timeout and the address distance gap for a significant portion
of the read traffic for both input matrices. The write traffic to the resultant matrix can be
somewhat coalesced, but still fails to deliver sufficient spatial or temporal locality. With
this, we make the determination that traditional algorithmic techniques to exploit spatial
and/or temporal locality in traditional memory hierarchies such as data caches will assist,
as opposed to collide, with our dynamic memory coalescing methodology.
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Figure 7.4: Scaled Read Performance
7.2.1.3

Scaled Performance Results

In addition to the averaged results, we also record results scaled by thread count. Figures 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 represent the scaled read, write and average performance, respectively. As we can see in each of the graphs, many of the applications exhibit nearly flat
request coalescing across all degrees of concurrency. However, there are several interesting
outlying values. First, despite the fact that the bots_alignment benchmark exhibits the best
average read performance across all thread counts, it does not exhibit the best overall read
performance. The bots_fft benchmark actually exhibits the best overall read performance
with 16 parallel threads where the DMC engine reduces the read requests by 84.67%. This
is likely due to encountering an optimal point of parallel memory requests for power of two
accesses inducing an ideal stream of read requests [159].
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Figure 7.5: Scaled Read Performance
Unlike the scaled read requests, the scaled write requests exhibit the same peak performance as is exhibited in the average results. The bots_sparselu benchmark exhibits the
best overall write coalescing performance with 16 threads reducing the write requests by
84.68%. This is a reduction of write requests from 205,535,811 raw requests to 12,050,300
HMC requests. Much like the scaled read requests, we also see that the bots_fft benchmark exhibits significantly better performance when utilizing 16 threads. We also see that
GAPBS betweenness centrality (gapbs_bc) and single source shortest path (gapbs_sssp)
benchmarks exhibit slightly higher results for 8 and 4 threads, respectively. While these
outliers may be an algorithmic idiosyncrasy, these results are likely due to the inherently
random nature of the input data that is generated for each test run of all the GAPBS benchmarks.
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Scaled Write Reduction
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Figure 7.6: Scaled Write Performance
7.2.1.4

Application Analysis

Finally, we analyze the individual read and write request distribution of the scaled HPCG
results for both the raw incoming requests and the resultant outgoing HMC requests. We
display these results in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. In the case of the read requests, the vast
majority of the raw reads recorded by our benchmarks fall in the category of 8 byte reads,
followed closely by 2 byte reads. We also see that the majority of coalesced requests fall in
the category of 16 byte HMC requests followed by 32 byte requests.
However, of the 168,311,970 outgoing HMC requests in the 32 thread HPCG test, 5,489,508
of the requests are HMC read packets for 64 byte cache lines or larger. This represents a
significant improvement over the traditional 16 byte DDR request patterns found in traditional memory subsystems.
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Figure 7.7: Scaled Average Performance
This is also the case in the results from the write performance exhibited by the HPCG
scaled tests. For the 10,272,141 outgoing HMC packet requests, we find that 425,565 are
resolved to packet sizes greater than or equal to a traditional 64 byte cache line. The resulting write packets significantly reduce the control overhead required to utilize the packetized
HMC interface.
7.2.2
7.2.2.1

Thread Concurrency Mechanisms
Evaluation Metrics

In order to sufficiently evaluate our context switching methodology, we utilized the existing RISC-V Spike golden-model simulation environment as the basis for our exploration.
The Spike simulator was modified to utilize the aforementioned scheduling algorithms in a
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Figure 7.8: HPCG Read Request Distribution
manner that permitted us to define the maximum schedule pressure threshold at simulator
boot time. This provided the ability to boot a live Linux kernel, compile applications and
manage the simulation environment as an actual hardware-based platform.
In order to avoid drastically reducing the performance of the simulation environment, we
also built a unique tracing tool that collected all the tracing data from the executing simulation. This was achieved in two phases. First, we modified the Spike simulator memory
management unit with two annotated memory addresses outside of the normal range of the
Linux kernel’s virtual memory map. Any time a read operation is performed to the first
address, the MMU will trap the execution and open a named pipe in the host execution
system. The named piped is utilized to send tracing data to an external application executing on the host system. Any time a read operation is performed to the second address, the
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HPCG Write Request Distribution
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Figure 7.9: HPCG Write Request Distribution
tracing is finalized and the named pipe is closed.
Next, once the tracing is enabled, the Spike simulator initiates a data send for each executed context switch event to the tracing application. The simulator sends the physical task
unit ID of the initiating (yielding) thread/task, the hardware clock tick in which it was initiated and the last opcode that forced the gcount value to overflow the designated maximum
pressure. This symbiotic execution environment, as depicted in Figure 7.10, is designed to
permit maximum performance during the execution of the simulated environment without
losing any valuable trace data.
Each of the simulations performed for our evaluation was achieved by building a full
Linux 4.1.17 operating system environment that executed on our modified Spike simulator.
Rather than executing individual benchmarks in a synthetic environment, we gathered data
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Figure 7.10: Simulation Environment
in a fully functional operating system environment that mimics a full platform installation.
In this manner, we trap all the context switch events necessary to service kernel threads,
interrupts, I/O and other system-related functionality. However, we provide two simple
applications that perform the necessary memory read operations to the designated trap addresses as mentioned above. This enables us to enable the tracing, execute an application
benchmark and disable the tracing while executing the live operating system environment.
This further permits us to isolate the context switch traces to the execution of our benchmark applications.
Each of the benchmarks was executed using five configurations. The first configuration represents a base configuration with no hardware-managed context switching and one
thread per core. We use this as our baseline metric for performance evaluation. We also executed four multithreaded configurations with two threads and eight threads, respectively.
For each of the multi-threaded configurations, we tried two separate maximum instruction
pressure threshold values, 64 and 128. The former (64) was derived by using a simple
dyadic operation (a=b+c) where we have one arithmetic operation and two memory load
operations. In this manner, a thread should theoretically be able to perform the minimum
dyadic operation prior to context switching. Conversely, the 128 maximum threshold was
designed to permit more expressive operations such as floating point arithmetic and triadic
integer operations (a=b+c+d) prior to context switching. The larger maximum threshold
may permit a single thread to perform more work at the expense of permitting more pipeline
stalls. We summarize these configurations in Table 7.1.
For each of the aforementioned configurations, we record and compile a number of rel125
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Table 7.1: Evaluation Configurations
Name
base
2.64
2.128
8.64
8.128

Threads Per Core
1
2
2
8
8

Max Thread Pressure
NA
64
128
64
128

evant data values. First, we record the context switch events for each thread and each
respective opcode class. This data is later compiled to reflect the distribution of context
switch events by opcode as well as the total number of context switch events for the respective configuration. In addition to this micro architecture-driven data, we also record
the application runtime for each benchmark and each benchmark configuration. This data
is utilized to evaluate the relevant performance impact of each configuration.
7.2.2.2

Context Switch Event Analysis

Our analysis of the resulting benchmark data consists of three major categories of data.
First, we analyze the raw context switch data from each of the aforementioned configurations and respective benchmarks such that we may fully understand where and how the
applications are inducing pressure on the execution pipelines. Next, we analyze the raw
performance of each of the benchmarks and benchmark configurations and examine how
each performs as we scale the performance and the maximum pressure threshold. Finally,
using the scaled performance data, we analyze the peak and average speedup of each application and attempt to make a determination which configuration provides the best general
performance against our pathological set of applications.
The first portion of our analysis focuses on understanding the nature of each benchmark’s
context switch pattern such that we may tune our methodology for a wider array of applications. Figure 7.11 presents the total number of context switch events for each benchmark
and each respective configuration. As expected, as we increase the number of threads, the
number of context switch events generally also increases. The only tests that do not follow
this trend are the GAPBS BFS tests using 2 threads and the 64 and 128 maximum pressure
thresholds, respectively. These two threads per core tests actually exhibit a lower number
of context switch events than the respective baseline configurations.
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Figure 7.11: Total Context Switch Events
In addition, we can also analyze the average, maximum and minimum context switch
event statistics. Given the data in Table 7.2, we see that the average number of context
switch events increases as we increase the degree of concurrent threads attached to a single
core. When moving to two threads per core, we see an average increase of 1.47X number
of context switch events. When moving from the baseline to eight threads per core, we
see an average increase of 7.86X, which is much closer to a linear increase. Across all
configurations and benchmarks, we see a total average increase in context switch events
Table 7.2: Context Switch Event Derivation
Config
Average
Max
base
12684040.79 75130993
2.64
18748401.25 151333664
2.128
18542459.67 150339080
8.64
89264272.17 911562752
8.128
110529572 1042984913
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Min
1635
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42030
60880
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Figure 7.12: Baseline Opcode Distribution
of 5.12X over the baseline values. Further, we see that the BOTS Fibonacci benchmark
has the smallest number of events for all configurations. This directly corresponds to the
fact that this benchmark exhibited the lowest runtime for all respective configuration. Conversely, the HPCG benchmark recorded the highest number of context switch events for
the baseline, and both two threads per core tests. However, the NASPB SP benchmark
recorded the highest context switch events for both eight threads per core tests.
The next stage of our analysis considers the distribution of the various opcode classes as
a function of the total context switch events for each respective configuration and benchmark. Figure 7.12 presents the data for each benchmark when executed using the baseline
configuration. As mentioned in Section 7.2.1.1, we compiled statistics based upon the opcode class that induced the respective context switch event. We can clearly see that for the
baseline configuration, a large degree of all context switch events are induced by integer
arithmetic opcodes in the 0x13 and 0x33 classes. Given that these context switch events
are driven by the operating system kernel, the baseline data cannot be used to derive any
specific conclusions on the various evaluated workloads.
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Figure 7.13: Two Thread, 64 Max Pressure Opcode Distribution
Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 display the opcode context switch statistics for the two
thread tests using 64 and 128 as the maximum pressure threshold, respectively. There are
a number of interesting trends we find in the two thread results. First, both of the two
thread result sets contain relatively similar context switch result statistics as the baseline
tests. In this manner, we can observe that, despite having a reasonable performance impact
as noted below, utilizing two threads per core does not dramatically change the execution
flow of the core. Much like the baseline statistics, we find that many of the tests depict
the highest output of context switches falling within one or more integer arithmetic opcode
variants. We may theorize that this is due to the cores still executing with a significant
number of pipeline stalls due to latent memory requests not returning in time for basic
integer arithmetic. The implication being that, for most tests, by scaling the number of
threads/tasks per core we should observe a higher degree of pipeline utilization due to
higher concurrent overlapping of memory requests and compute opcode classes.
We can also observe several interesting phenomena for the various benchmark applications. Note the significant number of context switch events for the Lulesh, NASPB EP,
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Figure 7.14: Two Thread, 128 Max Pressure Opcode Distribution
NASPB FT and NASPB LU codes in the 0x53 opcode class. These opcodes represent conversion operations between various precisions of floating point values and integer values.
These operations represent a statistically significant portion of the context switch events
and, potentially, the overall runtime of the respective benchmark. Future examination of
these applications may conclude that operating in a homogenous precision may serve to
improve the overall performance and concurrent throughput of the solvers.
Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16 display the opcode context switch statistics for the eight
thread tests using 64 and 128 as the maximum pressure threshold, respectively. These
context switch statistics drastically depart from those recorded in the baseline and two
thread tests. Most noticeable is that only the NASPB EP benchmark where the maximum
pressure threshold is 64 do we measure a statistically significant number of context switches
due to floating point conversion events (opcode 0x53). Despite the egregious use of floating
point arithmetic across many of our target applications, we still see that the vast majority of
context switch events are induced via integer-related opcodes. This may imply that as we
scale concurrency per core, the overall effect of floating point pipeline latency is minimized
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to a statistically insignificant amount.

Figure 7.15: Eight Thread, 64 Max Pressure Opcode Distribution

7.2.2.3

Context Switch Timing Analysis

In addition to the raw context switch event statistics, we can also analyze the effect of
our approach on the actual application timing. Figure 7.17 presents the application timing
data (in seconds) scaled by the individual test configurations (x-axis). We see that for most
of the benchmark applications, the runtime is generally reduced as we scale the number of
concurrent threads per core. However, there are several outliers. First, the HPCG application dominates the chart with the highest runtime on four of the five test configurations.
It does not scale well at two threads per core, but does improve for eight threads per core.
Further, the NASPB SP benchmark display rather interesting behavior. As we scale the
number of threads per core to two and eight, respectively, the performance undulates over
and under the baseline recorded timing. However, the eight thread test using 128 as the
maximum pressure threshold is significantly worse. We see that the performance scales
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Figure 7.16: Eight Thread, 128 Max Pressure Opcode Distribution
from 200.63 seconds for the eight thread, 64 maximum pressure threshold to 651.87 seconds for the final configuration. This represents a 3.2X increase in timing and the only
benchmark that displays significantly worse performance using our method. Further investigation is required to determine whether this is a statistical outlier or a relevant pattern in
application execution using our approach.
In addition to the aforementioned timing graph, we can also analyze the individual
classes of benchmark in order to draw more relevant conclusions on classes of algorithmic
constructs. Figure 7.18 presents the scaled runtime of all the GAPBS benchmark applications. In our GAPBS application runtime results, we can clearly see that our approach as
a positive effect on the overall application performance as we scale the thread concurrency
per core. For all these graph-related benchmarks, the performance of both two threads per
core results exceed the baseline results. However, for the PageRank (PR), Single Source
Shortest Path (SSSP) and Connected Components (CC), we see a slight knee in performance for the eight threads per core results when using a maximum pressure threshold of
64. Given the rather irregular data access patterns exhibited in traditional graph algorithms,
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Figure 7.17: Application Performance
the maximum pressure threshold is likely not permitting a sufficient number of outstanding
memory requests to overlap the latency of the requests with adjacent arithmetic operations.
However, with the higher maximum pressure threshold of 128, the benchmark performance
returns to a positive scale of application speedup.
In addition, we can also evaluate the classes of applications present in the NASPB suite.
Figure 7.19 presents the application runtime from all the NASPB benchmarks. As mentioned above, we see the obvious outlier in the SP benchmark results. However, the remainder of the NASPB applications exhibit positive application speedups when scaling
the number of concurrent threads per core. The NASPB LU benchmark displays the best
performance speedup with a 5.53X increase using the eight thread configuration with a
maximum pressure threshold of 128. Of the maximum recorded speedups, the SP benchmark displays the lowest with a 1.05X speedup using the eight thread per core configuration
with 64 as the maximum pressure threshold. Across all the NASPB applications, we see an
average maximum application speedup of 2.72X.
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Figure 7.18: GAPBS Application Performance
7.2.2.4

Context Switch Application Performance Analysis

The final set of evaluations we make is to determine which configuration is ideal for each
benchmark as well as the total speedup available. Figure 7.20 plots each respective benchmark and its best recorded speedup. We can quickly see that the best speedup observed
during our tests was the BOTS Fibonacci benchmark with a recorded speedup of 14.6X
over the baseline configuration using eight threads and a maximum thread pressure of 64
(8.64). Despite the lowest runtime of any of the target applications, the Fibonacci benchmark exhibited the best performance speedup. This may be due to, in part, the relatively
small algorithmic kernel in terms of the number of instructions. This provides excellent
instruction cache locality, whereby only the initial kernel entry points pay a penalty to fill.
As a result, the total parallel application throughput easily amortizes any potential latency
due to instruction cache misses.
The second highest recorded speedup value was for the NASPB LU benchmark with a
5.53X speedup. This was recorded for eight threads using 128 as the maximum thread
pressure. Conversely, the lowest speedup was recorded using the BOTS Health benchmark
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Figure 7.19: NASPB Application Performance
with a maximum speedup of 1.00X. This was recorded using 2 threads and 128 for the
maximum thread pressure.
Over all the benchmark applications, we observe an average speedup of 3.23X over the
baseline configuration depicted as a blue horizontal line in Figure 7.20. This, without
any additional processing resources beyond the baseline configuration. However, we see
an interesting deviation in the the configuration of each benchmark that recorded the best
performance.
Table 7.3: Peak Speedups by Configuration
Name
base
2.64
2.128
8.64
8.128

Number of Peak Speedups Per Config
0
3
4
9
8
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Figure 7.20: Application Speedup
First, we observe that for all benchmarks, at least one parallel implementation exceeded
the performance of the baseline configuration. In which case, we can therefore determine
that our implementation was, at minimum, successful in accelerating the baseline performance. We can then analyze the distribution of the peak speedup values in order to determine what the ideal number of task units per core is as well as the maximum pressure
threshold. Table 7.3 contains the results of this analysis. We find that only seven benchmarks, or roughly 30%, recorded their peak speedups using two threads. This implies that
70% of our benchmarks continued scaling their performance speedup out to eight threads
per core.
Further, for our eight thread tests, we find that 9 benchmarks recorded their peak performance using a maximum pressure threshold of 64 where 8 benchmarks recorded their
peak performance using the maximum pressure value of 128. Given that these values are
so close to one another, it’s difficult to make a firm conclusion that either 64 or 128 is the
best potential maximum pressure value for a wide array of parallel applications. It does,
however, provide a useful guide for future experimentation to determine the best possible
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value.
7.3

Comprehensive Analysis

Following our analysis of the individual architectural components, we find an interesting
trend the comprehensive architecture performance. Figure 7.21 presents the average memory transfer savings for each of the respective benchmarks in gigabytes. This is a direct
result of the architectural features implemented in the GoblinCore-64 memory pipeline directed at improving the efficiency to utilized HMC memory devices. This also translates
directly to a more realistic byte per operation metric that ultimately reduces the bandwidth
required to service a data intensive workload on both the local and global GC64 interconnects.

Figure 7.21: Average Memory Bandwidth Improvement
The smallest improvement we find in the results is found in the BOTS Fibonacci bench137
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mark with an average improvement of 2GB of reduced data transfer. This is due to, in part,
to the low wallclock runtime and the high data reuse found in the instruction cache and
data working set. The largest improvement is found in the Lulesh workload. This workload has a average data transfer savings of 69,931 GB or approximately 70 TB reduction
in the amount of data transferred to service the parallel infrastructure. Despite the inherent
irregularity found in the Lulesh numerical solvers, we significantly reduce the bandwidth
required to service the parallel infrastructure. This translates to an average data transfer
reduction of 5,919 GB across all the aforementioned benchmarks.
Finally, we can also examine the total potential architectural speedup using the hardware
modules implemented as a part of the GoblinCore-64 infrastructure. Using the results from
the aforementioned examinations, we present a total potential speedup metric using the
core performance from the latency hiding capabilities in the task processors as well as
the bandwidth improvement due to the dynamic memory coalescing in the GC64 memory
pipeline. We present our results in Figure 7.22.
In this figure, we plot the maximum core speedup and the average bandwidth improvement as a stacked histogram. First, we can clearly see a trend of positive speedup across all
the tested workloads. This implies that our architectural techniques are successful across
disparate workloads that include both dense and sparse or irregular compute and memory
access patterns.
On average, we find a combined speedup of 5.33 over the baseline configurations with
no GoblinCore-64 features. The application that exhibits the best potential for speedup is
again the BOTS Fibonacci benchmark. This implies that as an algorithm or application
begins to make significant reuse of its instruction stack or working set, we will observe a
significant speedup on the GoblinCore-64 architecture. Further, for applications that exhibit
very irregular memory access patterns such as those presented in the GAP Benchmark
Suite, we can observe significant performance improvements over traditional monolithic
core architectures.
As a result, we may conclude that the GoblinCore-64 architectural techniques provide a
significant advantage in improving the performance, the throughput and the efficiency of
data intensive and high performance computing algorithms and applications. Further, these
performance advantages are measured without the use of architecture-specific programming models, compiler intrinsics or other target-specific optimizations. The benchmark
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Figure 7.22: Combined Architectural Speedup
codes were executed without changes to the core source code. As a result, users with disparate programming models, programming styles and algorithmic constructs may realize
performance advantages using the GoblinCore-64 infrastructure without changes to their
source code and numerical solvers.
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CHAPTER 8
RELATED WORK
8.1
8.1.1

Data Intensive Hardware Architectures

Tera MTA/Cray XMT

Several previous architectures have made attempts to directly couple the hardware and
software runtime architecture in order to efficiently support data intensive style applications. One of the original attempts was the Tera MTA [23]. The MTA combined hardwaredriven multithreading and tag-bit semantics in order to provide a whole-machine programming model.
The MTA made use of a processing unit methodology deemed a barrel processor. The
barrel processor executed what are termed streams in the MTA vernacular [22]. Streams
were enqueued and dequeued from a ready queue as they become eligible to execute. Execution availability was determined based upon the availability of state in the associated
register file when memory operations or tag-bit operations had cleared their respective hazards. The MTA’s context switching mechanism built within the barrel processor would
forcibly context switch between streams once per cycle. In this manner, a stream was only
permitted to execute one instruction at a time before sharing the processing element with
an adjacent stream.
The MTA and its child variants utilized a unique memory subsystem. The entire system
contained a flat, globally addressable memory space that was theoretically equally accessible from any of the executing streams. The main memory space was not paged. Rather,
a specific hashing technique was utilized in order to ensure non-conflicting linear addressing across multiple memory banks. The MTA processors had no on-board cache, and as a
result, the latency to memory was very long as compared to competitive processors with
multi-level caches [158].
Several evaluations of parallel benchmarks have noted the efficiency by which the MTA
executes unstructured algorithms [142] [40] [115]. Further, SPMD-style parallel programming models were evaluated using the MTA’s lightweight threading mechanisms [114]. On
the surface, this methodology appears sound. However, research suggests that this coarsegrained methodology does not sufficiently make use of the MTA’s hardware components.
As a result, additional research was required to determine whether programming models
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coupled to intelligent compilation techniques would permit SPMD programming models
to execute on the MTA.
Later revisions of the MTA were released as the Cray XMT and XMT-2 [115]. The
XMT processors, codenamed Threadstorm, shared a socket design with the AMD Socket
F processor and a system architecture shared with the Cray XT4. However, both the MTA
and the XMT shared non-standard programming models that often hindered general acceptance. This lack of support for a commodity programming model restricted the user base to
the select few willing to manually port applications to the XMT platform. As a result, the
XMT is no longer in production and many known hardware installations have been retired.
8.1.2

IBM Cyclops

The IBM Cyclops64, also known as the Blue Gene/C, provided an interesting memory
hierarchy that consisted of global interleaved memories connected via a crossbar switch
and local scratchpad memories [21][55]. The core architecture contained 80 processors
per socket executing at 500Mhz that utilized a subset of the Power instruction set architecture. As a result, compilers, system software and many numerical libraries were already
generally available during the development and initial deployment of Cyclops.
The Cyclops64 architecture exposed much of the undelying machine architecture in order to provide programmers and the runtime stack direct access to hardware in order to
maximize performance and efficiency. However, unlike the MTA/XMT architecture, the
thread execution in Cyclops-64 is non-preemptive. As a result, threads sleep on wait states
rather than context switching for adjacent thread execution. This is quite orthogonal from
the perspective of the programming model as now the maximum degree of parallelism maps
directly to equivalent hardware.
One of the core programming models for the Cyclops64 was an OpenMP [67] [55] implementation that exploited the hardware mechanisms present. This is enabled via sequentially consistent scratchpad memories without any coherent caches backing them within the
processing hierarchy. This, coupled with the naturally weakly ordered memory subsystem,
makes this an attractive target for commodity parallel programming models.
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8.1.3

Convey MX-100

The Convey MX-100 [103] [104] was also designed to execute data intensive applications using latency hiding techniques. The MX-100 was designed using a shared memory,
heterogeneous system architecture that combined dual-socket Intel x86_64 servers to the
MX100 coprocessor board via PCIe x8 Gen3 links. The MX-100 hardware architecture
was based upon large, Xilinx FPGA’s. As a result, the clock frequency of the cores was
rather low compared to traditional ASIC-based microprocessors (300Mhz).
The major benefit to the MX-100 architecture was two-fold. First, the memory subsystem connected to each of the FPGA-base processing elements was a fully-connected
crossbar. This enabled equivalent access from any individual processing element to any
memory bank within the system. Further, the memory subsystem supported similar fullempty or tagged memory addresses. In this manner, each 64-bit memory location had an
additional bit of storage that represented a lock or tag bit. These lock bits were manipulated
using special memory instructions that permitted algorithms and applications to explicitly
manage the lock state of individual memory locations using rudimentary instructions. As a
result, the barrier synchronization performance of the MX-100 was far beyond competitive
platforms [97].
The MX-100 supported a simple, OpenMP-based threading and tasking model that was
directly assisted by hardware concurrency mechanisms [97]. The major downside to the
architecture was the implementation of the coprocessor via low-frequency (300Mhz) FPGA
logic. Despite its simple programming model, the result was an architecture that required
significant application concurrency in order to garner performance.
8.1.4

Graphics Processor Memory Request Coalescing

The current state of the art with respect to coalescing disparate data access methodologies
has been generally focused on optimizing data access locality for modern graphics processors or transactional memories [147]. Many of these data reordering characteristics have
been previously classified and proven to mathematically exist and to require NP-complete
solutions [166] [167]. As such, many research efforts have resorted to heuristics. We
may further classify these heuristic methods as data reorganization optimizations and code
generation optimizations.
Given the closed nature of the GPU hardware implementations, several projects have
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focused on constructing software optimization methodologies for contributing to a more
efficient stream of memory requests on GPUs. The approach taken for the G-Streamline
[178] [177] project required the use of a software infrastructure that implemented a set of
coalescing algorithms that reordered streams of data requests. It also assisted in the overall
allocation of large data structures such that they were more aligned to boundaries that are
indicative of good memory bandwidth on the respective device. While the infrastructure
provides effective execution for traditional stencil-like codes in benchmark results, the approach is limited in its efficacy given that certain irregular data structures, such as graphs,
cannot be easily aligned or reordered due to their inherent nondeterminism.
Several methodologies have also described the use of joint compiler and runtime optimizations in order to balance the static (compile time) and dynamic (runtime) optimized
coalescing. One such effort has implemented compiler optimizations coupled to an intelligent runtime infrastructure that delivers performance at or near the hand-optimized
NVIDIA CUBLAS [125] library [173] [174]. While the performance benefits of this approach are clear and the overhead necessary to operate the runtime infrastructure is minimized, the approach is inherently tied to a specific GPU architecture (NVIDIA) using
static compilation. As such, for any orthogonal NVIDIA GPU models, the applications
must be recompiled for the degree of warp parallelism, or the number of concurrent threads
in a GPU streaming multiprocessor, present in the respective device. Further, for GPU
architecture manufacturers other than NVIDIA, this approach requires porting the static
compilation techniques to support the disparate architecture target.
Other approaches to optimize GPU memory access patterns have focused on re-crafting
the current coalescing and caching hierarchy to support more irregular access patterns.
WarpPool makes use of special hardware logic to optimize the path between the load/store
units and L1 cache [90]. This approach exploits the inherent weak memory consistency
model present in many GPU and other highly concurrent parallel architectures to exploit
better inter-warp spatial locality. While this hardware-driven approach is again rather successful for the respective GPU architecture, it fails to provide a more general approach
applicable to other highly concurrent parallel architectures. Further, this approach relies
upon custom hardware logic to be implemented alongside what is currently a closed-source
micro architecture.
In addition to the more general work on GPU’s, recent efforts have also begun to address
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the notion of memory request optimization for Hybrid Memory Cube devices [106] [69].
Rather than implementing the aforementioned approach on the CPU side of the system or
software architecture, the authors chose to implement their Data Rearrangement Engines,
or DRE’s, as custom logic blocks in the logic layer of an HMC device. Applications have
the ability to invoke these lightweight hardware functions in order to rearrange data dynamically in memory without performing traditional read-modify-write cycles. The result of
the DRE operation is a data block that is inherently aligned to the caching hierarchy already
present on the CPU. The benefit of this approach can be realized using standard CPU architectures with traditional caching hierarchies. Further, the burden on modifying the core
CPU architecture is minimized given the inherent processing near memory described in this
approach. The performance and energy reduction achieved when the resulting blocks are
reorganized by the DRE’s makes this approach interesting and novel as a future extension
to our on-chip DMC.
8.2
8.2.1

Data Intensive Software Architectures

Grappa

Unlike the aforementioned hardware-driven solutions, the Grappa framework is a softwarecentric infrastructure designed to address large-scale data intensive computing and analytics workloads [123] [122] [124] [78] [118]. Grappa makes use of a distributed shared
memory model that enables users and applications to view distributed memory systems as
single, non-uniform memory access (NUMA) platforms.
Grappa utilizes several unique latency-hiding features in order to promote the overall
throughput of a application while trading off some degree of communication latency. At
the core, Grappa is written in C++ and is constructed using three main components. First, it
provides a global address space for the application execution. In this manner, applications
are permitted to dereference and access local memory via standard pointers. Applications
may also allocate blocks of symmetric memory whereby abstract pointers are given to each
parallel unit. Any time accesses are made to these symmetric pointers in the global heap,
the locally equivalent pointer is dereferenced and accessed as normal.
Second, Grappa provides lightweight, user-level parallelism in the form of a tasking
layer. Each core in the system is allocated a single operating-system thread (et al. pthread)
which is subsequently pinned and not permitted to migrate. Grappa utilizes these system-
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level, worker threads to spawn and manage its own notional tasks of execution. In this
manner, all tasking in Grappa is performed at the user-level in order to avoid system-level
context switching. Grappa schedules tasks between works threads by monitoring longlatency operations such as symmetric memory accesses and via application-triggered context switches.
Finally, Grappa implements a two-level communication and messaging framework. The
communication framework supports both a user-level messaging interface that utilizes active messages and a network-level transport mechanism optimized for high bandwidth data
transfers. Active messages in Grappa are expressed as C++11 lambdas. In this manner,
the templated nature of the lambda performs all the necessary binary data collection and
transmission outside of the user’s purview. Further, the second stage of communication
is message aggregation for large, efficient message payloads. This enables more efficient
communication at scale.
When benchmarked against traditional SPMD programming model implementations such
as MapReduce and Spark, Grappa exhibited excellent scaling and performance characteristics [123]. Utilizing a commodity cluster with an Infiniband interconnect, Grappa exhibited
a 10X speedup over MapReduce, a 1.33X speedup over GraphLab and a 12.5X speedup
over Shark. As such, despite the orthogonality of the programming approach, Grappa provides an excellent platform for scalable experimentation.
8.2.2

Stinger

Similar in fundamental research to Grappa, Stinger is an infrastructure and application
for building and analyzing dynamic graphs [63] [132] [131]. Unlike previous attempts to
create frameworks for solving problems in graph theory and large-scale analytics, Stinger
specifically focuses on providing infrastructure to analyze dynamic or streaming graphs.
The end goal of which is to provide real-time (or near real-time) analytics for large-scale
graphs.
Stinger is constructed as a series of libraries and external interfaces using the C programming language and the OpenMP programming model. Stinger also supports MTA
extensions, including the full-empty locking primitives, when compiled on a Cray XMT
platform. Stinger also makes use of a unique internal data representation whereby graphs
are viewed by the internal solvers and traversal methods as infinite streams of edge in-
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sertions, deletions and updates. Updates to the internal graph structure are made in bulk
payloads in order to avoid global locks and latency induced by ensuring atomicity. In this
manner, parallelism can be maintained at the greatest degree despite a constant stream of
incoming updates. The solver and traversal framework paramount to Stinger efficacy also
makes use of these bulk updates. Rather than recalculating entire graph statistics or full
traversals, Stinger utilizes the update payloads to calculate micro-updates to the statistical analysis. While this may appear numerically unstable, the results are merged into the
global statistics in a manner that provides numerical consistency across the dynamism of
the graph.
Stinger has demonstrated its efficacy in building and manipulating large-scale dynamic
graphs using social data as input [133] [134] [62]. These case studies in dynamic graph
analysis have utilized data intensive computing platforms such as the Cray XMT [133] as
well as commodity platforms [134]. As a result, Stinger has demonstrated both platform
portability and performance portability beyond traditional approaches using static graph
solvers adapted for dynamic analysis.
8.2.3

Qthreads

In addition to more expressive, domain-specific computing infrastructures, the Qthreads
library provides low-latency, high performance runtime management underlying high-level
programming models [117]. Qthreads abstracts the OS-level threading mechanisms (such
as pthreads) into a portable abstraction layer for thread context management, lightweight
synchronization, atomicity and resource management.
At the core of Qthreads is a set of primitive thread and task scheduling algorithms that
permit users or high-level programming models to directly manipulate how threads or tasks
are queued and subsequently scheduled across scalable system architectures [127] [126].
These scheduling mechanisms provide basic FIFO, work stealing and load balancing features well beyond the basic operating system-level scheduling supported in modern kernel
architectures. In addition to the expressive scheduling mechanisms, Qthreads also supports
an abstract notion of MTA-style locking. The software-level full-empty locking support
is managed via a hardware abstraction layer such that commodity architectures and Cray
XMT platforms can be utilized without modifying the high-level code [117].
Qthreads has been utilized to implement the several high level programming models in
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order to provide abstract, efficient scheduling support for parallelism. The Cray Chapel
language construct currently maintains support for Qthreads as the basis for its low-latency
task management [165]. Most recently, Qthreads was utilized to manage the thread and
task scheduling for applications that utilized hybrid programming models such as MPI and
OpenMP concurrently [146].
Qthreads has also been utilized as the basis for more expressive solver frameworks such
as the Sandia Multithreaded Graph Library (MTGL) [32]. Much in the same way that traditional high performance computing solver libraries made use of OpenMP or MPI primitives, MTGL has direct support for the MTA-style locking primitives as well as the thread
management primitives present in Qthreads. As a result, MTGL provides a portable method
by which to manipulate and analyze large-scale graph constructs on a multitude of platforms.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
9.1

Conclusion

In this work, we introduce the GoblinCore-64 micro and system architecture. The
methodologies contained herein are designed to provide a data intensive computing platform that executes irregular algorithms and applications efficiently both on small systems
and at an extreme scale without sacrificing programmability. GoblinCore-64 combines simple, in-order RISC-V cores with intelligent memory pipelines, and high bandwidth Hybrid
Memory Cube devices to deliver simple, efficient computing capabilities without drastic
changes to the programming model and compiler infrastructure.
At the core of this research is a set of an instruction set and micro architectural extensions to the emerging RISC-V instruction set specification. These extensions provide scatter/gather memory operations, thread/task management and context management based in
hardware. These extended RISC-V cores are attached to a hierarchical set of on-chip modules that permit rapid context switching between parallel units without the use of system
software. This rapid context switching is directly related to the compiler’s notional cost
of an individual instruction and, as a result, provides a tightly-coupled hardware-software
concurrency mechanism that is easily portable between programming models. Further,
these task and thread management facilities are utilized by a hardware-software managed
runtime environment that permits applications to spawn and join threads/tasks with individual instructions and provide scalable scheduling facilities such as work stealing across
a large-scale system deployment.
These concurrency and low-latency context switching features are coupled to an intelligent memory pipeline and system interconnect. The memory pipeline is first coupled to
a dynamic memory coalescing module that receives streams of irregular memory requests
from the attached GoblinCore-64 task unit and coalesces them into the largest possible
memory requests. The DMC engine utilizes intermediate tree structures to reorganize these
weakly ordered requests before flattening them into block memory requests for the local or
global memory subsystem. These requests are then dispatched to either locally connected,
three-dimensional stacked memory devices provided by Hybrid Memory Cube devices.
Requests can also be dispatched to a global interconnect network which is interconnected
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via a set of similar HMC-based links and associated protocols. The result being a scalable
system infrastructure that permits applications to access any byte of the global, partitioned
memory system using rudimentary memory requests.
Following an extensive evaluation of the aforementioned methodologies using a series of
twenty-four pathological benchmarks for high performance and data intensive computing,
we find that our approach stands to accelerate the aforementioned workloads up to 14X per
core. As a result, we may conclude that the GoblinCore-64 infrastructure and associated
methodologies has the ability to significantly increase the performance and efficiency of
scalable data intensive computing.
9.2

Future Work

Given the aforementioned research activities, there are a number of additional topics to
explore and expand the GoblinCore-64 infrastructure. All of the benchmarks and evaluations presented in this work have utilized the traditional shared memory programming
model, OpenMP [15] [16]. While OpenMP has become an industry standard shared memory programming model, support by nearly all major compiler tool chains, it fails to address
many of the idiosyncratic features required to support a data intensive computing application at an extreme scale [85] [20]. Several previous attempts have been made to adapt
OpenMP to platforms designed specifically for data intensive computing [67] [97] [115].
However, each has fallen short to garner widespread adoption.
As a result, the first area of future work will be in the area of supporting more expressive programming models on the GoblinCore-64 platform. We may further classify our
programming model exploration into two general classes: tightly coupled memory models
and loosely coupled memory models. In the area of tightly coupled memory models, there
exists several interesting candidates to support the global addressing features present in the
GC64 architecture. First, the Unified Parallel C, or UPC, programming model [37] [54]
has a natural locality decomposition that is well suited to exploit the partitioned nature of
the GC64 scalable memory and addressing model. The basis for the UPC and its C++
extension, UPC++ [179], are the core language models of C and C++. As a result, users
are more likely to port existing data intensive codes written in similar languages where the
solvers and core infrastructure is easily verified for correctness.
In addition to UPC, the Cray Chapel [48] programming model contains some interesting
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design features well suited to exploit the GC64 micro architecture and system infrastructure. The Cray Chapel programming model was designed as a part of the DARPA HPCS
High Productivity Languages program [107] in order to provide an ideal platform for users
to rapidly build scalable scientific computing applications that directly exploit distributed
and/or partitioned memory platforms with complex memory hierarchies. Chapel’s notion
of locales [75] provides an excellent platform by which to experiment with the direct exploitation of both the partitioned global memory space as well as the local shared scratchpad memories.
Supporting language constructs that compile directly to machine-level instructions has a
tremendous number of advantages when building applications sensitive to memory latency,
task concurrency and memory bandwidth. In addition, these machine-level languages can
be augmented by compiler transformations [141] [87] [76] [50] and optimization frameworks [71] [68] to make efficient use of GC64’s machine resources.
However, there still exists a productivity barrier that prevents users from utilizing more
esoteric, partitioned global address space languages. As a result, we also seek to port
several loosely coupled programming models to the GC64 platform. These programming
models are those which do not compile directly to machine-level instructions, rather, they
utilize intermediate layers such as Java and Python to interact with the machine-level instruction set and system architectural features. Google has employed these techniques
in the private and public scalable computing models. Programming and execution models such as Google’s BigTable [49], are often packaged as domain-specific languages or
application-specific interfaces. As a result, the barrier to building and executing applications in these constructs is often minimized at the expense of machine-level performance.
Finally, the Spark programming model [176] [46] [148] provides an interesting intermediate target between a very domain specific programming model such as BigTable and
the machine-level features present in UPC and Chapel. Spark provides a user-friendly programming interface that is similar in design to Hadoop MapReduce. However, Spark utilizes the Scala language with memory-centric primitives in order to permit users to control
memory locality while increasing the programmability of the application. Further, Spark
natively contains a number of packages that act as solvers for common operations such as
graph analytics [170], SQL query processing [172], and machine learning [113].
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APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTION SET ENCODING
The GoblinCore-64 infrastructure utilizes the existing R-type instruction encoding from
the RISC-V instruction set specification to encode all the forthcoming instruction extensions. The GC64 extensions to the base RISC-V ISA are encoded in a manner to fit entirely
within the free encoding space as attached to the standard RISC-V IMAFD (et al. RISC-V
G) encoding.
GC64 Integer Load/Store Instructions[R-Type]
funct7
funct3 opcode
Encoding

Mnemonic
lbgthr rd,rs1,rs

0000000

000

0111111

0000000[rs2][rs1]000[rd]0111111

lhgthr rd,rs1,rs

0000000

001

0111111

0000000[rs2][rs1]001[rd]0111111

lwgthr rd,rs1,rs

0000000

010

0111111

0000000[rs2][rs1]010[rd]0111111

ldgthr rd,rs1,rs

0000000

011

0111111

0000000[rs2][rs1]011[rd]0111111

lbugthr rd,rs1,rs

0000000

100

0111111

0000000[rs2][rs1]100[rd]0111111

lhugthr rd,rs1,rs

0000000

101

0111111

0000000[rs2][rs1]101[rd]0111111

lwugthr rd,rs1,rs

0000000

110

0111111

0000000[rs2][rs1]110[rd]0111111

sbscatr rs1,rs2,rs3

0000001

000

0111111

0000001[rs2][rs1]000[r3]0111111

shscatr rs1,rs2,rs3

0000001

001

0111111

0000001[rs2][rs1]001[r3]0111111

swscatr rs1,rs2,rs3

0000001

010

0111111

0000001[rs2][rs1]010[r3]0111111

sdscatr rs1,rs2,rs3

0000001

011

0111111

0000001[rs2][rs1]011[r3]0111111

Mnemonic

GC64 Single Precision Load/Store Instructions[R-Type]
funct7
funct3 opcode
Encoding

flwgthr fd,rs1,rs

0000010

000

0111111

0000010[rs2][rs1]000[fd]0111111

fswscatr rs1,rs2,fs3

0000011

000

0111111

0000011[rs2][rs1]000[fs3]0111111

Mnemonic

GC64 Double Precision Load/Store Instructions[R-Type]
funct7
funct3 opcode
Encoding

fldgthr fd,rs1,rs

0000100

000

0111111

0000100[rs2][rs1]000[fd]0111111

fsdscatr rs1,rs2,fs3

0000101

000

0111111

0000101[rs2][rs1]000[fs3]0111111
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GC64 Concurrency Instructions[R-Type]
funct7
funct3 opcode
Encoding

Mnemonic
iwait rd,rs1,rs2

0000110

000

0111111

0000110[rs2][rs1]000[rd]0111111

ctxsw

0000110

001

0111111

0000110[X0][X0]001[X0]0111111

GC64 Task Control Instructions[R-Type]
funct7
funct3 opcode
Encoding

Mnemonic
spawn rd,rs1

0000111

000

0111111

0000111[X0][rs1]000[rd]0111111

join rd,rs1

0000111

001

0111111

0000111[X0][rs1]001[rd]0111111

gettask rd,tctx

0001000

000

0111111

0001000[X0][TCTX]000[rd]0111111

gettid rd,tid

0001000

001

0111111

0001000[X0][TID]001[rd]0111111

gettq rd,tq

0001000

010

0111111

0001000[X0][TQ]010[rd]0111111

gette rd,te

0001000

011

0111111

0001000[X0][TE]011[rd]0111111

settask tctx,rs1

0001001

000

0111111

0001001[X0][rs1]000[TCTX]0111111

settq tq,rs1

0001001

001

0111111

0001001[X0][rs1]001[TQ]0111111

sette te,rs1

0001001

010

0111111

0001001[X0][rs1]010[TE]0111111

Mnemonic

GC64 Supervisor Instructions[R-Type]
funct7
funct3 opcode
Encoding

sgetkey rd,gkey

0010000

000

0111111

0010000[X0][GKEY]000[rd]0111111

ssetkey gkey,rs1

0010000

001

0111111

0010000[X0][rs1]001[GKEY]0111111

GC64 [Optional] 128-bit Load/Store Instructions[R-Type]
Mnemonic
funct7
funct3 opcode
Encoding
ldugthr rd,rs1,rs2

0100000

000

0111111

0010000[rs2][rs1]000[rd]0111111

lqugthr rd,rs1,rs2

0100000

001

0111111

0010000[rs2][rs1]001[rd]0111111

sqscatr rs1,rs2,rs3

0100000

010

0111111

0010000[rs2][rs1]010[rs3]0111111
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GC64 Environment Instructions[R-Type]
Mnemonic
getgconst rd,gconst
getgarch rd,garch

funct7
0001010
0001010

funct3
000
001

opcode
0111111
0111111
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APPENDIX B: SELECTED SOURCE CODE
The current implementation of the Dynamic Memory Coalescing API is written in C.
There are placeholders for future, optimized versions of the microcode written in assembly
language. However, there are currently placeholders in the driver infrastructure that will
permit the inclusion of optimized microcode in the future without dramatic changes to the
overall infrastructure.
The DMC infrastructure source is made up of two main source code bundles. First, the
DMC microcode implements the methodology and associated algorithms as outlined in this
text. This includes all the necessary coalescing logic and internal data handlers. The second
source bundle constitutes a driver infrastructure that permits users to execute synthetic and
live tests associated with a functional RISC-V or GoblinCore-64 execution environment.
The driver accepts a number of different inputs, including static memory traces, input from
standard-in (STDIN) as well as the named pipe inputs directly from an adjacent GC64
simulator instance.
1. Prerequisites The RISC-V tools and simulation environments must be installed prior
to building or executing the DMC microcode. This includes the entire RISC-V Tools suite.
(https://github.com/riscv/riscv-tools)
2. Source Code Retrieval The full source code for the Dynamic Memory Coalescing engine is available as open source from the GoblinCore-64 website (http://gc64.
org/?page_id=182). Download the gzipped tarball or clone the entire source from
the Texas Tech Gitlab repository (http://discl.cs.ttu.edu/gitlab/gc64/
gc64-dmc.git). Once you have uncompressed or cloned the source, change directories to the gc64-dmc/sw directory.
3. Compilation The GC64-DMC source code compilation can be performed using the
included makefile. However, you must first ensure that the RISCV environment variable is
set to the installation directory of your RISC-V tools. This process of setting the environment and starting the build can be done as follows:
$> export RISCV=/path/to/RISCV/tools/installation
$> make
4. Execution Once the build has completed, a single executable will exist, dmc_driver.
The driver must be executed under the RISC-V Spike simulation environment as follows:
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$RISCV/bin/spike pk dmc_driver <options>
The driver options are noted as follows:
• -h: Prints the help menu
• -f filename: Input file containing a static memory trace
• -I: Read the memory trace from STDIN
• -p /path/to/pipe: Read the memory trace from the named pipe
• -t: Enable internal tracing
• -T: Enable deep tracing
• -n: Execute the C (unoptimized) version of the microcode
• -s: Execute the assembly version of the microcode
• -P: Print the statistical information from the simulation
The remaining text in Appendix 9.2 contains the source code for the DMC microcode in
ucode.c and driver.c.
**************************File 1 ucode.c**************************

/*
* _UCODE_C_
*
* MICROCODE ENGINE FOR GC64-DMC ENGINE
*
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "dmc_ucode.h"

/*
* Globals
*
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*/
btree root;
btree *free_list;

/* btree root */
/* free node list */

/* last free node in the list */
btree *free_list_last;
btree *nodes;
/* node list */
/* total number of read bytes in the tree */
int total_read_bytes = 0;
/* total number of write bytes in the tree */
int total_write_bytes = 0;
/* read timeout value */
int read_timeout
= 0;
/* write timeout value */
int write_timeout
= 0;
/* number of nodes in the tree */
int num_nodes
= 0;
/* number of nodes in the free list */
int num_free
= 0;
/* dmc config struct */
struct dmc __config;
hmc_list *head
hmc_list *tail

= NULL;
= NULL;

struct dmc __config;
/* base address of the tree */
uint64_t base_addr
= 0;
/* temporary address for the logic testing*/
uint64_t temp_addr
= 0;
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/* temp node represent the previous node been inserted*/
btree *temp;

/* -- init the node of HMC LIST */
extern void hmc_init(hmc_list *node){
node =(hmc_list*) malloc( sizeof( hmc_list ) );
node->next=NULL;
}

/* -- EXPIRE_TREE */
static void expire_tree(btree *p) {
btree *new

= NULL;

if(p == NULL) {
return ;
}
/* descend into each subtree and put
* all the nodes on the free list
* first, get the end of the free
* list
*/
if( p->left != NULL ){
expire_tree( p->left );
p->left = NULL;
}
if( p->right != NULL ){
expire_tree( p->right );
p->right = NULL;
}
/*
* put p back on the free list
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*
*/
if( free_list == NULL ){
free_list = p;
free_list_last = p;
num_free = 1;
return ;
}
/*
* existing nodes, get the last in the list
*
*/
new = free_list_last;
/* insert the free node */
new->left = p;
p->left = NULL;
free_list_last = p;
num_free++;
}

/* -- INIT_ROOT_NODE */
static void init_root_node(){
root.left
= NULL;
root.right = NULL;
root.parent = NULL;
}
/* -- INIT_LEAF_NODE */
static void init_leaf_node(){
int i =0;
btree *tmp;
/*
* we only allocate the minimum number
* of nodes; which is the maximum size
* of a subtree or the maximum number
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* insertion cycles
*
*/
if( MAX_WRITE_TIME > 128 ){
nodes = malloc( sizeof( btree ) * 256 );
num_nodes = 256;
}else{
num_nodes = MAX_WRITE_TIME*2;
nodes = malloc( sizeof( btree ) * num_nodes );
}
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "num_nodes = \%d\n", num_nodes );
#endif
free_list = &(nodes[0]);
tmp
= free_list;
for( i=1; i<num_nodes; i++ ){
tmp->left = &(nodes[i]);
tmp = tmp->left;
}
nodes[num_nodes-1].left = NULL;
free_list_last = &(nodes[num_nodes-1]);
num_free = num_nodes;
}
/* -- GET_LEFT_LEAF */
static btree *get_left_leaf( btree *src ){
btree *tmp = NULL;
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "... in get_left_leaf\n" );
#endif
/* if the left node is null,
* then just return the src node
* eg, no children present
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*/
if( src->left == NULL ){
return src;
}
tmp = src->left;
while( tmp->left != NULL ){
tmp = tmp->left;
}
return tmp;
}
/* -- GET_RIGHT_LEAF */
static btree *get_right_leaf( btree *src ){
btree *tmp = NULL;
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "... in get_right_leaf\n" );
#endif
/* if the right node is null,
* then just return the src node
* eg, no children present
*/
if( src->right == NULL ){
return src;
}
tmp = src->right;
while( tmp->right != NULL ){
tmp = tmp->right;
}
return tmp;
}
/* -- GET_NEW_NODE */
static btree *get_new_node(){
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btree *tmp = free_list;
btree *new = tmp;
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "... entering get_new_node\n" );
#endif
if( num_free == 0 || free_list == NULL ){
return NULL;
}
/* last node */
if( free_list->left == NULL ){
free_list = NULL;
num_free = 0;
return tmp;
}
/* get the last node */
while( new->left != NULL ){
tmp = new;
new = new->left;
}
num_free--;
tmp->left
= NULL;
new->left
= NULL;
new->right = NULL;
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "... exiting get_new_node\n" );
#endif
return new;
}
/* -- INSERT_CHILD */
static void insert_child( btree **parent, btree *child ){
#ifdef DEBUG
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printf( "...in insert_child\n" );
#endif
/* if the parent is null, we’re done */
if( *parent == NULL ){
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "...found null parent\n" );
#endif
*parent = child;
return ;
}
/* recursively insert based upon the address */
if( (*parent)->req.addr >= child->req.addr ){
/* if new inserted addr is smaller
* or equal to the parents’ addr
*/
if( (*parent)->left == NULL) {
(*parent)->left = child;
child->parent = (*parent);
return ;
}else{
insert_child(&((*parent)->left),child);
return ;
}
}else{
/* if new inserted addr is larger
* the parents’ addr
*/
if((*parent)->right == NULL) {
(*parent)->right = child;
child->parent = (*parent);
return ;
}else{
insert_child(&((*parent)->right),child);
return ;
}
}
}
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/* -- InOrderTraverse */
/* Read: io = 0
* Write: io = 1
*/
static void InOrderTraverse(btree* n,
int io,
btree* end){
if(n != NULL){
InOrderTraverse(n->left, io,end);
/* for the case total read bytes
* in the whole tree doesn’t exceed 128*/
if(n == end && io == 0){
temp_addr = n->req.addr + n->req.op;
total_read_bytes = temp_addr - base_addr;
if(total_read_bytes <= 128){
trace_read( total_read_bytes, base_addr );
}
return;
}
else if(n == end && io == 1){
temp_addr = n->req.addr + (n->req.op&0xFF);
total_write_bytes = temp_addr - base_addr;
if(total_write_bytes <= 128){
trace_write( total_write_bytes, base_addr );
}
return;
}
if( io == 0 ){
/* READ */
/* check if total read bytes exceed
* 128 or not*/
if( (n->req.addr + n->req.op base_addr < 128) ||
(n->req.addr == base_addr) ){
temp
= n;
temp_addr = n->req.addr + n->req.op;
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}else{
/* build one hmc request*/
total_read_bytes = temp_addr - base_addr;
trace_read( total_read_bytes, base_addr );
/* reset the base address,
* temp node and temp address*/
temp
= n;
base_addr
= n->req.addr;
temp_addr
= n->req.addr + n->req.op;
total_read_bytes
= 0;
}
}/* end read */
else{
/* WRITE */
if( ((n->req.addr + (n->req.op&0xFF) base_addr < 128) &&
(n->req.addr == temp_addr)) ||
(n->req.addr == base_addr) ){
temp
= n;
temp_addr = n->req.addr + (n->req.op&0xFF);
}else{
/* build one hmc request*/
total_write_bytes = temp_addr - base_addr;
trace_write( total_write_bytes, base_addr );
/* reset the base address, temp node
* and temp address*/
temp
= n;
base_addr = n->req.addr;
temp_addr = n->req.addr + (n->req.op&0xFF);
total_write_bytes = 0;
}
}/* end write */
InOrderTraverse(n->right, io,end);
}
}
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/* -- HMC_INSERT */
static void hmc_insert(int size,
uint64_t addr, int flag ){
hmc_list *node;
hmc_init(node);
int op;
if( size\%16 != 0 ){
size = ((size/16)+1)*16;
if( size>128){size=128;}
}
/* if flag = 0, the request is read operation*/
if(flag == 0)
op = size/16;
/* if flag = 1, the request is write operation*/
if(flag == 1)
op = size/16+16;
node->req.op = op;
node->next = NULL;
/* if the list is empty*/
if( head == NULL )
head = node;
else
tail->next = node;
tail = node;
}
/* -- expire the hmc_list */
extern void hmc_expire(){
hmc_list *temp;
hmc_list *node;
temp =head;
if(head->next == NULL){
printf("the list is empty\n");
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return;
}
if(head->next == NULL){
free(head);
printf("the list is expired\n");
return;
}
while(temp != tail){
node = temp->next;
free(temp);
temp=node;
}
free(tail);
printf("the list is expired\n");
return;
}
/* -- UCODE_INSERT */
extern void ucode_insert(struct mtrace rqst){
/*
* call the tracing function before returning
* the trace function handles the config
* and only prints tracing if enabled
*
*/
btree* tmp = NULL;
btree* pri = NULL;
btree* end = NULL;
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "... in ucode_insert\n" );
#endif
/*
* get a new node for the insertion
*
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*/
tmp = get_new_node();
if( tmp == NULL ){
/* no new nodes, expire the trees */
#ifdef DEBUG
printf("...out of nodes\n");
#endif
/* -- read nodes */
if( root.left != NULL ){
pri = get_left_leaf( root.left );
/*find out the most right nodes
* (the end of the left subtree)*/
end = get_right_leaf( root.left );
base_addr = pri->req.addr;
temp_addr = 0;
temp
= pri;
InOrderTraverse(root.left,0,end);
expire_tree(root.left);
root.left = NULL;
total_read_bytes = 0;
read_timeout
= 0;
}
/* -- write nodes */
if( root.right != NULL ){
pri = get_left_leaf( root.right );
/*find out the most right nodes
* (the end of the right subtree)*/
end = get_right_leaf( root.right );
base_addr = pri->req.addr;
temp_addr = 0;
temp
= pri;
InOrderTraverse(root.right,1,end);
expire_tree(root.right);
root.right = NULL;
total_write_bytes = 0;
write_timeout
= 0;
}
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/* get a new node */
tmp = get_new_node();
}
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "...got a new node\n" );
#endif
/* fill in the data */
tmp->req.proc = rqst.proc;
tmp->req.op
= rqst.op;
tmp->req.addr = rqst.addr;
/* insert read requests from RISCV cores */
if( (tmp->req.op >= RD1) && (tmp->req.op <= RD16) ) {
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "...inserting read request\n" );
#endif
insert_child( &root.left, tmp );
total_read_bytes+=tmp->req.op;
read_timeout++;
}
/* insert write requests from RISCV cores */
if( (tmp->req.op >= RD16) && (tmp->req.op <= WR16) ) {
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "...inserting write request\n" );
#endif
insert_child( &root.right, tmp );
total_write_bytes+=(tmp->req.op&0xFF);
write_timeout++;
}
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "...request inserted\n" );
#endif
/*
* force an HMC read request
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* set timeout to zero
* clear read requests in the tree
*
*/
if( (total_read_bytes == 128) ||
(read_timeout >= MAX_READ_TIME) ){
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "...expiring read tree\n" );
#endif
pri = get_left_leaf( root.left );
end = get_right_leaf( root.left );
/* --- add logic to build the hmc requests. */
base_addr =
temp_addr =
temp
=

pri->req.addr;
0;
pri;

/* --- traverse the tree and build hmc requests */
InOrderTraverse(root.left,0,end);
expire_tree(root.left);
root.left
= NULL;
total_read_bytes
read_timeout

= 0;
= 0;

}
/*
* force an HMC write request
* set timeout to zero
* clear the write requests in the tree
*/
if( (total_write_bytes == 128) ||
(write_timeout >= MAX_WRITE_TIME) ){
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "...expiring write tree\n" );
#endif
pri = get_left_leaf( root.right );
end = get_right_leaf( root.right );
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base_addr =
temp_addr =
temp
=

pri->req.addr;
0;
pri;

InOrderTraverse(root.right,1,end);
expire_tree(root.right);
root.right
= NULL;
total_write_bytes = 0;
write_timeout
= 0;
}
trace();
}

/* -- UCODE_FLUSH */
extern void ucode_flush(){
btree* pri
btree* end

= NULL;
= NULL;

/* -- read nodes */
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "...ucode_flush()\n" );
printf( "...flushing read nodes\n" );
#endif
if( root.left != NULL ){
pri = get_left_leaf( root.left );
end = get_right_leaf( root.left );
base_addr = pri->req.addr;
temp_addr = 0;
temp
= pri;
InOrderTraverse(root.left,0,end);
expire_tree(root.left);
root.left = NULL;
total_read_bytes = 0;
read_timeout
= 0;
}
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/* -- write nodes */
#ifdef DEBUG
printf( "...flushing write nodes\n" );
#endif
if( root.right != NULL ){
pri = get_left_leaf( root.right );
end = get_right_leaf( root.right );
base_addr = pri->req.addr;
temp_addr = 0;
temp
= pri;
InOrderTraverse(root.right,1,end);
expire_tree(root.right);
root.right = NULL;
total_write_bytes = 0;
write_timeout
= 0;
}
}
/* -- UCODE_FREE */
extern void ucode_free() {
free(nodes);
nodes = NULL;
}
/* -- UCODE_INIT */
extern void ucode_init( uint64_t conf ) {
/* init the structure */
__config.conf = conf;
/* init the root node */
init_root_node();
/* init the leaf nodes */
init_leaf_node();
}
/* EOF */
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**************************File 2 driver.c**************************
/*
* _DRIVER_C_
*
* GC64-DMC TESTBENCH DRIVER
*
* DRIVES THE DMC TEST ENGINE
*
*/
#include < stdio.h >
#include < stdlib.h >
#include < string.h >
#include < unistd.h >
#include < stdint.h >
#include < sys / types.h >
#include < sys / stat.h >
#include < fcntl.h >
#include "dmc_ucode.h"
/* -- FUNCTION PROTOTYPES */
extern void ucode_init(uint64_t conf);
extern void ucode_insert();
extern void ucode_opt_insert();
extern void ucode_flush();
extern void ucode_free();
extern void hmc_init(hmc_list * node);
extern void hmc_expire();
extern hmc_list * head;
extern hmc_list * tail;
/* -- GLOBALS */
uint64_t c_RD1;
uint64_t c_RD2;
uint64_t c_RD4;
uint64_t c_RD8;
uint64_t c_RD16;
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uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t

c_WR1;
c_WR2;
c_WR4;
c_WR8;
c_WR16;

uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t
uint64_t

h_WR16;
h_WR32;
h_WR48;
h_WR64;
h_WR80;
h_WR96;
h_WR112;
h_WR128;
h_WR256;
h_RD16;
h_RD32;
h_RD48;
h_RD64;
h_RD80;
h_RD96;
h_RD112;
h_RD128;
h_RD256;

/* -- INIT_STATS */
static void init_stats() {
c_RD1 = 0x00 ll;
c_RD2 = 0x00 ll;
c_RD4 = 0x00 ll;
c_RD8 = 0x00 ll;
c_RD16 = 0x00 ll;
c_WR1 = 0x00 ll;
c_WR2 = 0x00 ll;
c_WR4 = 0x00 ll;
c_WR8 = 0x00 ll;
c_WR16 = 0x00 ll;
h_WR16 = 0x00 ll;
h_WR32 = 0x00 ll;
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h_WR48 = 0x00 ll;
h_WR64 = 0x00 ll;
h_WR80 = 0x00 ll;
h_WR96 = 0x00 ll;
h_WR112 = 0x00 ll;
h_WR128 = 0x00 ll;
h_WR256 = 0x00 ll;
h_RD16 = 0x00 ll;
h_RD32 = 0x00 ll;
h_RD48 = 0x00 ll;
h_RD64 = 0x00 ll;
h_RD80 = 0x00 ll;
h_RD96 = 0x00 ll;
h_RD112 = 0x00 ll;
h_RD128 = 0x00 ll;
h_RD256 = 0x00 ll;
}
/* -- PRINT_STATS */
static void print_stats() {
uint64_t total_r_in = 0x00 ll;
uint64_t total_w_in = 0x00 ll;
uint64_t total_in = 0x00 ll;
uint64_t total_r_out = 0x00 ll;
uint64_t total_w_out = 0x00 ll;
uint64_t total_out = 0x00 ll;
total_r_in
+ c_RD8 +
total_w_in
+ c_WR4 +
total_in =

= c_RD1 + c_RD2 + c_RD4
c_RD16;
= c_WR1 + c_WR2
c_WR8 + c_WR16;
total_r_in + total_w_in;

total_r_out
+ h_RD64 +
h_RD112 +
total_w_out
+ h_WR64 +
h_WR112 +
total_out =

= h_RD16 + h_RD32 + h_RD48
h_RD80 + h_RD96 +
h_RD128 + h_RD256;
= h_WR16 + h_WR32 + h_WR48
h_WR80 + h_WR96 +
h_WR128 + h_WR256;
total_r_out + total_w_out;
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printf("-------\n");
printf(" Runtime Stats\n");
printf("-------\n");
printf("RD1 %lld\n", c_RD1);
printf("RD2 %lld\n", c_RD2);
printf("RD4 %lld\n", c_RD4);
printf("RD8 %lld\n", c_RD8);
printf("RD16 %lld\n", c_RD16);
printf("WR1 %lld\n", c_WR1);
printf("WR2 %lld\n", c_WR2);
printf("WR4 %lld\n", c_WR4);
printf("WR8 %lld\n", c_WR8);
printf("WR16 %lld\n", c_WR16);
printf("------\n");
printf("HMC_WR_16 %lld\n", h_WR16);
printf("HMC_WR_32 %lld\n", h_WR32);
printf("HMC_WR_48 %lld\n", h_WR48);
printf("HMC_WR_64 %lld\n", h_WR64);
printf("HMC_WR_80 %lld\n", h_WR80);
printf("HMC_WR_96 %lld\n", h_WR96);
printf("HMC_WR_112 %lld\n", h_WR112);
printf("HMC_WR_128 %lld\n", h_WR128);
printf("HMC_WR_256 %lld\n", h_WR256);
printf("HMC_RD_16 %lld\n", h_RD16);
printf("HMC_RD_32 %lld\n", h_RD32);
printf("HMC_RD_48 %lld\n", h_RD48);
printf("HMC_RD_64 %lld\n", h_RD64);
printf("HMC_RD_80 %lld\n", h_RD80);
printf("HMC_RD_96 %lld\n", h_RD96);
printf("HMC_RD_112 %lld\n", h_RD112);
printf("HMC_RD_128 %lld\n", h_RD128);
printf("HMC_RD_256 %lld\n", h_RD256);
printf("--------------------------\n");
printf(" TOTAL_READ_INPUT %lld\n", total_r_in);
printf(" TOTAL_WRITE_INPUT %lld\n", total_w_in);
printf(" TOTAL_INPUT %lld\n", total_in);
printf(" TOTAL_READ_OUTPUT %lld\n", total_r_out);
printf(" TOTAL_WRITE_OUTPUT %lld\n", total_w_out);
printf(" TOTAL_OUTPUT %lld\n", total_out);
printf(" READ_EFFICIENCY %f\n",
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(1.0 f - (double)(total_r_out) /
(double)(total_r_in)) * 100);
printf(" WRITE_EFFICIENCY %f\n",
(1.0 f - (double)(total_w_out) /
(double)(total_w_in)) * 100);
printf(" TOTAL_EFFICIENCY
%f\n",
(1.0 f - (double)(total_out) /
(double)(total_in)) * 100);
printf("--------------------------\n");
}
/* -- PRINT_HELP */
static void print_help() {
printf("----\n");
printf("
DMC_DRIVER\n");
printf("-----\n");
printf(" Usage: dmc_driver <options>\n");
printf(" <options>\n");
printf(" -h: print this help\n");
printf(" -f filename: file containing memory trace\n");
printf(" -I: read trace from STDIN\n");
printf(" -p /path/to/pipe: read trace from named pipe\n");
printf(" -t: enable tracing\n");
printf(" -T: enable deep tracing\n");
printf(" -n: execute C version of ucode\n");
printf(" -s: execute assembly version of ucode\n");
printf(" -P: print stats at the end of the run\n");
printf("---\n");
}
/* -- GET_MEMOP */
static int get_memop(int type,
int nbytes,
MEMOP * op) {
if (type == 0) {
switch (nbytes) {
case 1:
* op = WR1;
c_WR1++;
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break;
case 2:
* op = WR2;
c_WR2++;
break;
case 4:
* op = WR4;
c_WR4++;
break;
case 8:
* op = WR8;
c_WR8++;
break;
case 16:
* op = WR16;
c_WR16++;
break;
default:
return -1;
break;
}
return 0;
} else if (type == 1) {
switch (nbytes) {
case 1:
* op = RD1;
c_RD1++;
break;
case 2:
* op = RD2;
c_RD2++;
break;
case 4:
* op = RD4;
c_RD4++;
break;
case 8:
* op = RD8;
c_RD8++;
break;
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case 16:
* op = RD16;
c_RD16++;
break;
default:
return -1;
break;
}
return 0;
} else {
return -1;
}
}
/* --- READ_TRACE_PIPE */
static int read_trace_pipe(int fd,
struct mtrace * otrace) {
/* vars */
char cmdbuf[3];
char bytesbuf[2];
char procbuf[2];
char addrbuf[17];
char * token;
size_t len = 0;
int type = -1; /* {0=WR,1=RD} */
int nbytes = 0;
int bytesread = 0;
uint32_t proc = 0;
uint64_t addr = 0x00 ull;
MEMOP op;
/* ---- */
/* read a new buffer */
if ((bytesread = read(fd, cmdbuf, 3)) <= 0) {
return -1;
}
len = strlen(cmdbuf);
if (cmdbuf[len] == ’\n’) {
cmdbuf[len] = ’\0’;
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}
cmdbuf[2] = ’\0’;
if (strcmp(cmdbuf, "WR") == 0) {
type = 0;
} else if (strcmp(cmdbuf, "RD") == 0) {
type = 1;
} else if (strcmp(cmdbuf, "EX") == 0) {
return 1;
} else {
printf("error : erroneous message type : %s\n",
cmdbuf);
return -1;
}
if ((bytesread = read(fd, bytesbuf, 2)) <= 0) {
return -1;
}
len = strlen(bytesbuf);
if (bytesbuf[len] == ’\n’) {
bytesbuf[len] = ’\0’;
}
if ((bytesread = read(fd, procbuf, 2)) <= 0) {
return -1;
}
len = strlen(procbuf);
if (procbuf[len] == ’\n’) {
procbuf[len] = ’\0’;
}
if ((bytesread = read(fd, addrbuf, 17)) <= 0) {
return -1;
}
len = strlen(addrbuf);
if (addrbuf[len] == ’\n’) {
addrbuf[len] = ’\0’;
}
addrbuf[16] = ’\0’;
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#
ifdef DEBUG
printf("msg = %s:%s:%s:%s\n",
cmdbuf,
bytesbuf,
procbuf,
addrbuf);#
endif
nbytes = atoi(bytesbuf);
proc = (uint32_t)(atoi(procbuf));
addr = (uint64_t)(strtol(addrbuf, NULL, 16));
/* get the appropriate memory operand */
if (get_memop(type, nbytes, & op) != 0) {
printf("error : erroneous message type
from get_memop\n");
return -1;
}
/* fill out the
otrace - > proc
otrace - > op =
otrace - > addr

data structure */
= proc;
op;
= addr;

#ifdef DEBUG
printf("::DEBUG:: proc = %d\n", otrace - > proc);
printf("::DEBUG:: op
= %d\n", (int)(otrace - > op));
printf("::DEBUG:: addr = 0x%016lx\n", otrace - > addr);
#endif
return 0;
}
/* -- READ_TRACE */
static int read_trace(FILE * infile,
struct mtrace * otrace) {
/* vars */
char buf[50];
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char * token;
size_t len = 0;
int type = -1; /* {0=WR,1=RD} */
int nbytes = 0;
uint32_t proc = 0;
uint64_t addr = 0x00 ull;
MEMOP op;
/* ---- */
/* read a single entry from the trace file */
if (feof(infile)) {
return -1;
}
if (fgets(buf, 50, infile) == NULL) {
return -1;
}
/*
* we have a valid buffer
* strip the newline and tokenize it
*
*/
len = strlen(buf);
if (buf[len] == ’\n’) {
buf[len] = ’\0’;
}
/*
* now to tokenize it
* Format: {WR,RD,CLOSE}:{NUM_BYTES}:{PROCID}:{0xADDR}
*/
token = strtok(buf, ":");
if (strcmp(token, "WR") == 0) {
type = 0;
} else if (strcmp(buf, "RD") == 0) {
type = 1;
} else if (strcmp(buf, "CLOSE") == 0) {
/* recevied a CLOSE message */
return 1;
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} else {
printf("error : erroneous message type: %s\n",
token);
return -1;
}
/* num_bytes */
token = strtok(NULL, ":");
nbytes = atoi(token);
/* procid */
token = strtok(NULL, ":");
proc = (uint32_t)(atoi(token));
/* -- first part of address = 0x */
token = strtok(NULL, "x");
/* -- last part of address in hex */
token = strtok(NULL, " ");
addr = (uint64_t)(strtol(token, NULL, 16));
/* get the appropriate memory operand */
if (get_memop(type, nbytes, & op) != 0) {
printf("error : erroneous message type
from get_memop\n");
return -1;
}
/* fill out the
otrace - > proc
otrace - > op =
otrace - > addr

data structure */
= proc;
op;
= addr;

#ifdef DEBUG
printf("::DEBUG::
printf("::DEBUG::
printf("::DEBUG::
#endif

proc = %d\n", otrace - > proc);
op
= %d\n", (int)(otrace - > op));
addr = 0x%016lx\n", otrace - > addr);

return 0;
}
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/* -- MAIN */
int main(int argc, char * * argv) {
/* vars */
int ret = 0;
int type = 0;
int done = 0;
int stats = 0;
int fd = 0;
int input = -1; /* 0 for tracefile; 1 for STDIN */
uint64_t conf = 0x00 ull;
FILE * infile = NULL;
struct mtrace rqst;
char filename[1024];
/* ---- */
while ((
ret = getopt(argc, argv, "f:tp:IThnsP")) != -1) {
switch (ret) {
case ’f’:
input = 0;
sprintf(filename, "%s", optarg);
break;
case ’I’:
input = 1;
break;
case ’t’:
conf |= CONF_TRACE;
break;
case ’p’:
input = 2;
sprintf(filename, "%s", optarg);
break;
case ’T’:
conf |= CONF_TRACE;
conf |= DEEP_TRACE;
break;
case ’n’:
printf("...Utilizing C-based microcode\n");
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type = 0;
break;
case ’s’:
printf("...Utilizing Assembly-based microcode\n");
type = 1;
break;
case ’P’:
init_stats();
stats = 1;
break;
case ’h’:
print_help();
return 0;
break;
default:
printf("Unknown option!\n");
print_help();
return -1;
break;
}
}
/* sanity check */
if (input == -1) {
printf("error : no input method selected\n");
return -1;
}
if ((input == 0) && (strlen(filename) == 0)) {
printf("error : filename is invalid\n");
return -1;
}
/* open the file */
if (input == 0) {
infile = fopen(filename, "r");
if (infile == NULL) {
printf("error : could not open file %s\n",
filename);
return -1;
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}
} else if (input == 2) {
if (strlen(filename) == 0) {
printf("ERROR : filename is invalid\n");
return -1;
}
fd = open(filename, O_RDONLY);
if (fd == -1) {
printf("ERROR : COULD NOT OPEN NAMED PIPE AT %s\n",
filename);
return -1;
}
} else {
infile = stdin;
}
/* init the internal data structures */
ucode_init(conf);
/* read a request from the input file */
if (input == 2) {
done = read_trace_pipe(fd, & rqst);
} else {
done = read_trace(infile, & rqst);
}
/* begin the sim execution */
while (done == 0) {
/* insert it */
if (type == 0) {
ucode_insert(rqst);
} else {
ucode_opt_insert(rqst);
}
/* read a request from the input file */
if (input == 2) {
done = read_trace_pipe(fd, & rqst);
} else {
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done = read_trace(infile, & rqst);
}
}
/* flush any remaining requests */
ucode_flush();
/* free ucode memory */
ucode_free();
if (input == 0) {
fclose(infile);
} else if (input == 2) {
close(fd);
}
infile = NULL;
if (stats == 1) {
print_stats();
}
return 0;
}
/* EOF */
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